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INFORMATION REQUIRED WITH PARDON PETITION

Full Name:  _____________________________________________________________________

Residence:  _____________________________________________________________________
(Street) (Town or City)

Date of Birth: ___________________________

Marital Status: Are you married?  ________________________________________

How many children do you have?  ___________________________

Give their ages:  _________________________________________

Employment Summary: (List your last three employers, the period of time during which you 
worked for each employer, and the nature of your work.)

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

What is your educational ________________________________________________________
background?

________________________________________________________

Criminal Record: (List all felonies and misdemeanors (including traffic offenses) for 
which you have been convicted with the place, date, and disposition of 
each offense.)

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

Pamela A. Smart

Bedford Hills Correctional Facility for Women, 247 Harris Rd, Bedford Hills, NY 10507

No

None

N/A

August 16, 1967 (age: 50)

Accomplice to First Degree Murder (Rockingham County, March 22, 1991)

Conspiracy to Commit Murder (Rockingham County, March 22, 1991)

Tampering with a Witness (Rockingham County, March 22, 1991)

1. N.H. School Administrative Unit 21: Director of Media Services (1989-1990)

Oversaw media services for eleven schools

2. Florida Bureau of Motion Pictures & Television: Promotions and Development

of Media Projects

3. WVFS FM: Promotions Director and On-Air Disc Jockey
Master of Fine Arts, English Literature, Mercy College (Summa Cum Laude 2003)
Master of Science in Law, S. California University for Professional Studies (Summa
Cum Laude 2001); Bachelor of Science, Communications, Florida State U. (Magna
Cum Laude 1988).

Life without parole

7.5 - 15 years (served)

3.5 - 7 years (served)
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Give a brief statement of the reason why you want a pardon.

NOTE:  The following information must be provided for ALL convictions for which you 
seek a pardon; stating “All NH Convictions,” “All Convictions,” or the like, is not adequate.  
Attach additional pages as necessary.

Give name of the offense for which a pardon is sought: ___________________________________

Date of the offense: _______________________________________________________________

Town or city where offense occurred: ________________________________________________

In which court were you convicted? __________________________________________________

What was the name of the judge? ______________________________________________

Who prosecuted the case for the State? __________________________________________

What was your plea? ________________________________________________________

What was the date of your conviction? ________________________________________________

What sentence was imposed by the court? _____________________________________________

Were you represented by an attorney? ________________________________________________

If so, what was that attorney’s name? ___________________________________________

List all facilities in which you have been incarcerated on this conviction? ____________________

_________________________________________________________________________

Are you presently incarcerated? _____________________________________________________

If so, where? ______________________________________________________________

What is your present minimum parole eligibility date? _____________________________

Accomplice to First Degree Murder

May 1, 1990

Derry, New Hampshire

Superior Court, Rockingham County (NH)

Judge Douglas Gray

AAG Paul Maggiotto

Not guilty

March 22, 1991

Life without parole

Yes

Mark Sisti, Paul Twomey

New Hampshire State Prison
for Women (8/1/1991 - 3/11/1993); Bedford Hills (NY) Correctional Facility for Women (3/11/1993 - present)

Yes

Bedford Hills Correctional Facility for Women

Not eligible for parole

Please see the attached documents which I incorporate as part of this Petition.  I am not eligible for annulment.  
The attached consists of:

(Seeking clemency as to my sentence for being an accomplice.)

1. My letter to Governor Sununu with a supporting letter from Robin Swope;
2. A memorandum in support of my petition;
3. Over 200 testimonial letters written since 2000, and signatures supporting my request for clemency from       
 New Hampshire residents and others; 
4. Certificates and other documentation of my activities and achievements while incarcerated at Bedford 
 Hills; 
5. A summary of pardons and favorable clemency decisions by governors of States, other than New 
 Hampshire, granting relief from life without parole sentences; and
6. A forensic report analyzing problems with the tapes used by the prosecution at my trial. 





 

 

Bedford Hills Correctional Facility 

Bedford Hills, New York 

 

 

December 12, 2017 

 

Hon. Christopher Sununu 

State House 

107 North Main Street 

Concord, NH 03301 

 

Dear Governor Sununu: 

 

I am writing to humbly request your mercy and compassion.  Without Executive 

intervention, I will die in prison. 

 

In 1990, when I was 22 years old, I made the worst mistake of my life and briefly became 

romantically involved with Bill Flynn, whom I got to know when we were both facilitators and 

volunteers in Project-Self-Esteem. That one horrible choice led to catastrophic consequences that 

I never could have imagined.  By far, the most tragic of these was that Mr. Flynn admitted to 

murdering my 24-year-old husband, Gregg.  Although I never wanted, nor asked, Mr. Flynn to 

murder Gregg, I will forever carry the blame and guilt.  I know my poor judgment in having that 

relationship set into motion a series of events that ultimately resulted in Gregg’s death.  That is a 

weighty burden I carry, and there is not a day that goes by where I do not feel the heaviness of 

Gregg’s tragic loss – on my heart and in my mind.  As such, I have spent almost three decades 

accepting my own responsibility in this tragedy and seeking to understand how it came to be. 

 

My decision to become involved with Mr. Flynn has been frozen in time and used ever 

since to define my entire character.  I have been vilified, ridiculed, and sensationalized by a 

scandal-thirsty media.  I have been reduced to my worst mistake and publicly branded with a 

mark of shame forever.  In the midst of this hate-filled distorted media frenzy, at age 22, I was 

tried, convicted, and sentenced to spend the rest of my life in prison, without any possibility of 

parole.  This was because of the mandated legislative sentence where no Judge or jury could 

consider my sentence in light of all the circumstances.  After serving two years at Goffstown, I 

additionally now have spent almost 25 years in a maximum-security prison in New York, far 

from my family, friends and community.  The two people who forced Gregg to his knees in our 

home with a knife to his throat when I was not there and stood over him as he was shot in his 

head are now both free on parole, as are others who played a role in Gregg’s murder. 

 

During my incarceration, I have suffered life-changing events that have left permanent 

scars on my mind, body, and soul.  I have been constantly singled out and harassed, and severely 

beaten, by other inmates to the point where I had to have my face cut open so a plastic plate 

could be inserted in my bone.  I have a permanent loss of feeling in the left side of my face.  

Daily pain medication will be required as a result of the injury for the rest of my life.  A constant 

and acute throbbing pain is a daily reminder of the assault, as well as the public image into which 

the media has cast me.  I was also sexually assaulted by a prison guard, an experience that left 
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me with continuing emotional scars and in fear of his threat to kill my parents if I did not remain 

silent.  There were many times when I have felt it would be easier just to give up and die.  Yet, 

during those times, as early in my life, remembering the teachings of my parents and my faith, a 

power greater than myself carried me through, and I have fought to cope and live. 

 

Despite having a sentence without hope, I managed to craft my own hope by dedicating 

my life to helping others.  Gregg’s giving and loving spirit was my inspiration for doing so and 

the motivation for my survival.  I know there is nothing I can ever do to bring him back and to 

right all of my past wrong choices.  So, I have vowed to do what I could with the life I had, to 

make a difference in this dark prison around me.  For over two decades, I have worked here 

tutoring and teaching students in Adult Basic Education, Pre-GED, GED, Pre-College, and 

College classes.  I gave all of myself on my own free time to help women here get an education 

because I know that education is the number one tool that lessens chances of recidivism.  

Personally, I have earned two Master’s Degrees with highest honors on private scholarships 

while here.  Today, I still continue to be available for this work and have proudly been a part of 

changing many lives for the better. 

 

For the past few years, I also have been a Peer Facilitator in the AIDS Counseling and 

Education (ACE) Office.  I completed an in-depth certification process through the AIDS 

Institute, the New York Department of Labor, and the Women’s Prison Association.  I worked 

with women who are HIV positive, have AIDS, or other health issues, as well as the entire 

population here by running groups to disseminate much-needed information about HIV/AIDS, 

STDs, and other women’s health issues.  In addition, I have worked closely with emotionally and 

mentally challenged inmates – consistent with my lifelong habit of tending to the most 

vulnerable. 

 

By completing all mandated DOCS’ programs, as well as participating in numerous 

voluntary programs, I have sought to better myself.  Our Pastor chose me as a leader in our 

church to preside over services and direct the liturgical dance ministry.  Moreover, I served in a 

leadership role in the Rehabilitation Through the Arts (RTA) program since its inception here 

some 8 years ago.  The inmate population elected me as their Inmate Liaison Committee (ILC) 

President.  In that capacity, I worked with the prison administration as a liaison to help articulate 

the issues and concerns of the inmate population and reach agreeable resolutions. 

 

Through my work and life here, I have sought constantly to demonstrate that I am not the 

selfish, cold and uncaring woman I have falsely been portrayed to be or someone who is or has 

been violent or disrespectful of authority.  I pose no risk of recidivism, rejecting authority, or 

causing personal violence or harm to others.  Who I really am can be found in what I have done 

with my life in college and since my incarceration at age 23.  

 

Over the years, many people have written letters to successive Governors documenting 

my life and contributions at Bedford Hills, giving concrete testimony of their experiences with 

me or an estimate of my contributions.  These letters are from fellow inmates, leaders of 

religious programs of various faiths at the prison, my teachers and supervisors there, persons of 
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To:  Governor John Lynch 

State House 

107 North Main Street 

Concord, N.H. 03301 

 

 

Dear Governor, 

 

This letter is in re: to Pamela Smart.  My name is Robin Swope, and I was incarcerated 

with Pamela at Bedford Hills correction facility during the years, 2004-2010. 

 

During these years I suffered greatly not only from depression, but schizophrenia.  For 

many of these years I was “housed” on a special unit called, “network”.  Pamela Smart too was 

housed here as an inmate aid to those of us in need of support, counseling, and even physical 

assistance. 

 

In times of mania, or incoherence, Pamela would be at my side to calm me, talk me out of 

self harm, and frankly do a job that the officers and the mental health staff were incapable of.  

She fed me of her own food when I was terrified of making my way to the facilities “messhall”.  

She wrote letters to my children when I was not capable and, or feeling to hopeless.  There were 

times when my medication was not regulated, and she acted as liaison between officers, and 

mental health in order to stabilize me.  She was such an incredible force in my life that in 2005 I 

received my G.E.D. thanks to her pushing me along, and encouraging me.  A feat I never 

dreamed imaginable.  I will forever be grateful to her. 

 

Along with helping perhaps hundreds of other women, I would like to mention one other 

in particular.  A woman who unfortunately passed last year, Chaquita Gulluiry, “Chickie”.  A 

mentally retarded woman incarcerated at Bedford for a very long time.  A woman who no one 

cared for.  No one with exception of Pamela that is.  Chickie was known to sit the entire day in a 

corner rocking back and forth as the mentally retarded are known to do. 

 

The officers, their superiors, and even mental health would pass her along as if she were 

part of that corner.  A non-existent.  But everyone referred to her as, “Pam’s child”.  Because if 

not for Pam, Chickie would never have bathed, would have continued to defecate on herself, and 

not eat.  Pamela fed her like an infant in that corner three times a day.  And excuse my language, 

but come hell, or high water, she would pick her up with all her might, and drag her into the 

shower and bathe her.  And once a month, she would tend to the task of her feminine needs as 

well. 

 

When officers would be crude, and curse Chickie for defecating on herself, Pamela 

would come running and change this fifty something year old’s mess, and hand wash her 

underclothes as one does to an infant.  An act of kindness, and love. 

 



 

In closing, it has been 20 years that Pamela Smart has been doing such things for people 

(women) like us.  And Mr. Smart’s killers have since been released.  I beg of you to release 

Pamela and see what a wonderful, productive part of society she will prove to be. 

 

/s/ Robin Swope 

 

 

 

 

 

 



February 26, 2018

New Hampshire Department of Justice
Office of the Attorney General
Attn: Annie Gagne
33 Capitol Street
Concord, NH 03301

Memorandum in Support
of Pamela Smart’s

Petition for Commutation of Sentence
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I. Introduction

Pamela Smart petitions the Governor and Executive Council of the State of New 

Hampshire to commute her 1991 life-without-parole sentence to time served or to make her parole 

eligible by eliminating the “without the possibility of parole” condition to her sentence.1 For the 

reasons outlined below, Pamela Smart’s conduct, character and achievements, her disproportionate 

sentence, and the exhaustion of her rights to appeal and post-conviction remedies warrant 

Executive review and commutation of her sentence.

Robert Dennison
Former Chairman of the New York State Parole Board and
Former Advisor to New York Governor George Pataki on

Executive Clemency

I’ve spoken with Pamela Smart on several occasions (as someone who has interviewed 
thousands of inmates as a New York State Parole Board Commissioner and Chairperson 
as well as conducting many Executive Clemency Hearings for Governor Pataki). I am 
convinced Ms. Smart is remorseful and has tremendous regret for what happened to her 
husband as a result of her involvement with one of her codefendants. . . . 

I strongly support her petition.

On March 22, 1991, Pamela Smart was convicted of conspiracy to commit murder, 

accomplice to the first degree murder of her husband, Gregory Smart, and witness tampering.2  In 

New Hampshire, a sentence of life without parole is legislatively mandated upon a conviction of 

accomplice to first degree murder and imposed immediately after the jury verdict.3  As a result, 

                                                
1 N.H. CONST. pt. second, art. 52.  New Hampshire law provides for commutation of sentence.  N.H. REV. STAT. ANN. § 4:21, 
PETITIONS FOR PARDON OR COMMUTATION OF SENTENCE (LexisNexis 2017). Pamela Smart’s 2005 Petition was denied without 
hearing when it was treated as seeking Annulment for which she was not then eligible.
2 Pamela Smart has served her sentences in full for the conspiracy (7.5 ‒ 15 years) and witness tampering (3.5 ‒ 7 years) 
convictions.  
3 N.H. REV. STAT. ANN. § 630:1-a (LexisNexis 2017).  The legislative mandate of life without parole does not preclude Executive 
clemency in New Hampshire.  Governors of at least nine other states have commuted the sentences of petitioners serving life-
without-parole sentences.  See Appendix C.  Moreover, state Governors commute sentences when fundamental fairness requires 
it, even when the prosecutor’s office opposes it.  See e.g., Stacey St. Clair & Steve Mills, Quinn commutes sentences of 2 men 
with shaky murder convictions, CHICAGO TRIB., Jan. 12, 2015, http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/local/breaking/chi-tyrone-
hood-clemency-20150112-story.html; Claire Heninger, Corzine releases Newark man accused in 1985 East Orange slaying, N.J.
STAR LEDGER, Jan. 19, 2010, http://www.nj.com/news/index.ssf/2010/01/corzine_pardons_newark_man_acc.html; Richard 
Ruelas, Arizona man convicted in 1962 murders freed, ARIZ. REPUBLIC, Nov. 9, 2012, 
http://www.azcentral.com/news/articles/20121107macumber-arizona-1962-killings.html. 
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Pamela Smart’s jury and her presiding judge never had the opportunity to consider any mitigating 

factors for sentencing.  Commutation remains Pamela Smart’s only means to plead the extenuating 

and mitigating circumstances related to her sentence and her post-conviction conduct meriting 

relief.

Pamela Smart’s sentence infringes upon a core principle of American sentencing law: that

the punishment should fit the offender as well as the crime.  Additionally, her sentence contravenes 

the New Hampshire Constitution, which states, “the true design of all punishments being to reform, 

not to exterminate.”4  Despite society’s interest in appropriately tailoring a person’s sentence, at 

no point in her judicial cases (trial or appeals) did Pamela Smart have the opportunity to present 

support for a lesser sentence – commutation is now her only chance to do so.

Thankfully, the New Hampshire Constitution empowers the Governor to grant Executive 

clemency and sentence commutation.5  This petition does not ask the Governor and Executive 

Council to retry the case or overrule the judicial review of Pamela Smart’s case.  Nor does this 

petition ask for an after-the-fact not-guilty verdict, despite her profession of innocence.  Rather, in 

light of society’s changing perspective on mandatory minimum sentences and other matters 

discussed below, it seeks a commutation of sentence to time served or an early opportunity for 

parole eligibility.

Pamela Smart’s petition packet consists of 1) Pamela Smart’s Information Required With 

Pardon Petition form, 2) this memorandum, 3) over 200 written testimonies and signed petitions 

from the public during the last ten years, including nearly 4,000 online petitioners supporting her 

                                                
4 N.H. CONST. pt. first, art. xviii.
5 In evaluating the merits of a commutation petition, the Governor and Executive Council traditionally have considered (1) all the 
circumstances of the punishment, (2) facts about the petitioner, and in particular, the characteristics she has exhibited while in 
prison, and (3) trial errors the courts deemed waived and matters that could not have been evidenced at trial and thus were not 
considered in determining guilt or innocence.
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application,6 4) documentation of Pamela Smart’s achievements and contributions to Bedford Hills 

Correctional Facility and its inmates while incarcerated, 5) examples of Governors’ decisions to 

commute life-without-parole sentences, and 6) supporting documentation for Pamela Smart’s 

factual assertions.  Throughout this memorandum are excerpts from countless individuals who 

have reached out to attest to Pamela Smart’s character and provide words of support for a sentence 

reduction, including prison guards, fellow inmates, prison clergy of all faiths, prison program 

leaders and educators, leading advocates, authors, New Hampshire residents,7 journalists, and 

others who have studied the case and come to know her. See Appendix A for all submitted letters 

of support for Pamela Smart.  These testimonials provide a window into Pamela Smart’s character, 

exemplary behavior, and the respect she has earned from her peers and evaluators.

Taliyah Taylor
Inmate at Bedford Hills 

I honestly feel as though God guided [Pamela Smart] to me to help me through this 
process. I see her as an Earth Angel. She is a very special and beautiful person inside and 
out. 

I must add that I am but only one of the hundreds of women that Mrs. Smart has helped in 
this facility. The dedication and genuine hard work and efforts that she puts into helping the 
women here can be compared to Mother Teresa. She is the Mother Teresa of Bedford 
Hills. Her character is on the scale of someone divinely appointed.

This memorandum submits several factors in favor of Executive action for the Governor’s

and Executive Council’s consideration.  In addition to her personal achievements while 

incarcerated, Pamela Smart accepts authority and has never been charged with violent conduct, or 

inflicted harm on other inmates or prison personnel.  Her sentence is grossly disproportionate to 

the sentences of the people who undisputedly carried out the murder and are now no longer in 

                                                
6 See Appendix A at A208-A213. 
7 For example submissions from New Hampshire residents, please see the letters of David Hancock (Appendix A, at A85) and 
Bob Adams (Appendix A, at A1).  Out-of-state residents also submitted letters in support of Pamela Smart; for example, Beth 
Wing (Appendix A, at A202), Michelle Sheydai (Appendix A, at A162), Harvey and Miriam Holland (Appendix A, at A92), and 
former New Hampshire resident Robert Gravina, Ph.D (Appendix A, at A81).  
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prison.  Pamela Smart’s court proceedings were replete with errors related to material matters 

caused by judicial and juror misconduct, which prejudiced the outcome of the trial and led to a 

media-frenzied atmosphere unacceptable by modern legal standards.  Importantly, the appellate 

courts did not evaluate these errors fully because they were not legally “preserved” for appellate 

review.  More critically, exculpatory information and evidence came to light only after judicial 

relief was foreclosed.

Elizabeth Gonzalez
Inmate at Bedford Hills

I met Pamela (19 years ago) when I was enrolled in the Pre-GED class here.  She was my 
Teacher’s Aide. . . . I did not know how to read, write or speak English that well. . . Pamela. 
. . dedicated all of her time to helping me. . . . I passed the GED exam.  I could not have 
done this without Pamela’s constant dedication to helping me succeed. . . .

She gave me strength and inspiration.  She believed in me when I didn’t even believe in 
myself. . . .

I lost my mother a year after I arrived at Bedford, and it was Pamela who helped me get 
through the pain.  The list goes on, because every day she has helped me … to be a better 
person.  She taught me compassion, to strive to meet my goals, and to believe in myself 
and God. . . . 

Pamela has done many beautiful things for people; she advises others who need help. …  
She has helped people go home or get time reductions.  Whenever someone asks for help, 
she never says “no.”

Executive grants of commutation of life-without-parole sentences, especially in 

circumstances similar to Pamela Smart’s, have increased in recent years as several Governors have 

used clemency and commutation to correct injustice caused by “tough-on-crime” sentencing 

policies.  Pamela Smart’s prison record, conduct, character and achievements demonstrate that she 

poses no threat to public safety.  Further, the New Hampshire Constitution’s goal of punishment 

being “to reform, not to exterminate,” warrants relief for Pamela Smart through commutation of 

her sentence to time served or to make her parole eligible.
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Gloria Steinem
Leading Author, Journalist, and Feminist

Her time is spent in helping other inmates, educating and inspiring them, and in countless 
other ways improving the quality of their lives. She has saved multiple lives, both literally 
and metaphorically.  

I beg you to look into this case.  She deserves to be released back into freedom, and the 
larger society deserves her work and contribution.

II. Summary Factual Background

In 1989, Pamela Smart was a 21-year-old Director of Media Services for New Hampshire 

School District Unit 21, which oversaw media services for eleven schools.  She also volunteered 

as a facilitator for a school-associated project promoting self-esteem.  During her work on this 

project, Pamela Smart met William Flynn, another project volunteer.  In early 1990, their 

relationship evolved into a brief romantic affair.

On May 1, 1990, Mr. Flynn and his friends Vance Lattime, Jr., Randy Fowler, and Patrick 

Randall staged a burglary-gone-wrong at the home of Gregg and Pamela Smart.  Messrs. Flynn 

and Randall entered into and ransacked the empty apartment while waiting for Gregg to come 

home. The two men then forced Gregg to his knees and, while Mr. Randall held him down with a 

knife, Mr. Flynn shot Gregg once in the head. Messrs. Lattime and Fowler waited outside in a 

getaway car.

On June 11, 1990, Messrs. Lattime, Randall, and Flynn were arrested after Mr. Randall 

and Mr. Lattime admitted their participation in the murder to their families.  Mr. Lattime’s parents 

took the gun to the Seabrook police department, which confirmed that the gun was used in the 

murder.

Only after Messrs. Lattime, Randall, Fowler, and Flynn were threatened with being tried 

as adults, and thus facing a possible death sentence, did they claim that Pamela Smart orchestrated 

the murder and assisted in its planning. They were offered reduced pleas in exchange for their 
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cooperation and testimony against Pamela Smart; all four men accepted and entered guilty pleas.  

(All of them were given determinate sentences, later had their sentences reduced, and have since 

been released into the public on parole.)

Pamela Smart was arrested in August 1990 and stood trial in March 1991. Trial evidence 

against her included testimony from Messrs. Lattime, Randall, and Flynn.  Notably, Mr. Fowler

was not called to testify because his pre-trial statements conflicted with those of the other men.  

Mr. Flynn testified that he needed to kill Gregg Smart if he wanted his relationship with Pamela 

Smart to continue and that she assisted in planning the murder. In contrast, Pamela Smart testified 

that she had no direct or indirect role in Gregg’s murder. She has consistently maintained that Mr. 

Flynn acted on his own after she told him that their relationship had ended.

Trial evidence also included the testimony of Cecelia Pierce, a classmate of the four men. 

During several police questionings, Ms. Pierce denied any knowledge of the murder. However, 

upon hearing rumors of the impending arrest of an unidentified girl alleged to be involved, she 

returned to the police with a new claim implicating Pamela Smart.  The police persuaded Ms. 

Pierce to assist with gathering evidence by letting them record phone and face-to-face 

conversations between her and Pamela Smart.  At trial, the prosecution contended that the resulting 

tapes revealed that the four men carried out the murder to look like a robbery, and that Pamela 

Smart was involved and had asked Ms. Pierce to lie to the police or else they both would go to 

prison.  The police never charged Ms. Pierce.  

Pamela Smart could not afford to hire a technical expert to testify in response to the State’s 

expert regarding facts concerning the admissibility or completeness of the tapes. The tapes were 

of low quality with significant background noise that muddled words and made it difficult to 
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understand who was speaking. In some instances, the tapes were entirely inaudible.  A post-trial

forensic report questioning the authenticity of the tapes is in Appendix D.

Between the arrest in August 1990 and throughout the trial in 1991, there was 

unprecedented-as-of-then global print and television media coverage of the murder and lurid 

details of the personal relationship between Mr. Flynn and Pamela Smart.  The trial itself was the 

first trial covered gavel to gavel in the United States on television. Over 1,400 print news stories 

were published. Excerpts of witness testimony were played daily during trial on the New 

Hampshire and Boston evening news and magazine television programs.  For many watching, it 

was captivating “reality TV.” Reporters appeared on talk shows expressing their views on guilt 

and published opinion polls on Pamela Smart’s guilt to excite interest and generate public 

expression of perceptions. 

On March 22, 1991, after a 23-day trial, Pamela Smart was found guilty of being an 

accomplice to murder in the first degree, conspiring to murder and tampering with a witness.  She 

unsuccessfully and exhaustively appealed the convictions or sought leave to do so to the New 

Hampshire Supreme Court and the U.S. Supreme Court. Her post-conviction applications in 

habeas corpus in New Hampshire state court and in U.S. Federal Court were also unsuccessful. 

Her sentences on witness tampering and conspiracy have been served. She remains imprisoned 

on her life-without-parole sentence as an accomplice to murder. 

In 2005, in her only prior application for Executive relief, New Hampshire Governor Craig 

Benson and the Executive Council denied her petition without a hearing or stating their reasoning 

because they concluded that she was not eligible for an annulment. Executive action remains 

Pamela Smart’s only opportunity for relief from her sentence.
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III. Pamela Smart’s Conduct, Achievements and Outstanding Character Warrant 
Relief By Commutation.

Parole-eligible inmates receive a punishment that balances the rehabilitative ideal, long-

term changed circumstances, post-trial information, and community retribution.  The rehabilitative 

underpinnings of parole have been an integral part of American sentencing practices since the late 

19th century, providing a context and motivation for education and sustained hope for inmates.8  

In enacting life-without-parole statutes, legislators removed any rehabilitative goal of punishment 

or recognition of changed circumstances from these particular sentences – essentially deeming that 

the offender is beyond redemption.9 These statutes sentenced the crime, not the offender, and 

established a bright-line rule where the perceived seriousness of the crime or repeated dangerous 

acts of the offender were believed to completely outweigh any social interest in rehabilitation.10

Sister Mary Ann Collins
Catholic Chaplain at Bedford Hills

[Pamela Smart] is regarded as a trusted mentor among women.  Pam is a leader among 
the Protestant community and is active in many of its ministries.  My pastoral experience 
with Pam has been at memorial services for Bedford women where Pam’s preaching, 
exhortation, and lived experience are always a positive witness.

…Pam uses her hard learned life lessons to encourage the women to live life differently 
and become productive members of society.

As someone who had no prior criminal history, was not the violent perpetrator of the crime, 

and has consistently shown achievement and rehabilitation while incarcerated, Pamela Smart sits 

firmly within the model of someone who would otherwise be parole-eligible. All the testimonies 

provided in this petition demonstrate that she is more than capable of making a positive impact on 

the community upon re-entry, a top priority when assessing whether parole is appropriate.  

                                                
8 Edward Lindsey, Historical Sketch of the Indeterminate Sentence and Parole System, 16 J. AM. INST. CRIM. L. & CRIMINOLOGY

9 (1925).
9 Cao, Jing, Commuting Life Without Parole Sentences: The Need for Reason and Justice over Politics (2015).  S.J.D. 
Dissertations. Paper 1, 8.
10 Id.
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Eleanor Pam PhD.
Pamela Smart’s Academic Mentor at Bedford Hills
Chair (Ret.) of the Department of Behavioral and

Social Sciences, City University of New York

On a regular and frequent basis I visit Bedford Hills Correctional Facility and have become 
well acquainted with staff, many inmates and their work, and the programs at the institution. 
More directly, for the past ten years, during the period in which Pamela Smart earned two 
Masters Degrees, I have been pleased to act as Ms. Smart’s Academic Mentor. As a 
consequence of our special relationship, I have grown to know and respect her as an 
extraordinary human being with prodigious gifts of intellect and character. From personal 
observation, as well as consensus formed by staff and fellow inmates, Pamela Smart has 
been, and continues to be, a consistently positive force at Bedford Hills Correctional 
Facility. Keen intelligence, natural leadership qualities, creativity, and her humane spirit 
have inured to the good of the organization and enhanced the lives of those who are in its 
care and custody. . . .

In addition, multiple selfless acts on behalf of inmates, especially those who lack the ability 
to voice and access their own needs, are illustrative of Pamela Smart’s authentic goodness 
and decency. Her achievements make compelling and persuasive arguments for anyone 
considering this inmate’s viability and suitability for release. It is impossible to contemplate 
the waste of incarcerating such a productive and valuable person until the end of her 
natural life!

Pamela Smart’s time in prison has included substantial academic, rehabilitative, 

philanthropic, and personal achievements.  See Appendix B for a list of Pamela Smart’s 

achievements.  She has shown a thirst for knowledge and a drive to excel in her studies.  In May 

2001, she received a Master’s Degree in Law, graduating summa cum laude with a 4.0 grade point 

average.  Just two years later, in May 2003, Pamela Smart received another Master’s Degree, this 

time in Fine Arts and English Literature, again graduating summa cum laude, with a 4.0 grade 

point average as class valedictorian of Mercy College.  Private funds paid for both of her Master’s 

Degrees.
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Michelle Fine
Distinguished Professor of Psychology

The Graduate Center of the City University of New York

I am writing to support Pamela Smart’s petition. . . . She is living proof of the power of 
redemption, remorse, second chances. . . .

I had the honor of collaborating with Pamela Smart from 1995 – 2001. We worked on a 
research project studying the impact of college in prison on the women, the prison 
environment and the children whose mothers were incarcerated. We met weekly, a 
research team of seven women prisoners and eight of us from the Graduate Center of the 
City University of New York. Together we published the White Paper, Changing Minds: The 
Impact of College in a Maximum Prison for Women (www.publicscienceproject.org). Across 
these six years I came to bear witness to the role that Pamela Smart played in college, the 
prison and the research team. In each context she was bright, generous and a leader. Pam 
would find women who needed help and offer up assistance with warmth and no hint of 
condescension.  She is, as I am sure others will testify, a role model within the facility for 
the younger women just entering and a support system for those who have been there for 
two decades or longer.

Beyond that, Pamela Smart has spent her nearly three decades in prison instructing and 

tutoring other inmates in pre-GED, GED, and college classes.  In June 2013, she received a 

certificate of appreciation for her years of dedication to the volunteer tutoring program, and was 

selected by the Principal at the Academic School at Bedford Hills to serve as his academic 

assistant.  Pamela Smart has also worked as a certified HIV/AIDS counselor through the New 

York State Department of Health and AIDS Institute.  She has received certificates of appreciation 

for donating funds from her meager commissary to troops in Iraq and Afghanistan, the United 

Negro College Fund, and the yearly AIDS walkathon to raise money for children with HIV/AIDS 

in New York City.

Denise Solla
Inmate at Bedford Hills

[Pamela Smart] has so much to offer society, it would be morally wrong to not give her a 
chance to make her contribution. . . .  She is a good, decent person. . . . In the act of 
justice, fairness must also be a consideration. . . . 

Does it not say something about Pamela Smart when another such as myself is willing to 
campaign for her freedom, when I don’t campaign for my own?  For the sake of justice, 
please consider her for clemency.
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Several external monitors also indicate that Pamela Smart is and would be an asset to the 

community.  Her “Inmate Progress Report” repeatedly reflects ratings of “excellent,” the highest 

possible for all categories.11  Members of the Bedford Hills Correctional Facility’s religious 

support staff from Muslim, Protestant, and Catholic faiths have further recognized and praised 

Pamela Smart’s contributions to the Bedford Hills community.12  Likewise, educational and 

program administrators confirm that Pamela Smart is a valuable asset to the prison community,

praising her generosity, compassion, and intelligence.

Sister Katherine Fisher
Educator at Bedford Hills

I am writing this letter on behalf of Pamela Smart with whom I worked daily for nine years.  
Pamela was the most outstanding Teacher Aide I have had in the twenty years that I have 
been employed at this Facility. . . . I found her to be gifted academically and capable of 
teaching many students with learning difficulties. . . .

Pamela is one of the most generous women I have known at this Facility.  Hours of her 
time are spent tutoring and encouraging individuals to achieve.  The time she has given to 
others has resulted in promotion or receiving a G.E.D. or college degree. . . . 

Pamela’s behavior is consistently positive.  In my experience with her, what stands out 
most are her personal gifts of generosity, integrity, respect for authority and cooperation in 
any area in which she is asked to work.

Katherine Vockins
Executive Director, Rehabilitation Through the Arts

I know and have worked with Pamela Smart for the past 7 years. I strongly recommend she 
be considered for commutation or sentence reduction. . . . [Without] Ms. Smart’s patience, 
persistence, organizational and leadership skills, I doubt our program would have tripled in 
size over these past many years.

In my opinion Pame has used this time to examine her thinking, attitudes and behavior. . . .
She has completed all assignments in a timely manner, and with her sharp mind and 
natural leadership skills, she is an important and stabilizing force in the group. Pame has 
strong intra-personal skills and presents herself well. . . .

I am always impressed with the respect she pays to all. Her humor, honesty and the 
sincere hard work she puts in during every session makes her a role model to other 
inmates in the program. I truly believe Pame should be considered for sentence 
commutation or reduction.

                                                
11 Appendix B at B65-B71.
12 In addition to the letter of Sister Mary Ann Collins (Catholic Chaplain) quoted herein, letters from Sister Linda B. Muhammad
(Nation of Islam Chaplain; Appendix A, at A132) and Cleveland Thornhill (Protestant Chaplain; Appendix A, at A185) are 
included in Appendix A.
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Pamela Smart has rescued inmates from despair and suicide through her kindness, patience, 

support, and friendship.  In an unassuming manner, she gives purpose to others.  Their families 

repeatedly express appreciation.

Felicia Field
Inmate at Bedford Hills

Pamela saved my life, literally.  I went through a very dark period in my life in 2009.  I was 
extremely depressed and tried to take my own life on January 28, 2009.  I hung myself in 
my cell, and if it wasn’t for Pamela, I’d be dead right now.  Pamela had come by my cell to 
check on me because I’d been so sad, and she found me hanging in my cell.  She 
screamed for the officer to open my cell door, and without any hesitation, she ran in my cell 
and with all her strength, lifted my body up to take the pressure off of my neck.  I was blue 
in the face and began choking as air come into my lungs.  She held me up until the officer 
came.  She could barely hold my weight, but she did until he took over holding me, and she 
loosened the sheet around my neck so I could be taken down.

Deborah Pretlow
Inmate at Bedford Hills

My spirit was crying out for help and guidance, both of which I was unable to give to myself 
because I was so lost and broken and Pamela offered me the help and guidance I needed 
to mentally, emotionally and spiritually come to terms with my unfortunate situation. I 
believe in blessings and she was indeed one and never once expected anything. . . .

Pamela has given my daughter, now 21 years old, advice and as I look at it now helped me 
to raise her by giving me her ear and her wisdom. A wisdom that is astonishing given she 
has no biological children. She is definitely someone I would trust with my life force, my 
daughter, Danielle, and never lose a moment’s thought about it. . . .

There are only three people here that I would actually write a letter for to help in their 
struggle for freedom and Pamela is one of the three. She deserves a second chance 
because she would be an asset to society as she is an asset to myself and many other 
women.
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Bliss Edwards
Inmate at Bedford Hills

In these years I have watched Pamela help so many people around me and she also has 
helped me.  There were times when Pam and I lived together in a program here at Bedford 
called Network, Network is a program to help the community in here grow, it also provides 
services to those mentally ill.  Pam helped an older lady out who was mentally challenged 
and very ill, she was known by the name of Chicky. Pam would help wash Chicky up in the 
shower, clean her cell and help her to [buy] the items she needed from the store. Not only 
did Pam help this woman but she has helped so many people this is just one example. . . .

Pam has taken out many days and hours out of her schedule to help me study for tests 
right before my evening class.  She has sat and tutored with me in math helping me pass 
my class, she also has sat with me and helped me work on my grammar for school papers.  
Thanks to her [consistent] efforts and support I now have my A.A.  Not only has she helped 
me in the [education] department but she has always been of help to me when I just 
needed someone to listen to me and show some compassion.  She’s always been there for 
me or anyone for that matter.  When ever [sic] they need her and for what ever [sic]
reasons.  These are all undeniable characteristics that make Pamela the beautiful person 
she is. . . .

Anastacia Brown
Grandmother of Fellow Inmate at Bedford Hills

My granddaughter Stacy Royster suffers from Bipolar Disorder and Borderline Personality 
Disorder, she is at Bedford Hills Correctional Facility and during a Family Reunion Program 
visit I had the pleasure to meet Pamela Smart and her wonderful parents.  Thru the years 
we had developed a very strong bond and I got to know her real well.  She is one of the 
smartest, compassionate, consider[ate], and helpful person I have ever met in my life.  It 
has been a blessing meeting Pamela Smart.

Since my granddaughter suffers from mental illness and with the stress [being] in prison
she has many depression and manic crisis and Pamela Smart has always been there to 
help and comfort her during those difficult times and she will not leave her until she 
stabilizes.  She also has always helped her with the college assignments.  I will always be 
grateful to Pamela Smart. . . .

The opinions of the Bedford Hills community members are not unique.  Close to three 

decades after Pamela Smart’s trial, voices of reason in the letters excerpted herein and in Appendix 

A have concluded that Pamela Smart’s sentence is unfair and shackling a woman with much to 

add to society.  

Kate Millett
Educator, Artist, Author of Eleven Books

[Pamela Smart is] a person of great value and a productive member of her society.  She
has used her time in prison well, graduating with two Master’s Degrees, Summa Cum 
Laude and a Valedictorian.  The grit and determination to study in the midst of 
chaos…Surely it’s time to let her out.
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Phyllis Chesler
Author of Fourteen Books, including Women and Madness

Founder of The National Women’s Health Network

Pamela Smart is a brilliant, productive, uniquely gifted person who has spent her time in 
prison helping other inmates in multiple ways, tutoring and teaching them – and in 
educating herself. . . .

Society benefits no further in keeping Ms. Smart in prison.  She is no threat to herself or 
others and would be far more useful in the larger society.

Ronald L. Kuby
New York Attorney

. . . New Hampshire law always permits a fresh set of eyes to look at the prisoner and 
decide whether she should remain behind bars.  Your eyes are the fresh ones.  And now 
that Pamela Smart has spent more time behind bars than she has in freedom, it is perhaps 
time to evaluate what is gained by her continued incarceration. . . .

I have never represented Ms. Smart.  My relationship with her began about a decade ago, 
when she wrote to me about a legal issue with which I could not assist her.  We have 
maintained a regular, irregular correspondence since then.  A few years ago, my daughter 
was taking a journalism class at Wesleyan (yeah, I know it’s not Brown).  She wanted to 
write about a female prisoner, and settled on Ms. Smart.  I made the introductions.  Ms. 
Smart was very generous with her time and her confidences; she genuinely seemed to like 
my daughter, only a few years younger than she was when she went to prison.  Ms. 
Smart’s mother, Linda Wojas, was equally generous with her time.  Even today, both of 
them ask after my daughter.  Most surprising to me, Ms. Smart asked for nothing in return –
not a commissary deposit or a legal consult.  I will leave it to others to tout Ms. Smart’s 
achievements in prison.  For me, sometimes, it is the little things. . . .

The era advocating mass and lengthy – incarceration, which reached it[s] apogee in the 
violent year of 1990, is long past. . . . Simply stated, there is nothing more that the State of 
New Hampshire can or should do to or for Ms. Smart that [it] has not already done in the 
past twenty-five years.

Pamela Smart’s record of achievement is especially remarkable given the adversity she has 

faced while in prison.  She is a “notorious” inmate in New York, seconded from New Hampshire

after a much publicized trial.  Every new rotation of corrections officers brings some who seek to

“test” Pamela Smart.  Inmates test her too.  In October 1996, she was brutally beaten by two 

inmates.  As a result, a permanent plastic plate was surgically inserted into the left side of her face.  

She suffered an orbital fracture, severed nerves, and permanent loss of sensation in her cheek.  

Further, her teeth were loosened and one of her knees permanently injured.  The two inmates were 
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convicted of second degree assault, but were eventually released.13  When her attackers were 

criminally prosecuted, Pamela Smart asked the Court not to add time to their sentences – an act of 

mercy representative of her character.  Pamela Smart made this request despite knowing that she 

would suffer from permanent headaches and pain requiring her to take medication three times daily 

as a result of the attack.

Ebony Branch
Former Bedford Hills Correctional Officer

In the time I have known Pamela Smart, she has treated my youngest daughter (8), whom 
she has never met, with special care and love. . . . I met Pamela through my sister who is 
incarcerated with her at Bedford Hills Correctional Facility, and I often, when possible, get a 
chance to talk to Pamela via phone, and Pamela is always upbeat and kind. . . .

She is the type of person who if given a second chance could help society be a better place
for little 8 year old girls like my daughter.

Separately, in 2003, a corrections officer raped Pamela Smart and threatened Pamela Smart 

and her family’s lives if she disclosed the sexual assault.  He asserted that he had their addresses 

from the prison visitor’s log and that he would kill them all.  The next day, the corrections officer 

came to Pamela Smart’s cell with a camera and tripod.  He threatened Pamela Smart and her 

family’s lives again and said that he needed to take photos of her “as insurance” so that he could 

claim consent or seduction by her if she disclosed his sexual assault.  He forced her to pose for 

salacious photographs which he took with the camera and tripod he had brought with him. Later, 

he and his common law wife sold the photographs to the National Enquirer, along with a story 

that Pamela Smart ran a sex and drug ring for officers and inmates inside the prison. This tabloid 

publication is regularly sold on supermarket check-out counters nationwide, including in New 

Hampshire and New York. The story and the photographs were prominently featured in an edition 

                                                
13 Jim Fitzgerald, 2 inmates guilty of beating Pamela Smart, SOUTH COAST TODAY, Dec. 5, 1997, available at

http://www.southcoasttoday.com/article/19971205/News/312059971 (last updated Jan. 11, 2011).
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of the magazine, re-inflaming negative public sentiment about Pamela Smart and deeply 

embarrassing the Bedford Hills administration. 

Despite Pamela Smart filing a complaint about the officer who had raped, threatened, and 

coerced her to pose for the photos, she was promptly put in solitary confinement and stripped of 

her status and job at the prison, losing all privileges. She was charged with having contraband 

smuggled into the prison (including the tripod and camera), photographing herself in lurid poses 

in order to falsely blame the assaulting officer, running a drug and sex business for officers and 

inmates, falsely publicizing a scandal at the prison, and other serious infractions.  She was given 

an administrative hearing with a hearing officer predetermined to convict her. Among other 

discipline, she was confined for two months in solitary where her health declined alarmingly.14  

After months of appeals, her conviction was overturned and the charge record expunged. 

Fortuitously, she was able to get written confirmation from the National Enquirer that she was not 

the source of their photos and the story, and that it had never interviewed or had any contact with 

her or any of her surrogates.  Pamela Smart filed suit in federal court for damages resulting from 

the false charges and prolonged prison administration cover-up of the guard’s behavior. The U.S. 

District Court approved a settlement of the case favorable to Pamela Smart.15

Despite prison administration conduct periodically unfavorable to her, Pamela Smart’s 

character and accomplishments have shown through. Her actions demonstrate a level of maturity 

and the continued strength to improve herself and those around her wholly consistent with a parole-

eligible prisoner.

                                                
14 A violation behind prison walls? Inmate Pam Smart sues jail and guard for sexual assault, MSNBC (Feb. 13, 2006), available 

at http://www.nbcnews.com/id/11325793/ns/msnbc-rita_cosby_specials/t/violation-behind-prison-walls/#.WGWAP1MrKUk.
15 Associated Press, Pamela Smart gets settlement over prison pictures, STATEN ISLAND REAL-TIME NEWS, Nov. 5, 2009, 
available at http://www.silive.com/news/2009/11/pamela_smart_gets_settlement_o.html.  The publicity from this lawsuit 
allegedly prompted the officer to commit suicide.
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IV. Pamela Smart’s Sentence Was Questioned by Her Trial Jurors. 

Upon learning of her life-without-parole sentence, members of Pamela Smart’s jury 

expressed shock and disagreement.  Pamela Smart’s trial motion to have the jury instructed that 

accomplice to first degree murder carried a mandatory sentence of life without parole was denied.  

Neither the mandatory sentencing scheme nor the sentencing disparity between Pamela Smart and 

the perpetrators of her husband’s murder were known to the jurors during their deliberations.  

When later asked about the life-without-parole sentence, juror Alec Beckett remarked “[t]hat 

information had been kept from us. . . it was definitely chilling to learn. . . especially considering 

that the boys would be getting out of jail at some point.”16  Beckett lamented that the sentence

“doesn’t feel fair.”17  Another juror, recalling when the jury was informed about the sentence, 

noted it was “just awful and not a dry eye in that jury room.”18 This juror further remarked, “I just 

don’t think she deserves life in prison with no parole considering the fact that Bill Flynn’s gonna 

be out when he’s 45.  And the others. . . are gonna be out even sooner than that.”19  The juror even 

stated that, had she known of the mandatory life-without-parole sentence, she was “99 percent sure 

that [she] would have hung that jury.”20  In sum, members of Pamela Smart’s jury have recognized 

the inequitable nature of Pamela Smart’s sentence.

V. Recent Judicial, Social, and Political Sentiments Regarding the Role of Executive 
Clemency in an Imperfect Criminal Justice System Support Granting Pamela Smart 
Clemency.

Pardons and commutations have traditionally been used as political expressions of mercy;

Executive fail-safe mechanisms for justice independent of legislative constraints and judicial 

limitations on preserved legal points.  These mechanisms are not restricted by the formal 

                                                
16 Pamela Smart Speaks Out, OPRAH.COM, http://www.oprah.com/oprahshow/Pamela-Smart-Speaks-Out.
17 Id. 
18 CAPTIVATED: THE TRIALS OF PAMELA SMART (HBO 2014).
19 Id.
20 Id.
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procedures and rigid requirements that can force a court’s hand even when confronted with an 

injustice. Thus, pardons and commutations permit a humane and holistic examination of the 

individual, as well as retrospective examination of the fairness of the original proceedings.

Commutation allows the Governor and Executive Council to consider post-trial 

information, changes in circumstance and in the petitioner’s life, and the current socio-political 

sentiment toward punishment.  It places power in the Governor to reform a sentence that is no 

longer appropriate, or that was disproportionate to the sentences of similarly-situated defendants.  

Pamela Smart’s case falls into both of these categories: 1) the subsequent years have seen an 

ideological shift away from applying overly harsh and unnecessary mandatory minimum 

sentences; and 2) Pamela Smart’s life-without-parole sentence is patently disproportionate to the 

sentences of equally or more culpable defendants.

Pamela Smart’s case occurred at the height of a focus in American penal policy on severe 

retribution, as opposed to rehabilitation.  During the 1970’s and 1980’s, a perceived spike in the 

crime rate prompted a tightening on crime through draconian and aggressive sentences.21 The 

result was the enactment of mandatory minimum sentencing that trumped rehabilitative goals, 

emphasizing only retribution. Life-without-parole sentences became widely accepted in many 

states, including New Hampshire.  Similarly, this period saw a reactionary shift from sentencing 

on a case-by-case basis (which invited judicial discretion for individual defendants), to strict, 

impersonal sentencing like Pamela Smart’s sentence.22  In more recent years, public sentiment and 

                                                
21 As evidence of this change, the population of prisoners serving life-without-parole sentences rose from 12,453 in 1992 to 
49,081 in 2012, a 394% increase over two decades.  What’s more, since 1984, the pool of people serving a life sentence has more 
than quadrupled.  Cao, Jing, Commuting Life Without Parole Sentences: The Need for Reason and Justice over Politics (2015).  
S.J.D. Dissertations. Paper 1, 14‒15.
22 Ashley Nellis, Still Life: America’s Increasing Use of Life and Long-Term Sentences, The Sentencing Project (May 3, 2017), 
http://www.sentencingproject.org/publications/still-life-americas-increasing-use-life-long-term-sentences/.
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scholarship have increasingly shifted away from these rigid, legislatively imposed sentencing 

regimes and refocused on fairness by balancing judicial discretion and rehabilitative goals.

On August 15, 2017, the 400,000 plus member American Bar Association, by resolution 

of its House of Delegates, called for the end of mandatory minimum sentences in any criminal case 

and for all offenses. In addition, the resolution called upon Congress and state legislatures to 

repeal laws, and refrain from enacting new laws, with mandatory minimum sentences. The 

resolution was unopposed by any delegate in the House from the ABA Judicial Division or Section 

on State and Local Government Law, or from any State of New Hampshire delegate to the House.  

Alongside the resolution, the ABA published a report identifying the inequities resulting from 

mandatory minimum sentences – several of which apply to Pamela Smart’s petition.  For instance, 

the ABA report concluded mandatory minimum sentences are “excessively severe,” “arbitrary,”

result in “sentencing disparities,” and “blind[] the court to the defendant’s role in the offense.”23

In further opposition to mandatory minimum policies, the ABA report pointed to bipartisan 

and widespread support among prominent lawyers and lawmakers.  They included Senator Mike 

Lee (R-UT), Senator Rand Paul (R-KY), Senator Cory Booker (D-NJ), Senator Dick Durbin (D-

IL), and former Attorney General Eric Holder, as well as the Federal Judicial Center, Families 

Against Mandatory Minimums, the Constitution Project’s Sentencing Initiative, academics, and 

numerous judges, including multiple U.S. Supreme Court Justices.  Consistent with the ABA’s 

resolution, the U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee, on February 5, 2018, passed The Sentencing 

Reform and Corrections Act of 2017.  If enacted, it will reduce several federal mandatory 

minimum sentences and make those reductions retroactive.24

                                                
23 American Bar Association, Resolution 10B, https://www.americanbar.org/news/reporter_resources/annual-meeting-
2017/house-of-delegates-resolutions/10b.html. 
24 See https://www.congress.gov/bill/115th-congress/senate-bill/1917/text#toc-idc66ef2f3-411e-4fca-9f6b-11589219c9df; 
http://famm.org/s-1917-sentencing-reform-and-corrections-act-of-2017-115th-congress/.
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A. Recent Examples Show Governors Use Commutation to Correct Disproportionate and 
Life-Without-Parole Sentences in Cases Similar to Pamela Smart’s.

Executive officials nationwide are using clemency and commutation to remedy unjust 

outcomes in the criminal justice system. See Appendix C for a listing of Governors’ recent life-

without-parole commutations. Governors have shown particular sensitivity to sentencing 

disparities and a willingness to commute the sentences of individuals convicted of accomplice to 

murder where, like with Pamela Smart, there is an unjust disparity in the sentence received by the 

accomplice and the actual killer.

For instance, while serving as Maryland’s Governor, Robert Ehrlich (R) viewed granting 

clemency as a constitutional duty.25  He lamented situations where ineffective counsel contributed 

to a disproportionate sentence, as well as circumstances where the shooter had been released while

the accomplice remained incarcerated.26  Governor Ehrlich directly criticized the system’s 

inadequacy: “I know at times the system doesn’t work even though there are a lot of safeguards.”27  

Acting on the judicial system’s failure to bring justice, Governor Ehrlich commuted the sentence 

of Walter Arvinger, who was sentenced to life in prison as part of the killing of James R. Brown.28

Importantly, Mr. Arvinger was a bystander and never held the weapon used to beat Mr. Brown to 

death, yet he had remained in prison longer than any other person involved in the attack, including 

the man who wielded the weapon.

Similarly, while serving as Maryland’s Governor, Martin O’Malley (D) granted Tamara 

Settles clemency after she served twenty-seven years in prison for felony murder – eighteen years 

                                                
25 Matthew Mosk, Ehrlich Prolific in Granting Clemency, WASH. POST, Aug. 25, 2006, available at 
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2006/08/24/AR2006082401851.html.
26 Id.
27 Id.
28 Id.
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more than the actual shooter.29  Governor O’Malley considered that Ms. Settles, like Pamela Smart, 

had received positive reviews and shown her good character while incarcerated: overcoming drug 

addiction, completing twelve years of therapy, working toward a Bachelor’s Degree, and 

volunteering to mentor other incarcerated women.30  Similarly, as Governor of Pennsylvania, Ed 

Rendell (D) commuted several life sentences.  Most significantly, in 2010, he reduced the 

sentences of three men who played “ancillary roles” in murders – serving as the getaway driver, a 

lookout, and the disposer of a weapon – yet had each spent more time in prison than their 

accomplices who had played more significant roles in the crimes.31

Reverend Doris Tongo
Community Chaplain, N.Y.S. Dept. of Correctional Services

I humbly pray that God will bless Pamela Smart and her family. It is a blessing to know 
Pamela. She has demonstrated having all the necessary experiences of change needed 
through participation in programs, achievements, volunteer work services and collaborative 
research from being published which I believe allows her to deserve another chance to 
prove that she is a great asset to the society. I believe she is innocent of murder but guilty 
of sexual immaturity and she will prove to be a different mature woman with a positive and 
spiritually different new chance to live with and for all those who will encounter her 
presence in their lives today.

As an active certified Psychiatric Rehabilitation Therapist, I state that Pamela Smart has 
been rehabilitated and deserves to begin a new life after twenty years of imprisonment and 
be set free. Pamela Smart has proven that she is able to work and speak from her heart, to 
change people’s lives as a spiritual leader, and to be a loving and kind child of God.

In 2015, Governor Wolf of Pennsylvania (D) commuted Thurmond Berry’s life-without-

parole sentence. At age 68, Mr. Berry had spent almost 40 years in prison for a 1976 group robbery 

during which an accomplice killed a bystander.  Despite their disparate involvement in the crime, 

Mr. Berry and the killer received identical sentences.32 In discussing the commutation, Lieutenant 

Governor Mike Stack explained: “[I]t’s not really smart to keep these people in prison forever . . . 

                                                
29 Executive Order of March 29, 2012, Confidential Commutation of Sentence – Tamara Settles, 01.01.2012.07, at 24-29, 
available at http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/pubs/legislegal/2012-executive-orders.pdf.
30 Id.
31 Associated Press, Pennsylvania Gov. Ed Rendell commutes sentences in 3 murder cases, PENNLIVE, (Dec. 30, 2010), available 
at http://www.pennlive.com/midstate/index.ssf/2010/12/pennsylvania_gov_ed_rendell_co.html.
32 Agenda, Scattergood Foundation, Recovering Inside? Ethical Challenges in Correctional Mental Health Care (Oct. 21, 2016).
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if they’ve demonstrated they can make a positive impact.”33  While in prison, Pamela Smart has 

demonstrated exactly the type of “positive impact” embodied in the spirit of Lieutenant Governor 

Stack’s statement.

Carolyn Nurse
Inmate at Bedford Hills

Pamela has encountered many women from various economic and social backgrounds 
seeking to change their lives through education, therapy and spirituality. She has mentored 
and tutored those who sought her help. I was one of those women. . . . While I was strong 
in many subject areas, I possessed a fifth grade math level and found that I could not 
receive a degree without mastering mathematics. It was during this time that I became 
affiliated with Pamela.

Tirelessly, Pamela tutored me in mathematics. She became my friend, my mentor, and my 
confidant. She never gave up on me, and would not allow me to give up on myself. 
Through her encouragement and efforts, I became convinced that I could pass algebra and 
logic. . . . I graduated at the top of my undergraduate class as the 2002 valedictorian. I 
could never have achieved this without her help.

She has been an incredible source of inspiration in my life. I have watched her mentor 
women [with] little or no self-esteem and assist them through tremendous self-actualization 
processes. Women seeking GED instruction, women seeking calculus and statistics 
instruction and women seeking writing and history instruction have all sought out Pamela 
Smart. Cultural and class differences have not been influential enough to impede the bonds 
of sisterhood developed overtime.

Even in states where commutation is rarely granted, petitioners similarly situated to Pamela

Smart have been granted relief.  Governor Bobby Jindal of Louisiana (R) granted 50 requests for 

clemency over an eight-year period.34  One such recipient was Shelby Arabie, who was only 21 

when he was sentenced to life without parole for second degree murder resulting from a drug deal 

that went awry.35  Described as a “model prisoner,” Mr. Arabie, like Pamela Smart, had been 

praised by prison staff for his work rehabilitating other inmates.36 Unlike Pamela Smart, however, 

Mr. Arabie’s transformation during incarceration was not immediate.  He began his time as an 

                                                
33 Laura Benshoff, With commutation, the window to freedom opens a crack for lifers in Pa., WNYY.ORG, May 31, 2016, 
https://whyy.org/with-commutation-the-window-to-freedom-opens a-crack-for-lifers-in-pa/
34 Elizabeth Crisp & David Mitchell, See the list: Jindal grants clemency to personal butler -- a convicted killer -- plus 20 other 
people, ADVOCATE, Jan. 13, 2016, http://www.theadvocate.com/baton_rouge/news/politics/article_fac55ac5-4692-5dc5-bff7-
8ca12b75947f.html.
35 Lauren McGaughy, Jindal commutes sentence of Angola lifer Shelby Arabie, NOLA.COM, July 12, 2013, 
http://www.nola.com/crime/index.ssf/2013/07/jindal_angola_commutes_life_se.html
36 Id.
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unruly inmate, with 32 disciplinary write-ups during his first few years in prison.37 He even 

escaped from the Louisiana State Police Barracks in 1988.38  Since that time, Mr. Arabie 

demonstrated personal reform by earning his GED, leading the prison’s technology program, and 

acting as a mentor for other prisoners.39  With Governor Jindal’s commutation, Mr. Arabie’s life-

without-parole sentence was reduced to 45 years, making him immediately eligible for a parole 

hearing.

More recently, in December 2016, New York’s Governor Andrew Cuomo (D) commuted 

the de facto life sentence of Judith Clark, who was convicted of second-degree murder and robbery 

for her involvement in the infamous 1981 “Brinks” robbery that resulted in the death of three 

people.40   While Ms. Clark had merely acted as the getaway driver, she received one of the longest

sentences of anyone involved in the robbery.  Like Pamela Smart, Ms. Clark’s clemency petition 

showcased her many achievements while in prison, including her educational advancement, 

involvement in rehabilitative programs, and generally positive attitude.  Governor Cuomo 

acknowledged that “[i]t was a hard political decision” to grant this high profile clemency petition, 

but that “[s]he made a mistake – we all do.  She learned, she paid the price, she spent her life in a 

cage and she is now different.  Jesus would pardon her.”41  With this grant of clemency, Ms. Clark 

has gained the opportunity to apply for parole.

                                                
37 Jan Moller, Hundreds of Louisiana prisoners wait for governor to decide on pardons, NOLA.COM, May 17, 2012, 
http://www.nola.com/crime/index.ssf/2012/05/hundreds_of_louisiana_prisoner.html.
38 Id.
39 Id.
40 Marc Santora, Judith Clark, Getaway Driver in Deadly Brink’s Heist, Is Denied Parole, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 21, 2017, available 
at https://www.nytimes.com/2017/04/21/nyregion/judith-clark-brinks-robbery-parole.html?_r=0.  Ms. Clark received a minimum 
sentence of seventy-five years in prison.
41 Id.
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Benjamin Joannou, Sr.
President of J&B Importers, Inc.

Many people believe, and I am one of them, that the disparity in sentencing in her case is 
horrific.  The men who murdered her husband are free and the fact that she will never go 
before a parole board would depress the strongest person.  She and her family, with whom 
I have been friends with for over forty years, have suffered immeasurably during these 
most difficult years. . . .

I feel so strongly about Pame that should you decide to pave the way for a sentence 
commutation, I would be honored to have her in my employ.

Granting Pamela Smart’s petition for clemency would permit the Governor and Executive 

Council to reinforce the rehabilitative goals of the justice system and correct an unjust sentencing 

disparity.  Similar to the examples above, Pamela Smart’s sentence is grossly disproportionate to 

the sentences received by the four men who carried out the murder of Gregg Smart. Through their 

own admissions, Mr. Flynn shot Gregg Smart while Mr. Randall held him down on his knees with 

a knife pressed against his throat.  Mr. Lattime drove the getaway car, and Mr. Fowler waited in 

the car with him.  Today, these four men have all been released from prison.42  In contrast, Pamela

Smart, who undisputedly was not present at the time of the murder, has already spent nearly three 

decades in prison and is slated to spend the remainder of her life there, without even the possibility 

of a parole hearing.  As more time passes, Pamela Smart’s sentence becomes increasingly 

disproportionate to the sentences of the four perpetrators.  We respectfully request that the 

Governor and Executive Council follow the lead of Governors Cuomo, Rendell, O’Malley, Wolf, 

Jindal, and Ehrlich by granting Pamela Smart’s request for commutation.

                                                
42 Sarah Schweitzer, Parole board in N.H. frees killer in Pamela Smart case, BOSTON GLOBE, Mar. 12, 2015, available at
https://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2015/03/12/pamela-smart-case-gunman-faces-parole-
board/dmtyzBSpBrjtSd9TcPyHqO/story.html.
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Lynn Wildman
Educational and Outreach Coordinator, Bedford Hills 

Pamela Smart has been one of my teacher aides for approximately ten years. I have come 
to know her quite well and have some very positive impressions of her. In the fourteen 
years that I have coordinated this program she is the best teacher aide I have ever had!! 
During this period approximately 50 teacher aides have worked for me.

In her capacity as a teacher aide Pame Smart had been extremely committed, cooperative, 
and capable. She brings great energy, enthusiasm, and effectiveness to her work 
assignment as a one-on-one tutor. Her students like her and respond well to her high 
expectations of them. Many of her students have earned their high school equivalency 
diplomas and most have enrolled in our college program. Her positive attitude and belief in 
education fosters self-esteem in her students and motivates them to do their best. I have 
never had a student make a complaint about her.

I am also very much impressed with Pame Smart’s personal qualities. She is a warm, 
caring, self-confident, very intelligent young woman who relates very well to others. She is 
very thoughtful (e.g. she is the teacher aide who remembers my birthday each year). She is 
generous with her time in helping others. An illustration of this is her present tutoring of 
three women in the long term care unit in our residential medical center. I had been 
approached last April by the Academic Supervisor and the Deputy of Health Services to 
identify an inmate who would on her own do cell study with women in the long term care 
unit without my direct supervision. As a part time employee my schedule made it 
impossible for me to do this tutoring. The only inmate I would recommend was Pame 
Smart. Several months earlier she had been reassigned to work as a peer counselor for 
women with mental health issues which meant she was no longer working for me. When I 
approached her about the teacher aide position with women in the long term care unit she 
was very excited about the prospect of tutoring again but felt an obligation to her peer 
counseling position. To make a long story short she agreed to be a volunteer tutor two or 
three afternoons a week from 3:30-5:00PM in the long term care unit. She has been highly 
successful with the three women she worked with since last May. These women were not 
able to attend classes or the tutoring program in the school building due to their health 
problems. One of her students is a 66 year old black woman who weighs over 500 pounds 
who is now working on obtaining her GED. Pamela Smart has proven to be as fully capable 
as a professional cell study tutor, if not more so!!

From my perspective if Pamela Smart’s sentence were to be commuted to release now or 
in the not too distant future she would be a very productive, contributing member of society; 
she would be of no threat to anyone; and there would be no political fallout for you.

B. The U.S. Supreme Court’s Limitations on the Imposition of Life-Without-Parole 
Sentences Reflect a Shift in Sentencing Philosophy.

In recent years, the U.S. Supreme Court has rejected the use of mandated life-without-

parole sentencing schemes as applied to juveniles, and confirmed that its ruling applies 

retroactively to existing sentences.43 The principles underlying the Court’s decisions can and 

should be applied to Pamela Smart, who was only 22 at the time of the murder.  

                                                
43 Miller v. Alabama, 132 S. Ct. 2455, 2463 (2012); Montgomery v. Louisiana, 136 S. Ct. 718, 731 (2016).
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In Miller v. Alabama, the Court held that life-without-parole sentences for juvenile 

homicide offenders are unconstitutional when imposed without proper consideration of the 

defendant’s special circumstances and the court’s juvenile-specific sentencing principles.44

Recognizing developments in scientific research establishing that critical parts of the brain

associated with planning, decision-making, impulse control, and problem-solving are not fully 

developed in young persons, the Court concluded that a young mind’s rashness, proclivity for risk, 

and inability to assess consequences reduce a young person’s “moral culpability.”45 The Court 

further acknowledged that life without parole “forswears altogether the rehabilitative ideal” and 

imposes “an irrevocable judgment about that person’s value and place in society,” disregarding 

one’s capacity for change.46  Thus, such sentencing schemes violate the Eighth Amendment’s 

prohibition on cruel and unusual punishment and the “precept of justice that punishment for crime 

should be graduated and proportioned to both the offender and the offense.”47

In Montgomery v. Louisiana, the Court reiterated these principles, clarifying that its Miller

ruling applied retroactively and that life-without-parole sentences that had been improperly 

imposed on juveniles were void.48  Notably, the Court provided that States may remedy such 

improper sentences by permitting juvenile homicide offenders to be considered for parole:

Extending parole eligibility to juvenile offenders does not impose an onerous 
burden on the States, nor does it disturb the finality of state convictions. Those 
prisoners who have shown an inability to reform will continue to serve life 
sentences. The opportunity for release will be afforded to those who demonstrate 

                                                
44 Id. at 2475.
45 Miller, 132 S. Ct. at 2465 (2012) (citing Roper v. Simmons, 543 U.S. 551, 570 (2005).  See also, e.g., Lawrence Steinberg & 
Elizabeth S. Scott, Less Guilty by Reason of Adolescence: Developmental Immaturity, Diminished Responsibility, and the 
Juvenile Death Penalty, 58 AM. PSYCHOLOGIST 1009, 1014 (Dec. 2003)); Jay N. Giedd, Risky Teen Behavior is Driven by an 
Imbalance in Brain Development, SCI. AM. (June 2015), available at http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/risky-teen-
behavior-is-driven-by-an-imbalance-in-brain-development/.
46 Miller, 132 S. Ct. at 2465.  See also Graham v. Florida, 560 U.S. 48, 74 (2010);
47 Miller, 132 S. Ct. at 2458 (citing Roper, 543 U.S. at 560).
48 Montgomery v. Louisiana, 136 S. Ct. 718, 731 (2016).
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the truth of Miller’s central intuition—that children who commit even heinous 
crimes are capable of change.49

Since Miller, scientific research has shown that critical parts of the brain are not fully 

developed until age 25, not the ages of 18 or 21 as previously thought.50  By extension, the Court’s 

reasoning as to what makes a punishment proportional – and why a life-without-parole sentence 

is inappropriate for juveniles – should be extended to persons under age 25.  The Court has 

recognized that what constitutes appropriate punishment ought to be viewed “according to the 

evolving standards of decency that mark the progress of a maturing society.”51  Pamela Smart, now 

50 years old, was only age 22 at the time of Gregg Smart’s murder.  A decision to eliminate the 

life-without-parole modifier to Pamela Smart’s sentence is not an act “soft on crime,” but an act 

of fairness and justice consistent with developments in modern science and the sentencing 

principles underlying Miller and Montgomery.

New Hampshire has followed the U.S. Supreme Court’s view on the need to reduce the 

impact of harsh sentences. In 2014, recognizing the vulnerability and immaturity of young persons,

New Hampshire raised the age at which a juvenile can be sentenced and appear in court as an adult.  

New Hampshire also decided to apply Miller retroactively, eliminating existing mandatory life-

without-parole sentences that had been handed to juveniles, even before Montgomery mandated

so.52 In considering Pamela Smart’s commutation petition, we urge the Governor and Executive 

Council to consider Pamela Smart’s age at the time of the crime and afford her the benefits of this 

legal trend toward leniency for young adults in light of new scientific recognition of the continuing 

cognitive and emotional development of persons up to the age of 25.  

                                                
49 Id. at 736.
50 Brain Maturity Extends Well Beyond Teen Years, NPR (Oct. 10, 2011), 
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=141164708.
51 Miller v. Alabama, 132 S. Ct. 2455, 2463 (2012) (internal citations omitted).
52 Nicole D. Porter, The Sentencing Project, The State of Sentencing 2014: Developments in Policy and Practice (Feb. 1, 2015), 
available at, http://sentencingproject.org/wp content/uploads/2016/02/sen_State_of_Sentencing_2014.pdf. 
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VI. Pamela Smart’s Judicial Proceedings Were Rife with Errors Warranting Their Re-
Examination and Consideration in Assessing Commutation.

The Governor and Executive Council may also review the conditions surrounding the trial 

proceedings and use the clemency power to correct injustice.  A common response to a pardon 

petition’s plea for a review of a prejudicial trial is that the judiciary has already made a 

determination on the merit of those issues.  That observation neither undercuts the Executive 

power, which is to be independently exercised, nor pertains to Pamela Smart’s petition.  Due to 

limitations in the trial process and errors made by her counsel, many prejudicial rulings and unfair 

proceedings in her trial could not be judicially reviewed or were deemed discretionary by the trial 

judge.  Pamela Smart does not now ask that the Governor and Executive Council overturn judicial 

decisions.  Rather, she urges that the following facts are relevant to the Executive’s assessment of

the fairness of the conviction when reviewing her petition.  

A. The Media’s Role in Pamela Smart’s Trial

 As stated in an investigative report by Keene State College, “[t]he trial was covered live 
by WMUR television every day, and was also the first trial to be broadcast on Court TV.  
The image of an attractive, young, grieving widow being a suspect of her own husband’s 
murder was eaten up by the media and the public before the jury could even be selected.”53

 Before trial, without ever hearing any evidence, local reporter Bill Spencer publicly 
asserted on national television that Pamela Smart had said “many incriminating things”
and that the “evidence is astronomical.”54

 Before the trial, a New Hampshire local news station showed a thirty-minute special on the 
Pamela Smart case called “Anatomy of a Murder.”

 Mid-trial, the Boston Herald held a reader poll on Pamela Smart’s guilt or innocence, with 
over 80% of readers from New Hampshire and elsewhere determining that she was guilty 
before she had even put on her defense.55

                                                
53 Justice in New Hampshire: A 15-year retrospective of the Pamela Smart murder trial, THE EQUINOX (Apr. 20, 2006).  
(emphasis added) (A special project done exclusively for the Equinox by investigative reporting students at Keene State College.)
54 CAPTIVATED: THE TRIALS OF PAMELA SMART (HBO 2014).
55 Stephen Schaefer, Scary justice for Pamela Smart?, BOSTON HERALD, Aug. 18, 2014, available at
http://www.bostonherald.com/entertainment/movies/hollywood_mine/2014/08/scary_justice_for_pamela_smart.
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 The trial itself was the first in American judicial history to be televised gavel-to-gavel, and 
Pamela Smart’s trial judge, Douglas Gray, declared in open court that he wanted Clint 
Eastwood to play him in the movie based on Pamela Smart’s trial.56

 The publicity surrounding the trial and Pamela Smart played to sensationalism.  The now-
famous photos of Pamela Smart wearing a bikini were repeatedly used to portray Pamela
Smart in a bad light to the public and jury during trial and to suggest that the photos were 
posed to allure Mr. Flynn.  In fact, as explained in the following excerpt from a letter of 
support from Pamela Smart’s close friend at the time of the trial, Tracy Paris, these photos 
were taken by Ms. Paris for a modeling seminar.  Ms. Paris was not called as a trial witness.

Tracy Paris
Friend of Pamela Smart

I have known Pame personally (since 1986).  During that time, Pame has shown me only 
kindness, compassion and friendship.  Pame’s husband, Gregg, was best friends with my 
boyfriend at the time, Brian Washburn. Because Brian & Gregg spent so much time 
together, naturally, Pame & I spent lots of time together as well. We would shop together, 
go to parties or the beach & celebrate birthdays & special events together.  We spent most 
Sunday evenings together as well. . . I still remember those times fondly.

Pame was always happy to be silly & our friendship was always easy.  We never fought, 
not once.  The “infamous” bathing suit pictures of Pame, were NOT, as it was reported, 
taken with intent to give to William Flynn. I know, because I took those pictures. I wanted to 
go to a modeling seminar & convinced Pame to attend. We were required to bring 
photographs showing a head shot, a full body shot, 3/4 shot and also a bathing suit shot 
that is what the pictures were intended for & that is what the pictures were originally used 
for. Pame’s former attorneys, Tuomi & Sisti were in possession of the pictures that Pame 
took of me. I’m sure you’re unaware of this information, as I was never called to testify. 
Pame’s attorneys believed It would be too stressful on the rest of Pame’s friends after 
Sonia Simon was called to the stand and broke down. Other information you may not know, 
is that after the police were called, I was the first person Pame called on the evening of 
Gregg’s death. I can attest to the fact that she was hysterically crying to the point of me not 
even knowing that it was her on the phone. I will never forget that call. Pame was crying 
and told me that Gregg was dead. When I asked her what she meant, she repeated that 
Gregg was dead & would I please come to Gregg’s parents home.  Pame curled up on the 
living room floor, wearing a large t-shirt that was soaked from tears. She was inconsolable 
and she just hugged me crying, Gregg is dead. She was in no way calm or cool as the 
Smart’s and various media outlets have reported.

So many things happened in this case that were never brought up, the men that were 
responsible for killing Gregg, never even implicated Pame until they were told that they 
would get life unless they placed the blame on her. One of the men, who was there the 
night Gregg was killed, maintains to this day that Pame had no involvement in Gregg’s 
murder, that Flynn, Lattime and Randall acted of their own accord. These were young men 
that already had seen trouble with the juvenile justice system, who got thrills from ripping 
off people’s storage units & also liked to inhale Freon, I know, because I had spent time 
with Bill Flynn as well as Cecelia Pierce. Again, information that you’ve likely never heard.

                                                
56 CAPTIVATED: THE TRIALS OF PAMELA SMART (HBO 2014).
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The jury was admittedly affected by the unprecedented media coverage of Pamela Smart’s 

arrest and trial, as evidenced by the following facts:

 During voir dire, most of the jurors acknowledged that they had been exposed to pre-trial 
publicity and had learned the facts of the case from the media.

 One potential juror stated, before the trial began, that in the jury pool room “a general 
consensus developed that Pam Smart was guilty.”57

Joyce Maynard
New Hampshire Native, Novelist, Journalist, Author of To Die For

(Clarifying that To Die For was not meant to portray Pamela Smart)

I write to you as a New Hampshire native, a lifelong supporter of women’s rights, and of the rights 
of every individual to receive not only a fair trial.  More than that, I write to you as one who 
believes that to view our fellow human beings with compassion not only serves those who receive 
our kindness, but contributes to the humanity of our society as a whole. . . .

I do not write to revisit the verdict that found Pamela Smart guilty of murder.  It is not for me to do 
so.  I write as a citizen, and as a woman who has followed the story of Pamela Smart in the years 
since her arrest and conviction – aware that each of the young men involved in that crime have 
either been released from prison or are likely to be soon – and to make the plea that Pamela 
Smart, too, be granted the chance to live what remains of her life free from the walls of the prison 
where she has now spent more than half her life.

I will add here a single personal note.  Twenty five years ago, in my profession as a writer – living, 
at the time, in New Hampshire – the Smart case inspired me to write a novel title To Die For, 
which was published in 1991, and adapted for a film starring Nicole Kidman in 1994.

While I have never denied that it was the Smart case that initially suggested the story line of my 
novel, I have taken pains, whenever asked about this, to reiterate that To Die For is a work of 
fiction, and in no way meant to serve as an account, even a highly fictionalized one, of the Smart 
case.

At the time the jury reached its verdict in the Smart case, my novel was a full year away from 
publication.  But if the existence of the film adaptation of the book has contributed in any way to a 
public perception of Pamela smart as a ruthlessly ambitious killer, I will say:  this was not my 
intent.

I do not know Pamela Smart.  The character I created on the pages of my novel came from my 
own imagination.  To whatever extent the existence of that film affected attitudes towards Pamela 
Smart over the years, I can only reiterate:  Nicole Kidman did not play Pamela Smart in To Die 
For.  That character was a creation of my imagination.  And to whatever extent Pamela Smart’s 
chances for a fair parole hearing may have been affected by my novel, I trust you will do what you 
can to rectify that situation by giving her the same second chance granted the others involved in 
the case.

                                                
57 Justice in New Hampshire: A 15-year retrospective of the Pamela Smart murder trial, THE EQUINOX.  
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 A sworn affidavit by a potential juror, Robert Erosa, indicated that the jury panel had been 
exposed to the publicity and found the attention glamorous, recalling discussions over 
“what part am I going to get in the movie?”58

 Juror Number Thirteen lamented that because the cameras were there, the rest of the world 
would be second-guessing the jury’s decision.

B. Juror and Judicial Misconduct

The following facts indicate that Pamela Smart’s trial suffered from prejudicial juror and 

judicial misconduct:

 Judge Gray did not sequester the jury at all during trial and only did so on the second day 
of deliberations after repeated defense protestations.  

 Judge Gray improperly interrupted deliberations on Good Friday and ex parte told jurors 
to bring their toothbrushes, and promised that if they did not come up with a verdict by 
5:00 p.m. they would be sequestered through Easter weekend.  At the time Judge Gray 
spoke to the jury, the preliminary vote for guilt was three for guilty, three for not guilty, 
and six undecided.59  Shortly after, the jury came to their guilty verdict.  

 Juror Number Thirteen, Karen Sicard, every trial night recorded her recollections of the 
trial day when at home.60  According to Pamela Smart’s counsel, Albert Johnson, he 
received an offer to sell him copies of those tapes after the trial verdict. 

 Juror Charlotte Jefts prejudiced the jury with her preconceived notion of Pamela Smart’s 
guilt.  According to an affidavit, Ms. Jefts’s quotes included, “I hope she hangs.”61  

 Juror Brian Adams discussed the case with patrons of a bar during trial.62  After 
interviewing Mr. Adams, outside the presence of Pamela Smart and her attorneys, and 
without seeking other evidence or permitting voir dire, Judge Gray said he was satisfied 
that the allegations were not true, allowed Mr. Adams to remain a juror, and ordered the 
trial to continue.  

                                                
58 Appendix E, at E3 (Affidavit of Robert Erosa, at 3, July 26, 1991). 
59 Appendix E, at E16 (Mem. of Law in Supp. of Pet. for Writ of Habeas Corpus, at *8, Smart v. Goord, No. 97-civ-9034, 
(S.D.N.Y. Dec. 5, 1997)).
60 See generally, Appendix E, at E59-60 (Trial Tr. Mot. 1 (Karen Sicard’s tape recording)); CAPTIVATED: THE TRIALS OF PAMELA 

SMART (HBO 2014); see Appendix E, at E23 (Mem. of Law in Supp. of Pet. for Writ of Habeas Corpus, at *15, Smart v. Goord, 
No. 97-civ-9034, (S.D.N.Y. Dec. 5, 1997)).
61 Appendix E, at E3 (Affidavit of Robert Erosa, at 3, July 26, 1991).
62 Appendix E, at E23 (Mem. of Law in Supp. of Pet. for Writ of Habeas Corpus, at *15, Smart v. Goord, No. 97-civ-9034, 
(S.D.N.Y. Dec. 5, 1997)).
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Caroline George Douglas, J.D.
New Hampshire Lawyer and Author of The Dark Side 

and Vols. I and II of New Hampshire Family Practice, 2 ed.

. . . The State allowed a grievous miscarriage of justice to occur, and it has been ongoing.  
So I write to you asking that you use your authority as Governor, your mind and your heart 
as a leader to show mercy in this case.

In 2016 I published another law treatise and wrote one section about the patent unfairness 
of the Smart trial – the first in the nation gavel-to-gavel media coverage of a trial, televised 
as entertainment.  The decision to throw open the courtroom doors at the last minute was 
decided by Judge Gray without thoughtful deliberation and assessment of the impact it 
caused on fairness of trial process.

Judge Gray had long been complained about and criticized as New Hampshire state judge 
described as a bitter, inconsistent arrogant and unprofessional (the words of Simon 
Senaan, Publisher of New Hampshire Premiere Magazine, September 1994.)  I also had 
first-hand professional experience and knowledge that Judge Gray was a bullying judge, 
notorious for abandoning fairness and neutrality in court.  He routinely became vested in 
the case outcomes, and I suspect was specially assigned to hear certain cases because of 
his propensity to cast aside his judge role to become a co-prosecutor in his own courtroom.  
His failures to uphold court rules and fundamental fairness was legendary in a state that 
had a low bar for judicial professionalism and a high tolerance for cronyism.  (NH 
underwent an extended impeachment proceeding about this in the legislature during the 
same era.)

I believe Pamela Smart did not receive a fair trial. . . .

The Smart trial became national nightly entertainment during its course, due to judicial 
egotism and folly. “I hope Clint Eastwood plays me in the move” Gray announced to the 
jurors.

As a former New Hampshire legislative bill drafter, I view the inconsistency in state 
sentencing statutes as one that perpetrated a patent unfairness.  In the Smart case, the 
disparity translated into a disproportionate and unconstitutional sentence without the 
possibility of relief, save for executive intervention.

C. The Court’s Decision to Not Sequester Pamela Smart’s Accusers.

Just as the Court had failed to sequester the jurors, it also failed to demand that the 

witnesses be sequestered from one another. 

 Mr. Flynn, Mr. Lattime, and Mr. Randall were able to watch each other’s court testimony 
against Pamela Smart on television in the court’s holding pen.63

                                                
63 Appendix E, at E38-E39 (Trial Tr. vol. 13, at 967-68). Robert Fowler (Raymond’s brother) confirmed to representatives of 
Pamela Smart that Messrs. Flynn, Randall, and Lattime were in the same cell block, with two together in the same cell, and had 
contact with each other during the trial as they watched each other testify.
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 Mr. Lattime and Mr. Flynn were cellmates in jail the entire time before and during the trial, 
with unfettered opportunities to align their stories.64  

 Mr. Randall negotiated his plea deal while Mr. Lattime and Mr. Lattime’s attorneys were 
present.65  Between the various days of Mr. Lattime’s testimony, all three individuals read 
various newspaper articles about the trial and Mr. Lattime’s testimony,66 and discussed the 
articles together.67  

 Judge Gray denied the jury the opportunity to hear examination of Mr. Flynn and Mr. 
Lattime regarding revealing letters they had written about their testimony.  The defense 
asked Judge Gray for the opportunity to re-call Mr. Flynn and Mr. Lattime into court for 
continued cross examination or to call Mr. Flynn and Mr. Lattime as defense witnesses.  
Judge Gray denied both requests.  

 Had additional examination been allowed, the jury would have learned that Mr. Flynn
bragged about his involvement in the murder,68 and wrote: “[The attorney general is] afraid 
I’ll get on the stand and say she’s innocent” and it was either “her or us.”69  

 Mr. Fowler has previously stated that the four men would not have provided the same 
testimony without their joint confinement where they could watch and then match each 
other’s testimony.

 Mr. Fowler did not testify at trial and his pretrial deposition contradicted the story told by 
the three co-defendants at trial.70

 The official Raymond Fowler Sr. website stated, “Raymond’s documented statements are 
very contradictory to the documented testimony of Bill Flynn, Pete Randall, and Vance 
Lattime.  Raymond’s testimony would have raised serious questions in the case the 
prosecution had built against Pam Smart, making ‘guilt beyond a reasonable doubt’ very 
difficult to prove.”71

 Raymond Fowler’s brother has since stated “the way they [Mr. Flynn, Mr. Randall and Mr. 
Lattime] were talking [that night] something else happened that wasn’t told in trial,” and 
asserted, “We’re not convinced she [Pamela Smart] was [a] mastermind.”72

                                                
64 Appendix E, at E40-E43 (Trial Tr. vol. 11, at 545-46, 556-57).
65 Appendix E, at E44 (Trial Tr. vol. 10, at 378).
66 Appendix E, at E45-E46 (Trial Tr. vol. 13, at 944-45).
67 Appendix E, at E47-E49 (Trial Tr. vol. 12, at 571-72, 575; Appendix E, at E45-E46 (Trial Tr. vol. 13, at 944-45).
68 Appendix E, at E50-E51 (Trial Tr. vol. 15, at 1141-42).
69 Appendix E, at E28 (Mem. of Law in Supp. of Pet. for Writ of Habeas Corpus, at *20, Smart v. Goord, No. 97-civ-9034, 
(S.D.N.Y. Dec. 5, 1997)).
70 CAPTIVATED: THE TRIALS OF PAMELA SMART (HBO 2014), at 46:27.
71 Robert Fowler, William Fowler, Paula Fowler & Cheri Hess, Raymond Fowler, RAYMOND A. FOWLER SR. OFFICIAL 
WEB SITE (Sept. 16, 2004) [raymond.sealynx.net/].
72 Susan Morse, Robert Fowler discusses Smart killer's early release bid, SEACOASTONLINE, Jan. 29, 2008, 
http://www.seacoastonline.com/article/20080129/NEWS/801290403.
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D. New Evidence that Mr. Flynn Falsely Testified.

At trial, Mr. Flynn tearfully testified that Pamela Smart ordered and planned the murder.  

Since then, the following contradictory information came to light:

 Derek Stead, who was in prison with Mr. Flynn, wrote to Pamela Smart’s mother, Linda 
Wojas, with information that directly contradicted Mr. Flynn’s testimony.  Mr. Stead wrote, 
“Bill Flynn had told me that he had killed Greg Smart etc.. etc.. [sic] and he was going to 
blame every thing [sic] on your daughter Pam.  Bill had also told me he killed Greg out of 
or because he was jealous.  Basicly [sic] they told me they were going to blame everything 
on Pam.”73  

 According to Ms. Wojas, the night before Mr. Flynn testified, Rockingham County Jail 
correction officer Robert Doherty called his daughter, Carolyn Doherty, and told her “I just 
heard Flynn say he would cry on the witness stand tomorrow to make it look good. . . to 
look remorseful.”  

 When Mr. Flynn returned to the holding pen after testifying he asked his fellow murderers, 
“How did I do?  Did I cry hard enough?”74  

 Ricky Davis, who had been incarcerated at Rockingham County Jail with Mr. Flynn, wrote
that Mr. Flynn told Mr. Davis that he had committed the “perfect crime,” and that, in fact, 
Mr. Randall shot Gregory Smart, not Mr. Flynn.75  

 Mr. Davis also signed a detailed, five-page affidavit regarding his eyewitness account of 
both Mr. Flynn’s and Mr. Randall’s use of marijuana and cocaine just before they testified 
at Pamela Smart’s trial.76 Mr. Flynn then told Mr. Davis, “We got to do what we got to do.  
I’m not taking my boys down for the rest of our lives.’”77  

 Mr. Davis told Ms. Wojas that (a) Flynn and the others were under mind altering drugs 
when they testified, (b) “Flynn told me himself: ‘I did what I had to do’” (at trial), and (c) 
Flynn especially liked using cocaine as it helped him to be more emotional.

Eve Ensler
Leader of Writing Workshop at Bedford Hills Correctional Facility

Tony Award winning playwright, documentarian, and V-Day founder

She is a different woman than the one who entered the prison system, completely transformed by 
the self-examination she has done, she has matured while incarcerated and developed true 
insight into her life and her potential. She is an asset to all those she meets, striving to enrich 
their lives through her work in church ministry, rehabilitation through the arts, and many other 
programs in which she volunteers her time and talent to serve others.

                                                
73 Appendix E, at E52-E55 (Letter from Derek Stead to Linda Wojas (Oct. 15, 1996)).
74 CAPTIVATED: THE TRIALS OF PAMELA SMART (HBO 2014).
75 Appendix E, at E56-E58 (Letter from Ricky Davis to Linda Wojas (Mar. 2015)).
76 Appendix E, at E68-E72 (Affidavit of Ricky Davis (Feb. 20, 2009)).
77 CAPTIVATED: THE TRIALS OF PAMELA SMART (HBO 2014) at 43:30; see Appendix E, at E28 (Mem. of Law in Supp. of Pet. for 
Writ of Habeas Corpus, at *20, Smart v. Goord, No. 97-civ-9034, (S.D.N.Y. Dec. 5, 1997)).
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E. New Evidence that the Prosecution’s Tapes Were Inaccurate and Unreliable.

In considering the fairness of Pamela Smart’s trial, the Governor and Executive Council 

should consider that one of the most important pieces of evidence against Pamela Smart was 

heavily disputed and tainted.  Specifically:  

 The written transcripts of the tapes were prepared by a prosecutor’s secretary, not a 
certified transcriber, and were never authenticated, nor were they accurate representations 
of Pamela Smart’s complete conversations recorded with Ms. Pierce.78  

 Detective Daniel Pelletier admitted that although the wire picked up “the words through 
most of the thing,” “[t]here were ups, fallouts and some points where the conversation was 
lower, and a couple of real brief instances where there might have been a hum in the system 
or background noise.”79  

 The state’s expert attempted to recover portions of the tape by “sit[ting] with a screw driver 
on the playback of the Panasonic RN36 machine … and in that situation a few words or 
phrases, I’m afraid to say, were lost.”80  

 In 1994, expert Cain concluded that there were a number of documented anomalies that 
cast suspicion on the authenticity of the tapes.  These included: (1) a lack of stop and restart 
between the police’s preamble announcement and the start of Pamela Smart and Ms.
Pierce’s conversation; (2) an apparent loss of signal; (3) change in background signature; 
(4) interruption or pause of ongoing conversation; (5) suspicious breaks during ongoing 
conversation; (6) drop out during ongoing conversation; (7) interruption of the recording 
process (i.e. discontinuity); (8) unusual transient sound during speech; and (9) areas 
marked “UI” or unintelligible, especially those involving Pamela Smart. 81  Because of 
financial limitations, Pamela Smart could not afford to call an expert witness to impugn 
the tapes at trial.

 The written transcripts were given to the jury during deliberations even though they were 
not in evidence.

                                                
78 The State attempted to guide the jurors’ opinions of the tapes by providing transcripts to the jury of what the State believed the 
tapes said, and Ms. Sicard (juror) stated that without the transcript she “wouldn’t have known half of what was said.” Appendix 
E, at E61-E62 (Trial Tr. Mot. 1, 83-84).  Portions of the transcript were attributed to Pamela Smart when in fact Cecelia Pierce 
was the person speaking.  See Appendix D.
79 Appendix E, at E63 (Trial Tr. Mot. 1, at 47); see Appendix E, at E73-E74 (Trial Tr. vol. 14, at 1116-17). Juror Number 
Thirteen, Karen Sicard, described the tapes as having “unbelievable poor quality.” Appendix E, at E61-E62 (Trial Tr. Mot. 1, 83-
84).  
80 Appendix E, at E73-E74 (Trial Tr. vol. 14, at 1116-17).
81 See Appendix D, Steve Cain and Associates, Lab Report (Sept. 4, 1994). 
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F. New Information regarding the “Sexual Innocence” of Mr. Flynn.

During Pamela Smart’s trial, the media portrayed her as a teacher who used sex to entice a 

“virgin” student, Mr. Flynn, in furtherance of a plot to murder her husband.  In reality, Pamela 

Smart was not a teacher and Mr. Flynn was not her student.  Further, although the State’s argument 

emphasized Mr. Flynn’s virginity, new information reveals Mr. Flynn was not a virgin as the 

prosecution repeatedly emphasized in the trial’s most important moments:

 State Prosecutor’s Opening Statement:  “That was the first time the defendant had sexual 
intercourse with Bill. He was a virgin, a boy, way over his head in this relationship. On 
the way home, she was unequivocal; she said that the only solution was to kill Gregory 
Smart.”82

 Mr. Flynn’s Testimony: 

State: And had you ever made love to another woman before?
Flynn: No, I hadn’t.
State: That was the first time?
Flynn: Yes, it was.
State: Is that what you told Pam?
Flynn: No, it wasn’t.
State: What did you tell Pam?
Flynn: I told Pam that it wasn’t the first time.83

 State Prosecutor’s Closing Statement:

o “And [Mr. Flynn] testified to you about the influence the defendant had over him. 
And he testified to you about the relationship, the sexual nature of the 
relationship.”84

o “This is torrid.  This is a torrid affair.  This is the [Mr. Flynn’s] first sexual 
experience.  He’s way over his head. And I submit she liked it that way.”85

o “And that tells you another thing about this woman, what she thinks of herself and 
her body. She was glad to give [the pictures] to Bill Flynn.  It was all part of the 
enticement process.”86  

                                                
82 Appendix E, at E64 (Trial Tr. vol. 9, at 9).
83 Appendix E, at E65 (Trial Tr. vol. 12, at 738).
84 Appendix E, at E66 (Trial Tr. vol. 19, at 1913).
85 Appendix E, at E67 (Trial Tr. vol. 19, at 1914).
86 Appendix E, at E67 (Trial Tr. vol. 19, at 1914).
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Only in interviews more than two decades after the events did witnesses with direct 

knowledge confirm to representatives of Pamela Smart that it was widely known among Mr. 

Flynn’s friends that he had repeated sexual intercourse with an older woman before any 

relationship with Pamela Smart.  This relationship continued throughout the years of Mr. Flynn’s 

incarceration until his engagement and marriage to another woman.  Had this been known at trial, 

Mr. Flynn’s lie on the stand would have been available for the jury as they considered his 

credibility on this and other core arguments in the prosecution’s statement of the case.

Pamela Smart asks that the Governor and Executive Council consider the above matters 

and weigh them in evaluating the strength of the jury’s guilty findings and estimating the fairness 

of her trial, as they are indicative of prejudice Pamela Smart suffered.  Given the changed 

circumstances in the legal landscape as to prejudicial pre-trial publicity, Pamela Smart’s life led in 

prison, the disparities in sentence, serious concerns as to the quality and truth of the evidence 

offered against her and other errors not addressed by the judiciary, a commutation of her sentence 

is warranted.

VII. Conclusion

Pamela Smart

In 1990, when I was 22 years old, I made the worst mistake of my life, and got involved with 
Bill Flynn.  That one horrible choice led to catastrophic consequences that I never could 
have imagined.  By far, the most tragic of these was that Flynn murdered my 24 year-old 
husband, Gregg.  Although I never wanted, or asked Flynn to murder Gregg, I will forever 
carry the blame and guilt because I know my poor judgment set into motion a series of 
circumstances that ultimately resulted in Gregg’s death.  That is a heavy burden to carry, 
and there is not a day that goes by where I do not feel its heaviness weighing on my heart 
and mind.  As such, I have spent over two decades seeking to understand and accept my 
own responsibility in this tragedy. 

For the foregoing reasons, Pamela Smart respectfully submits this petition “to humbly 

request your mercy and compassion.”  Without your intervention, Pamela Smart will die in prison. 

Pamela Smart’s conduct and character, her disproportionate sentence, the trial record, and pre-trial 
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publicity warrant Executive grace.  For all the reasons detailed above, Pamela Smart’s sentence 

should be modified to eliminate the “without the possibility of parole” condition, and declare her 

sentence as time served or establish an early date of eligibility for parole.
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143 Stribling Circle

Spartanburg SC 29301

The Honorable Governor John Lynch

Office of the Governor November 23 2012

State House

107 North Main Street

Concord N.H 03301

Dear Governor Lynch

Greetings My name is Elizabeth Bennett McKinney and am sending this to you from the State

of South Carolina My purpose for sending this is in regard to Pamela Smart She was involved in high

profile case in New Hampshire This was the Greg Smart murder case in the early 1990s

If am not mistaken do believe wrote you letter back in 2010 concerning Pamela Smart

This was two and half years ago In that time frame have been in direct contact with Ms Smart

through letter writing know the public has portrayed her as monster The media has ripped her to

shreds However in the letters Ms Smart and exchange am finding none of this in her behavior Ms

Smart is an intelligent lady She is
spiritual

and giving In the letters she has spoken of helping the

people around her in one way or another get the impression that she does care about those around

her She speaks of love of these things in her letters It makes her happy to help people As am an

expert in the field of Peer Abuse bullying she has asked me questions about my work Also asked me

for help in this area for friend who was writing paper in this subject No she did not ask for her own

reasons She asked on behalf of her friend Most importantly Ms Smart feels inside What mean by

feels is she does have emotions inside of her know the media dubbed her the Ice Princess Well am

not getting any of that in my letters She talks of dancing and allowing emotions to run through her Sir

anyone with an anti-social personality will not feel anything inside True Ms Smart is not outwardly

emotional However it does not mean she does not feel for anyone or anything Not everyone is wired

to be outwardly emotional There is nothing wrong with that either Ms Smart does not bad mouth or

abuses those around her

In terms of relationships Ms Smart has loyal friends and family in her life She has supportive

family that she gets along great with She has long term healthy friendships in her life Dr Eleanor Pam

an expert in womens violence has known Pam since 1993 They have great relationship and Dr Pam

believes in Pams innocence have met lady on Facebook who has been incarcerated with Ms Smart

in Bedford Hills She supports Ms Smart as person and also believes she is innocent In prison it can

be hard to trust others much less respect them as people Most importantly people who are dangerous

or unbalanced do not maintain these types of relationships Those that are dangerous or unbalanced

eventually chase people away Or people fear for their lives because of them Ms Smart is just the

A8



opposite here do believe she deserves chance to be in the outside world As mankind has grown so

cold over the past several years having someone like this out there would be beneficial We need more

people like this in our world today

Our world has become different one since this case hit the headlines It is technology charged

and media obsessed know from personal experience that the media does not always get their facts

right There are many today that do not trust them for these reasons However believe one thing

people have learned since this case is that words and actions can be taken out of context have said

things that people misunderstood or took out of context am sure you have also It happens all the

time yes even in serious situations like this one We are all human followed this case since 1990

saw the trial on Court T.V did read book on the case heard the tapes that were played Those tapes

were hard to understand However despite what Ms Smart said we never learned in what context her

words were meant Plus not everything came out in the trial On the Oprah Winfrey Show Mrs Wojas

mentioned things that came out during the years after the trial These were things that believe should

have been mentioned during the trial There were many mistakes were made that believe tainted the

opinion of the jury in this case

ask you to please consider releasing Ms Smart from prison Her sentence was very harsh This

is someone that has never been in trouble with the law in her life Why should someone have to spend

the rest of their life in prison without ever being in trouble in the past At 22 she was young in job

she was too immature to be in and made lot of mistakes At 45 believe her talents intelligence and

strengths would benefit society Please think hard about this Dont let public opinion or the media

sway you Thank you for your time in this matter hope you have Merry Christmas and great 2013

Regards

Elizabeth Bennett M.Ed
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February 27, 2015 
Maggie Hassan, Governor 
State of New Hampshire 
State House 
Concord, NH 03301 
Re: Pamela Smart 
 
Dear Governor Hassan: 
I am writing in support of the above-named Pamela Smart. Ms. Smart has not been 
granted parole but the actual murders have.  I have thought this has been an 
unfair ruling.  She has proven while incarcerated that she can be an asset within 
the jail walls, and thereby I believe she would be an asset to society if 
released. 
 
I have heard of horrible incidences that have happened to her while incarcerated.  
She has continued to get back up and try harder.  She continues to maintain a 
positive influence on the many lives of women at Bedford Hills Correctional 
Facility.  She has a supportive family who loves her. 
She can do good if given the change in the outside free world. 
 
  I implore you as Governor, to commute her sentence, thereby saving her life and 
returning her to society wherein she will continue to thrive.   
She has been incarcerated longer then she was free. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Suzanne Boswell 
Pepperell MA 
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Lorraine Brooks 
2670 Harbor Hills Lane 

Las Vegas, Nevada 89117 
 

 
July 25, 2015 
 
Maggie Hassan, Governor 
State of New Hampshire 
State House 
Concord, NH  03301 
 
Re: Pamela Smart 
 
Dear Governor, 
 
I am writing in support of Pamela Smart and ask that you consider her plea.   I am 
painfully aware through my own experience that miscarriages of justice do occur in 
New Hampshire. 
 
I would ask that you as Governor use your power of discretion to look into the 
matter. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Lorraine Brooks 
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Anastacia Brown

257-52 148th Drive

Rosedale N.Y 11422

November 18 2004

Governor Craig Benson

State House

Main Street

Concord N.H 03301

Dear Governor Benson

have known Pamela Smart for few years have nothing but positive things to say

about this young woman She is very smart helpful and very compassionate towards the other

inmates

My grand daughter Stacy Royster also at Bedford Hills Correctional Facility suffers

from bipolar disorder and attention deficit disorder and Pamela Smart has always been there to

help and comfort her when need be She also helps her with school assignments

am so very grateful to Pamela Smart for all her assistance given to my grand daughter

Stacy Royster will be so appreciative if she could get consideration for commutation or

reduction of her sentence

Pamela Smart with all the great work she has done and with all that she is still doing at

Bedford hills deserves this consideration

Thank Yopa0-t
Anastacia Brown
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Governor John Lynch

Office of the Governor

State of New Hampshire

107 North Main Street

Concord New Hampshire 03301

Dear Governor Lynch

write in support of Pamela Smart and seek your affirmative

intervention in terms of her incarceration In my view her

sentence of life without the possibility of parole is draconian

heartbreaking and unfair

As you may know am the author of fourteen books including

Women and Madness Mothers On Trial The Battle for Children

and Custody and Woman Inhumanity to Woman am also co

founder of the Association for Women in Psychology 1969 and

The National Womens Health Network 1975 am an Emerita

Professor of Psychology and retired psychotherapist Among many

other subjects have also researched and written about the

realities of American women in prison

There were many irregularities in Pamela Smarts trial including

improper ex-parte communications defendants who watched each

other testify on television prior to giving their own testimony juror

misconduct and transcript of wire worn by key prosecution

witness which was never authenticated

Moreover an independent lab report later noted number of

anomalies in the tape which cast serious doubt on the authenticity

of the original recordings This together with the self-serving

testimony of the men who did the actual killing and who plea

bargained their way to lighter sentences by blaming Ms Smart as

the prime mover in the murder comprised the entirety of the case

against Pamela Smart

Pamela Smart has consistently asserted her innocence and was in
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fact fifty miles away from the site when the murder took place In

addition she never sought to plea bargain as many guilty people

do The dilemma of innocent persons is that it is difficult to admit

to something they have not done In Pamela Smarts case this was

impossible for her to do even if it would have resulted in less

severe sentence

Pamela Smart is briffiant productive uniquely gifted person who

has spent her time in prison helping other inmates in multiple

ways tutoring and teaching themand in educating herself She

earned two Masters Degrees each time as Valedictorian with

perfect grades and graduated Summa Cum Laude

Society benefits no further in keeping Ms Smart in prison She is

no threat to herself or others çnd Would be far more useful in the

larger society Ms Smart has spent more than half her life in

incarceration She has been brutally attacked physically and

sexually One of the assaults required plastic surgery and the

insertion of metal plate in her face and additional surgery on her

leg which causes daily pain

With humility and respect implore you to consider reducing or

commuting her sentence

Sincerely yours

Phyllis Chesler Ph.D
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Maggie Hassan, Governor 
State of New Hampshire 
State House 
Concord, NH 03301 
Re: Pamela Smart 
Dear Governor Hassan: 
I am writing in support of the above-named Pamela Smart. Ms. Smart has been 
imprisoned for twenty four years. This is longer than she has been free. She continues 
to maintain her innocence and I believe she would be an asset to society if released. 
 
While she has been incarcerated she has suffered considerably. She was the victim of 
an unprovoked assault by other inmates. She suffered a blowout orbital fracture and 
nasal fracture resulting in permanent loss of feeling on the left side of her face as well 
as other injuries requiring surgery and daily medication. She was also assaulted by a 
correction official. 
 
Despite all of the above, she continues to maintain a positive influence on the many 
lives of women at Bedford Hills Correctional Facility. For eighteen years she has worked 
in the education department, using her two master's degrees obtained while 
incarcerated, to help others further their education. Shen now works in the HIV 
Aids/Hepatitis department educating the women in this area. 
 
No good purpose is served keeping her in prison. She is not, and never has been, a 
threat to anyone. 
 
Rather, she is an asset to all those she meets, striving to enrich their lives through her 
work in church, ministry, rehabilitation through the arts, and many other programs in 
which she volunteers her time and talent to serve others. 
 
Unlike the people who murdered her husband, Pamela Smart will never go before a 
parole board. Her sentence, as it stands, is a death sentence. I implore you as 
Governor, to commute her sentence, thereby saving her life and returning her to society 
wherein she will continue to thrive. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Michele Collins 
122 Warren Street, Concord, NH 03301 
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CHAUNCEY DEPEW
Attorney at Law

Chauncey 1epew

Licensed in Kansas and %Iasnnrz

August 26 2014

Pamela Smart 9360356

Bedford Hills Correctional Facility

P.O Box 1000 112D16

Bedford Hills NY 10507-2499

Dear Ms Smart

just saw the HBO special about the media coverage of your case As criminal defense

attorney and former prosecutor and judge was captivated was in law school when

your case was first publicized and followed it as most of the nation did and drew the

same conclusions that most of the nation did was amazed at some of the things

learned about the case that never knew before am ashamed especially because of my

legal training at how was manipulated by the media

have understood for quite some time how the media influences many aspects
of life

these days not just the legal system It is tragedy that you did not ieceive fair trial

And cannot believe that there are still people who insist you did recei\ fair trial

have no money to offer your defense cannot help much from my office in

Independence Missouri dont really know what else to say other than was moved to

write to you and offer my apology for being duped like so many other nnsuspecting fools

were

wont bore you with the details but too have faced undue suspicion and attention in

my life did not suffer the way you did and am back on my feet as of this day But do

understand to very very small degree your mindset

look forward to following your story with more critical eye Best of luck

Very truly yours

CHAUNCEY DEPEW

Attorney at Lan

1519 Hardy Avenue Independence Missouri 64052 816 868-7224

ehancedernyahoo.corn 816 836-9913 fax
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October 2010

Billiam Dominique

P0 Box 211160

Detroit MI 48221

Dear Governor John Lynch

am slightly autistic and graduated from the University of

Detroit with Bachelors in Computer Science and almost got

Masters degree in Artificial Intellicrence have written

several books on astronomy bicycle long distances and have

biked to every state except Arkansas and Alaska have also

biked to four provinces in Canada Ontario New Brunswick

Prince Edward Island and Nova Scotia worked for the City of

Detroit for decade as computer programmer and am now

retired stay busy grading papers for professor and my long

bike rides

first found out about Pam Smart through the movie Murder

In New Hampshire in 1992 What shocked me was that Pam was

given life with no possibility of parole whereas Bill Flynn and

the co-killer Patrick Randall were up for parole after serving

28 years which has been reduced to 25 years They got three

year sentence reduction always assumed that the person who

did the actual murder would get more time than the person

telling someone to kill someone cant understand how someone

at the age of 16 could be manipulated into killing another

person since people at that age have achieved certain adult
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responsibilities like driving and being trusted by their parents

to be alone for certain length of time

wrote Pam about the unfairness of her sentence in 2000

and finally decided to meet her in person when happened to be

passing through New York City in 2001 initially thought that

Pam was guilty and came over to the prison to see her with my

friends Linda and Jeff We found out from Pam that the jury was

not sequestered and that Pam had good relationship with Gregg

This created second feeling to this unfair sentence

Maybe Pam did not even want her husband to be killed and the

men who killed her husband made this up to get their sentences

reduced Many people thought that was gullible to think such

nonsense and convinced me that jury of 12 found Pam guilty and

not to be so naïve

Pam was not Bill Flynns teacher She was the media

director for the eleven schools She became teacher only once

got sent to prison

Pam and write each other every two weeks visit her

every year or two She is very nice person with good sense

of humor was amazed that she knew that was autistic upon

first meeting me which shows how good she is at perceiving

people last saw her on June 12 and July 13 2010

Because of my autism feel ostracized from society Many

people dont understand me because of my idiosyncrasies Pam is
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one of the special people who understands me and accepts me for

who am

When George Bush became President and authorized the war

overseas and eliminated many of our rights so many people

claimed that it was all for the good of the country started

to see how people can be quite flawed in their logic thinking

that Pam is guilty just because of something they heard and

assuming that George Bush made the right decision just because

he is President Throughout the history of mankind we have

been too quick to think that something must be true because

thinking otherwise will make us unpopular

found out that Pam was convicted based upon taped

conversation with Cecilia Pierce and that her father in-law

admits that he could not hear the tapes in court So the taped

conversation was not admissible evidence in court-of law If

you are innocent until proven guilty then Pam must be innocent

There is no proof of her guilt in conspiring to have Gregg

murdered Moreover read her website www.pamelasmart.net and

found out that she and Gregg contacted numerous real estate

companies to buy house together in the last month of Greggs

life After Gregg was murdered Pam moved back home with her

parents not into larger house that she bought from the money

she allegedly was given from Greggs insurance policy for

spouse being murdered Moreover none of Pams appeals have

been seriously considered
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It is obvious that the media wants to make an example out

of Pam What makes better story than nice attractive woman

is portrayed as being one of the most infamous people Everyone

loves unusual stories and it is shame that Pam had to be used

as an example to entertain the public

Pam has earned two masters degrees in prison graduating

summa cum laude and prepared thesis on the duality of man

She has two teaching jobs and has made lot of tremendous

accomplishments in prison in spite of the wrongful sentence

She is the Director of the Praise Dance Ministry and leader of

her church

Even it Pam is guilty she should be released upon time

served Mark Chapman and Charles Manson have been up for

parole and they were guilty of killing people To get first

degree murder charge for allegedly telling someone to kill

someone is outrageous Bill Flynn and Patrick Randall got

convicted of second degree murder even though they made not one

but three attempts to kill Gregg and they bragged about killing

Gregg after they did the horrible act

IL LI3
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Maggie Hassan, Governor State of New Hampshire State 

House  Concord, NH 03301  

Re: Pamela Smart  

Dear Governor Hassan:  

I, Eve Ensler, am writing in support of the above-named Pamela 

Smart. Ms. Smart has been imprisoned for twenty-four years. This 

is longer than she has been free. She continues to maintain her 

innocence and I believe she would be an asset to society if 

released.  

I worked with Pam for six years as a part of a writing workshop at 

Bedford Hills Correctional Facility during which time she did very 

powerful work, writing and investigating her own emotions and 

life story. She was a dedicated member of the group and constantly 

supported and encouraged other writers.  

While she has been incarcerated she has suffered considerably. She 

was the victim of an unprovoked assault by other inmates during 

which suffered a blowout orbital fracture and nasal fracture 

resulting in permanent loss of feeling on the left side of her face as 

well as other injuries requiring surgery and daily medication. She 

was also sexually assaulted and exploited by a corrections officer.  

Despite all of the above, she continues to maintain a positive 

influence on the many lives of women at Bedford Hills 

Correctional Facility. For eighteen years she has worked in the 

education department, using her two master's degrees obtained 

while incarcerated, to help others further their education. She now 

works in the HIV Aids/Hepatitis department educating the women 

in this area.  

She is a different woman than the one who entered the prison 

system, completely transformed by the self-examination she has 

done, she has matured while incarcerated and developed true 
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insight into her life and her potential. She is an asset to all those 

she meets, striving to enrich their lives through her work in church 

ministry, rehabilitation through the arts, and many other programs 

in which she volunteers her time and talent to serve others.  

Unlike the men who murdered her husband, Pamela Smart will 

never go before a parole board. Her sentence, as it stands, is a 

death sentence. I implore you as Governor, to commute her 

sentence, thereby saving her life and returning her to society 

wherein she will continue to thrive.  

Respectfully submitted,  

 
 

Eve Ensler 

11 East 22nd Street 

#5 

New York, New York 10010 
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June 14 2012

To Whom it May Concern

My name is Felicia Field and have been at Bedford Hills Correctional Facility

for 11 years am writing concerning Pamela Smart and her request for

sentence reduction

first met Pamela when was student in the Pre-GED class where shes

teachers aide Pamela was great motivator for all the students in the class

She was always eager to help all of us she created and taught lessons every

day and she made herself available outside the classroom hours as weli

Pamela has also been my one-on-one tutor through Mr Wildman tutoring

program here as well With her help passed all my tests to move out of the

Pre-GED class and into the GED class am still working on my GED with

Pamela as my tutor

want to also say that Pamela saved my life literally went through very dark

period in my life in 2009 was extremely depressed and tried to take my own

life on January 28 2009 hung myself in my cell and if it wasnt for Pamela Id

be dead right now Pamela had come by my cell to check on me because Id

been so sad and she found me hanging in my cell She screamed for the officer

to open my cell door and without any hesitation she ran in my cell and with all

her strength lifted my body up to take the pressure off of my neck was blue in

the face and began choking as air came into my lungs She held me up until the

officer came She could barely hold my weight but she did until he took over

holding me and she loosened the sheet around my neck so could be taken

down

dont know what made her decide to check up on me that day at that exact

moment in time but do know that would not be alive if she hadnt cared

enough to check Thats the kind of person Pamela is always caring and

checking on others saving lives in so many different ways hope you will

consider giving her time cut and allowing her to be positive influence in

society as well Thank you for your consideration of what have written

Respectfçplly

Felicia Field

01 G0999

P0 Box 1000

Bedford Hills NY

10507
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Cmernoi John nch

State louse

107 Noi th Main Stieet

Oncol New 11 ampshh 03301

etohei 24 2912

Dear iovernor ynch

am writing to support Pamelt Smarts petition for co.n ttati sentence 01

Life without Parole realize you are man who has scred four Cr ns neen educated in

Jesuit tradition and dedicated oui self to serving the people of ianpshire

Pamela Smart has erved 22 years she is very dii ercnt w11o1l I1erent pets than

she was when she cnteIcd prison She is living pn if of the pwci redemption

remorse second chances And she has dedicated liei self within on to tutoring

educating and teaching those women less
pi ivileged than she

had the honor of collaborating with Ms Smart from 1995 2001 We worked

on esearch
pi oject studying the impact of college in prison on tl onion the

ji son

cm iionmcnt and the children whose mothers wcic ii caiccratcd \\ met weekly

research team of seven women prisoners and eight of U5 from the aduatc Ccntcr of the

City University of New York Together we published the White Popcr Changing Minds

The Impact of ollcge in Maximum Prison for Women

www.puhlicscicnccprojcct.org Across these six years came to Lar witness to th role

that Pamela Smart played in the college the
prison

and the rcsearcl team In each

context she was bright generous and lcadcr Pain would find wotaen who needed help

and offer up assistance with warn ith and no hint of cnndcsccnsiop She is as sure

others will testify mole model witlun the facility for the younger women just entering

and suppomt system for those who hae hccn there for two decade or longer

am wiiting because truly believe it is time for Pam to lc dIr wed to meturn

home Pain Sinait has gifts she can bring to the world outside prisc flits of cducatton

civic engagement sense of responsibility to heal the world and aansformed self She

was model inside and will be model outsid

io\ ci nom preparation for writing this letter iia cad 1any of yo speeches

and admired your record for afar You have cared for the children enviionmcnt and fiscal

stability of
your state you understand that democracy needs to be refreshed with new

ideas and under your watch you have craned legislation to care for the most ulneraf Ic
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of children and nature preserves You have attended public schools as have your

children You cared for your employees providing safe and dignified working conditions

and offering them stocks in the company My sense is that you are man who believes in

transformation the power of public institutions the capacity for change and the

obligation to set an example as you work across the aisle

With these values and commitments hope you can see the wisdom is

commuting Pams sentence As noted in many documents terrible crime was

committed Many served time but none as long as Pam She has been rehabilitated and

has much to give to the society around her She is indeed model prisoner no threat to

public safety and an untapped resource to society What gift to Pam her family and to

society if you were to commute her sentence Your courage might in fact encourage

other governors to be equally ethical engaged and forward looking

With this note acknowledge my great respect
for

your legacy accomplished over

four terms and hope that the commutation of Pamela Smarts sentence is yet one more

stunning achievement of your years in public service

commitments to our collective well-being

The Graduate Center of the City University of New York
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STATE OF NEW YORK DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONAL SERVICES

BEDFORD HiLLS CORRECTIONAL FACILITY

HONOR FLOOR REFERENCE FORM

Honor Floor applicants are expected to have positive behavior and attitude evidence of willingness to work

well with staff and inmates in cooperative manner and maintenance of good personal hygiene with regards to both

ones person and ones surroundings

All applicants must exhibit definitive desire to improve take the necessary steps towards rehabilitation and

oortray an outstanding degree of program participation In addition all applicants are to behave and act at level well

above the norm

Nameofapplicant______________________ DIN_________ Unit //
Please the following information

Name of reference 5j- yi
Title

Name of program

Do yOU think the applicant is suitable for the Honor Floor Circle one No

Reason Ypost CoperRsu1 fern PtV rr5
FUS her trne gCptg/v Ey 11 SiP

rtd idec L5 honectoncern /5 qeS cjjrHg

Pojpt out some of the applicants atthbuies or achievemflts which she has displayed accomplishedJJ7
Ijv /eJ

SK4Id
tj 9O

taY\5 bi iut Vary evos
Ou2ru tnt ctqf dôes2oVerhore LLk/3 hc/teaJ

ntUcyitC5
needs 5lROflS

Would you conside the applicant an approachable individual

7iy ftOUtQtJ Inch nJ
\er oeerc HAS p5ena1 or mcsf

How would you rate the applicants general attitude/behavior during her participation in your

program Pick one of the following

/7

Poor JAverage JGood average

Additional comments /75 bffvlo enenJ /5 5YE1/el3
Lodcrt /ear

ntrd Ui5t Sot6flqnTe 4n iCin
rnor fAn soectd

Signatureof reference Date

PLEASE RETURN THiS REFERENCE DIRECTLY TO HONOR FLOOR COMMITTEE C/O GUIDANCE COUNSELING

10 14/09 Reteene form3
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Bedford Hills Correctional Facility

247 Harris Road

Bedford Hills N.Y 10507

November 21 2004

To Whom It May Concern

am writing this letter on behalf of Pamela Smart with whom worked

daily for nine years Pamela was the most outstanding Teacher Aide

have had in the twenty years that have been employed at this Facility

During the years that Pamela worked with me found her to be gifted

academically and capable of teaching many students with learning difficulties

Her approach was combination of patience and skill in helping them

understand the subject matter

Pamela is one of the most generous women have known at this Facility

Hours of her time are spent tutoring and encoitraging individuals to achieve

The time she has given to others has resulted in promotion or receiving

C.E.D or college degree Pamela is generally available to any student

who is in need of assistance This has earned her the respect of her peers

Nine years is long time to observe someone daily Pamela was able

to anticipate the needs of individual students Her love for teaching

resulted in love of learning on their part

Pamelas behavior is cdnsistently positive In my experience with her

what stands out most are her personal gifts of generosity integrity

respect for authority and cooperation in any area in which she is asked

to work

believe that Pamela Smart would be an asset to society Her

motivation and ability will enable her to make positive contributions

highly recommend her for clemency and know she appreciates your attention

to her application

Sincerely

jp
Sr Katherine Fisher
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ROBERT FLAGG III

3953 LOS ROBLES DR
PLANO TEXAS 75074

972 4234765

November 29 2004

Honorable Governor Craig Benson

107 North Mail Street

Room 208

Concord New Hampshire 03301

Re Consideration for commutation of sentence for Pamela

Smart inmate 93-G-0356 Bedford Hills Correctional

Facility Bedford Hills N.Y 105072499

Dear Governor Benson

am requesting your consideration for commutation of the

life sentence without parole now being served by Ms Pamela

Smart for crime she did not commit

In March 1991 Ms Smart was convicted of 2nd Degree Murder
in Rockingham County New Hampshire Her trial was conducted

among circus atmosphere played up by the tabloids
attended by reporters from as far away Japan and provided

unprecedented coverage even replacing the daily soap

operas Ms Smart started serving her sentence in New

Hampshire prison but within two years was transferred to her

Bedford Hills New York prison location

Ms Smarts wrong doing for which she has much regret
began in 1990 when as pretty ambitious twenty-two year
old newlywed had an affair with fifteen year old High
School boy who with the help of two of his friends shot Ms
Smarts husband At the time of the incident Ms Smart was

attending meeting at the Winnacunnet High School where she
held the position of Public Affairs Coordinator

All three of the boys involved were given sentences with

parole options One of the boys Raymond Fowler has already
been released on parole and the others will come up for

parole in due time while Ms Smart remains incarcerated

serving her life sentence without the possibility of parole
very unjust situation

The prosecutions star witness young high school student
acquainted with Ms Smart and the boys involved was paid
1000 from Hard Copy 300 from Current Affair and
received 100000 movie contract with Once Upon Time
Productions for her interview on its show Scandal At
School One Girls Secret
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Since beginning her sentence Ms Smart has received the Sam
Howard Scholarship which enabled her to earn Masters
Degree in the Science of Law from the University of Alabama
She has also earned Masters Degree in English Literature

and is working towards another advance degree in law as

well as teaching apprenticeship from the New York State

Department of Labor

While incarcerated Ms Smart has served as mentor for

other inmates as she has worked performing her duties as

tutor helping other inmates overcome their learning
difficulties She also serves as counselor handling
inmates disputes and inmate problem situations

As would be expected the incarcerated life has been filledi

with adverse conditions and much pain and suffering for both
Ms Smart and her loving family In one such incident two
female convicts assaulted Ms Smart in the Prison Yard She

suffered fractured eye socket broken nose and number
of minor injuries to her neck back and legs

Ms Smart has loving family composed of her mother
father sister and brother all waiting for Pamela to come
home and rejoin her family and society as contributing
member She is in good health well educated and capable of

making major contributions to our society Pamela her

family and host of good friends would be most grateful
for your kind and gracious consideration in the commutation
of Pamela Smarts most harsh and unjust sentence May God

help you in your discernment

Sincerely yours

h1i 7z24y
Robert Flagg III
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 July 21, 2015 

 

Dear Jessica, 

I have known Pamela Smart since she was a young girl.  Her family and my family have 

been neighbors for many years and the love and devotion they display to one another can't be 

found in someone that's a killer.  All I am saying is that Pame has served a lengthy time and 

whatever punishment she deserves has been given.  She has given herself an education and tried 

to be a productive person, volunteering and counseling, as best she could.  I feel that she should 

be allowed to have a second chance and to prove herself to the outside world as the good person 

that she has become. 

 Sincerely, 

 Lucile Forcier 

 135 S. Hidden Lake Rd. 

 Stoddard NH 03464 

 603 446-7365 
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Governor John Lynch

Office of the Goverr or

State of New Hampshire

107 Nur4h Maine Street

Concord NH 03301

October 30 2012

Dear Governor Lynch

As former NH resident of 35 years with my last residence being 24 Westgate Road in Derry

NH wish to ask that you please consider extending sentence commutation to Pamela Wojas

Smart Her life sentence without parole is incredibly unfair considering that the actual

confessed murderers of our close and dear friend Gregg Smart are soon to be eligible for parole

and free for taking his life in exchange for plea bargain that would ultimately take another one of

our dearest friends

It is unfathomable that Pamela should spend the rest of her days in jail
for crime she did not

commit especially when she is and has always been of NO HARM to anyone She is in my

opinion victim herself in the way that this injustice has carried out She is more of an asset to

society sharing her wealth of knowledge compassion and passion for helping others than she

is to be incarcerated for an extreme sentence that not even the likes of Charles Manson has ever

seen

hope and pray that you will please realize that Pamela Smart does not need to serve this harsh

sentence and extend her the sentence commutation

Thank you for your respectful consideration

Sincerely

Sonia Fortin-Simon
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Governor John Lynch

am writing in connection with request of

commutation for Pamela Smart She has been incarcerated for

twenty years for crime she did not commit have been writing to

her for about one year now and she has always been very pleasant

and positive regarding her life

believe she is kind hearted loving person who

deserves to be living in freedom with her family She is very

involved in religious activities in prison along with furthering her

education She tutors other inmates with their education and

provides assistance to others in need She is model inmate and

deserves to have freedom

The people who actually committed the crime of

the death of Gregg Smart did not receive life without parole and

that is not right They are the ones who committed the crime and

Pam did not but has to sit in prison for the rest of her life which is

an injustice have faith is Pam and feel that she has spent many

years
in prison for something she has not done

Please commute her sentence so she can live some

type of normal life with her family and friends have much love

for her and support her one hundred percent Please free innocent

woman from prison

Sincerely

Connie Foster

Lc ktAK
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August 21, 2014

Eleanor,

I have recently seen the documentary on Pamela's case and I'm sure that you, especially along
with her family and loved ones, can understand the frustration, confusion and down right anger I
am feeling in regards to Pamela's, "Life without possibility of parole," sentence. I do not feel the
need to outline why I believe she is innocent, because it has been made obvious. Instead, I just
want you, Pamela and her family to know and remember that this case and Pamela's innocence
are not forgetten, and are most definitely not taken lightly. I am currently in the process of
applying to law school, and I want you all to know stories like this are my sole motivation for
succeeding. I am working hard to gain all the education I can to help insure injustices such as the
one done in the Pamela Smart case can happen no longer. I wish you all the best of luck in this
ongoing legal battle, and I retain faith that justice will prevail.

Sincerely,
Nicole Funchess
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11/14/2010

Summerfield Lane

Fredericksburg VA 22405

Governor John Lynch

State House

107 North Main Street

Concord NH 03301

Dear Governer Lynch

am writing this letter asking you to reduce Pamela Smarts sentence She has already spent her 20th

year of incarceration As you know all the principles involved in Gregor Smarts killing have either been

released never charged with crime or will be going home in few years Only Pamela has sentence

of Life Without the possibility of Parole It is time to return her back to her loving family

was resident of Nashua New Hampshire when started corresponding with Pamela in the 2001

now live in Fredericksburg Virginia Pamela has been model inmate in the Bedfor Hills Correctional

Facility
in Beford Hills NY Over the course trt of many years we have shared hundreds of letters

with each other am so impressed with her dedication and resolve to continue her education and skill

set having attained two Masters degrees with Summa Cum Laude and Valedictorian status

Her writings illustrate an individual with compassion and support for the other inmates She frequently

has helped others with legal and administrative issues She obviously cares for others Her ability to

stay focused also demonstres that she needs to remain strong and dedicated otherwise whe would be

unanble to support so many through the process of rehabilitation particularly note that she counsels

others to lead lawful path when not incarcerated and to make pledge to make positive difference

to others with their new beginnings as they continue their journey

If Pamela was released or her sentence mitigated am confident that she would contribute significantly

to society Please look at her case with an open mind and do the right thing

Regards

Robert Gravina Ph.D

University Mathematics Professor
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May 10, 2015 
 
 
 

Maggie Hassan, Governor 
State of New Hampshire 
State House 
Concord, NH 03301 
 
Re: Pamela Smart 
 
 
Dear Governor Hassan: 
 
I am writing in support of the above-named Pamela Smart who I have known since 1987.  
During that time, Ms. Smart worked with me for the State of Florida and we lived together with 
her then boyfriend Gregg Smart during the last year they worked/went to school in Tallahassee, 
Florida.  We were all devastated by Gregg’s death, especially the circumstances of his death.  
May 1 marked 25 years that Gregg has been dead.  Ms. Smart has been imprisoned for 24 of 
those 25 years; longer than the time that she was free.  She continues to maintain her 
innocence all of these years and I truly believe she would be an asset to society if released.   
 
Unfortunately, while she has been incarcerated she has suffered considerably.  She was the 
victim of an unprovoked assault by other inmates where she suffered a blowout orbital fracture 
and a nasal fracture resulting in permanent loss of feeling on the left side of her face as well as 
other injuries requiring surgery and daily medication.  She was also assaulted by a correctional 
official.  Despite all of the violence that she has endured in prison, she continues to maintain a 
positive influence on the many lives of women at New York’s Bedford Hills Correctional Facility.  
For eighteen years she has worked in the education department, using her two master's 
degrees obtained while incarcerated, to help others further their education.  She now works in 
the HIV Aids/Hepatitis department educating the women in this area. 
 
In the next month, the last of the four men involved with the murder of Gregg Smart (Billy Flynn) 
will be paroled and free to live outside of the gates of a prison.  Mr. Flynn is the person who shot 
Gregg Smart to death and he will now be allowed to live a free life.  Unfortunately, due to Ms. 
Smart’s sentence, she will never go before a parole board and thus her sentence, as it stands, 
is a death sentence.  Ms. Smart has never been a threat to anyone.  Rather, she is an asset to 
those that she meets, striving to enrich their lives through her work in church ministry, 
rehabilitation through the arts, and many other programs in which she volunteers her time and 
talent to serve others.   
 
I implore you as Governor, to commute her sentence, thereby saving her life and returning her 
to society wherein she will continue to thrive. 
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Debra Gressel 
10516 Casanova Drive 

Tallahassee, FL  32317 
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August 28, 2014

Dear Eleanor:

I wrote you last year regarding the Goodman case, that and your thoughtful reply are below.
Agreed it was not ultimately relevant to Ms. Smart's outcome but analogous in some respects.

I just watched Jeremiah Zegar's documentary on HBO and it was outstanding and very fair. Full
disclosure, I was in law school and immersed in books as this trial was going on and perhaps saw
snippets on the news, the little television I watched in those years.

Though I am an IP attorney, what drew my attention to this case in recent years, other than the
prison and arts project I came across, were the three strikes laws and the mandatory LWOPs in
some states or under certain circumstances for non violent offenses. There is absolutely no
reason to lock up non violent individuals in perpetuity with no chance for freedom. Ms. Smart
would certainly fall under this category.

I hope the documentary gives Ms. Smart and her family some additional hope. Personally I do
believe she is innocent and, regardless, not guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. I honestly fail to
see how any logical person who watches this documentary or has read accounts of what
transpired and the overall circumstances could conclude otherwise. Thanks for reading my
views yet again. Wishing you all the best.

Kind regards, Steve Gustavson
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Maggie Hassan, Governor 
State of New Hampshire 
State House 
Concord, NH 03301 
 
RE: Pamela Smart 
 
Dear Governor Hassan, 
 
I am writing to you in reference to the above-named Pamela Smart. 
 
This year marks 24 years that Pamela Smart has been imprisoned as a Co-
Conspirator in a plot to commit murder. 
 
The true co-consipirators, the ones who actually planned and executed the murder 
of Greg Smart, have all been released from prison and are now enjoying their 
freedom, not to mention one other who admitted complicit involvement, was granted 
immunity, and has never served a day. These were the true dangers to society, and 
yet today they are free on the streets of your state. 
 
Because New Hampshire still practices “Life Without Parole” in its sentencing 
guidelines, as it now stands, Pamela Smart will remain behind bars until she 
leaves in a wooden box. 
 
Does this punishment fit her crime? 
 
President Obama recently pardoned 49 prisoners who also were sentenced for non-
violent crimes under unfair sentencing guidelines, making the statement that, 
“The punishment simply does not fit the crimes". 
 
Pamela Smart had an affair with a 15 year old when she was only 21 years old 
herself. The 15 year old conspired with his friends who then all physically 
participated in the murder of Greg Smart. They were active, willing participants, 
aiding, abetting and murdering, and not a co-conspirator as Pamela Smart has been 
designated. 
 
"Co-Conspiracy” itself is a non-violent crime, just as drug using and dealing and 
trafficking is considered as such. 
 
President Obama recognizes that non-violent crimes do not deserve a 'Life without 
Parole’ sentence; why does’t New Hampshire? 
 
Pamela Smart was never a threat or violent to anyone. The Prosecutors (and even 
the family of Greg Smart) approved and offered her a Plea Bargain before the 
trial, which she refused. 
 
Both the Prosecution and the Smart family never questioned if Pamela Smart was a 
danger to society; they made the plea deal available where she would NOT spend 
her life in jail but would absolutely have a chance at parole and serve a finite 
number of years. The Prosecution and the Smart family were agreeable to the 
probability of early release for Pamela Smart when they offered her that deal. 
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She refused that deal, because she would have had to plead guilty to something 
she didn’t do. 
 
In hindsight, it would have served her better to have actually lied to the Court, 
stood there and took the blame for something she did not do.  
Had she lied to the Court, placated the Smarts, taken blame when she was 
innocent, she might have been out today, enjoying her freedom as well. 
Obviously, her attorneys could not recommend she lie… but if given the chance 
today, maybe they should have. Plead guilty to get out of jail or maintain your 
innocence and stay in jail; is that the court system New Hampshire wants to be 
known for? 
 
Pamela has held fast to her innocence for over 25 years now. She cold have at any 
time recanted, said she was guilty, apologized to the world, and perhaps had a 
glimpse of freedom. But because she believed in the judicial system and refused 
to lie, the possibility of parole will elude her for the rest of her life. 
 
This punishment does not serve any purpose, and does not fit the crime. 
 
"Live Free or Die” has never rung truer for your state as it does today in the 
case of Pamela Smart. 
 
I implore you as Governor to commute the sentence of Pamela Smart, and continue 
the example of eliminating 'Unfair Mandatory Minimums’ for your state, as our 
President has already done for our nation as a whole. 
 
 
Thank you, 
 
Carol R. Heller 
 
 
Carol R. Heller 
20 Joan Road 
Stamford, CT 06905 
(305) 772-0649 
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       May 28, 2015 
 
 
Maggie Hassan, Governor 
State of New Hampshire 
State House 
Concord, NH 03301 
 
Re: Letter of Support for Pamela Smart 
 
Dear Governor Hassan: 
 
 I am a staff attorney in the Albany office of Prisoners’ Legal Services of New York (PLS). We provide 
legal assistance to indigent prisoners throughout the state, to help ensure their civil rights remain intact in a 
safe and humane environment. Given that most of the prisons in New York are for men, we rarely hear from 
female prisoners—not just because there are fewer incarcerated women; we have noticed over the years that 
women are slower and perhaps more reluctant when it comes to reporting problems to us. Consequently, our 
picture of what goes on in women’s prisons is sorely incomplete. 
 
 When I first met Pamela Smart several years ago, I was struck by her knowledge of and ability to 
articulate both systematic and individual problems and concerns within Bedford Hills Correctional Facility (New 
York’s only maximum-security women’s prison). I asked if she would serve as a liaison between PLS and 
Bedford Hills, to which she readily agreed. Since then, she has been—and continues to be—the voice of so 
many women who want to speak up but lack the means or ability to do so on their own. To name just one 
example, Ms. Smart put me in touch with a prisoner who was violently assaulted by another prisoner. The 
victim was physically and emotionally traumatized by what happened. Ms. Smart helped her document exactly 
what had happened and submit the necessary complaint, a critical first step before I could step in as counsel. 
Whether through encouraging women to write us or by communicating issues directly to PLS, Ms. Smart has 
enabled us to have a virtual presence at Bedford Hills—the value of which cannot be overstated within the 
corrosive and corruptive reality of prison life. 
 
 A sentence of life without the possibility of parole gives Ms. Smart every reason to retreat into 
darkness, bitterness, and despair. To my constant wonder and admiration, she runs in the opposite direction, 
to as far as love, self-reliance, and a commitment to positive change will take her. Ms. Smart has achieved 
remarkable success in teaching other women how to represent themselves. She does this out of her desire to 
serve others, not for self-aggrandizement. Growing up is hard enough for women, let alone in a harsh 
environment and under the salacious eyes of those who refuse to see the human, all-too-human woman 
behind the sensationalized idea of “Pamela Smart.” Yet Ms. Smart has grown up. She has matured. And she, 
like any other human being who has paid for the loss of life with much of her own, deserves the chance to 
return to society. She deserves the chance to show society the kind of woman she has become. 
 
 I thus join my voice with all the others calling for the commutation of Ms. Smart’s Draconian sentence. 
The decision to do so is a just decision. 
 
 
       Sincerely yours, 
 
 
       Sophia Heller, Esq. 
       Prisoners’ Legal Services of New York 
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Harvey and Miriam Holland

216 Olive Avenue

Port St Lucie FL 34952

772-879-1830

November 19 2004

Governor Craig Benson

State House

Main Street

Concord NH 03301

Dear Governor Benson

We are some of the folks who have watched with much dismay as the Pamela Smart story

has unfolded Her circus of trial was so far from fair trial and her sentence was so

unjust that the situation cried out for appeals It was great disappointment when the

New Hampshire Supreme Court turned down her appeal for new trial and then the

Supreme Court reflised to hear the case We have copy of the column James

Kilpatrick wrote expressing regret about two cases in particular that he thought it was

especially unfortunate for the Supreme Court not to address The Pamela Smart case was

one of the two

It had begun to look as though there would be no remedy in our system of government

for this tragic situation We were so thankfiul to learn that as the Governor of New

Hampshire you have the power to commute Pamelas sentence to the over fourteen years

that she has already served We trust that you will understand what blessing that would

be not only to Pamela Smart and her family and friends but for the cause ofjustice in

this country

We assume that other people are sending you reports on the legal aspects of the way her

trial was conducted and perhaps also informed you about such things as the way she was

snatched up in the middle of the night and transferred to New York State away from

family lawyers and the young women who were depending on her as teacher and

mentor

We assume that others are sending reports on the impressive way that Ms Smart has

displayed her good character and citizenship during her time of incarceration She has not

only earned graduate degrees for herself but played very valuable role in the lives of

other women through her tutoring and encouragement

Governor Benson you will be very much in our thoughts and prayers as you make

decision about commuting Pamela Smarts sentence to the over fourteen years that she

has already served

Sincerely yours
1/ t- /1

//2t

r/1H /e
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February 24th, 2015 

 

Maggie Hassan, Governor 

State of New Hampshire 

State House  

Concord, NH 03301 

 

Re: Pamela Smart 

 

Dear Governor Hassan: 

 

I am writing in support of the above mentioned Pamela Smart. Ms. Smart has been imprisoned for 24 years, a 
time that is longer than she has been free.  

She has suffered considerably since being incarcerated. She has been victim of unprovoked assault by other 
inmates, resulting on a blowout orbital and nasal fracture. As a consequence, she has lost the feeling on the left 
side of her face. She was also viciously assaulted by a correction officer. 

In spite of all her suffering, she is a very positive influence on the lives of women at Bedford Hills Correction 
Facility. She pursued two master’s degrees while incarcerated, and now she is using her education to help fellow 
inmates further theirs. She has been working for 18 years in the education department. She now works in the 
HIV Aids/Hepatitis department, providing support and guidance to women in desperate need.  

Her suffering is useless and unnecessary. She is not, never has been and never will be a threat to anyone. 
Rather, she is an asset to all those she meets. Through her volunteer work in church ministry, rehabilitation 
through the arts and many other programs, she uses her time and talent to serve and relieve the pain of others.  

Unlike the people who murdered her husband, Pamela Smart will never go before a parole board. Her sentence, 
as it stands, is a death sentence.   However, all this unnecessary suffering can be ended. For all the mentioned 
above, I respectfully beg you to commute her sentence and save her life. Please, give her an opportunity to go 
back to society, where she will continue to thrive.  

 

Respectfully submitted, 

Augusto Huertas 

540 Brickell Key Drive # 316 

Miami FL 33131 
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October 13 2010

lo Governor John Lynch

commend and respect you for taking the time to even read these letters in support of sentence

reduction for Pamela Smart Mine is quite unique as have never met or spoken to Pam in my

life But have followed the case closely and still think about it quite frequently

It seems as if so many people have written her off as guilty without even following the entire

story Many say they saw the movie and she was guilty What tragedy it is when intelligent

respected people can be so easily manipulated by movie and/or the media But know there are

so many more people that believe otherwise You would be brave politician to reopen this can

of worms and consider sentence reduction Many of your voters would be shocked But think

you would be surprised how many actually would support tins Those of us who have followed

the case closely see side that the media has buried

Sure she made some huge mistakes She cheated on her husband Many people do this and feel

tremendous amount of guilt But her bigger mistake was having sexual relationship with Bill

Flynn It was wrong and as the mother of boys agree she should be punished for that crime

She sexually manipulated Bill which led to the murder of Greg Whether this was intentional or

not depends on what folks believe BUT she had no sexual relationship with any of the other boys

involved They acted on their own free will That always confused me in this case In addition

those who testified were facing life sentences and could have easily been manipulated by their

attomeys We see movies constantly about wrongful convictions and it is sickening When

physical evidence exists it is much easier to swallow these harsh sentences

believe Pam has served sentence for her inappropriate relationship with Bill Flynn would be

quite impressed with governor who was actually willing to consider sentence reduction after

20 years believe Pamela WAS selfish immature individual at the time of the crime But

have watched and followed this for 20 years She is an adult in her 40s who has become

productive woman within the confines of prison She is remorseful for her relationship with

Bill Quite simply enough is enough Task you to please just revisit the severity of this sentence

Please consider the damage these movies and media have done to the case respect the

brothers still living and understand this will not be easily swallowed in the community But this

is not an acceptable reason to toss these letters aside There is reason why so many of us are still

sickened by the outcome of this case Please hear the many voices and see how her time served

has rehabilitated her

Thank you

Jaimy

96 Selden Hill Drive

West Hartford CT 06107
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Maggie Hassan, Governor March 6, 2015
State of New Hampshire
State House
Concord, NH 03301
Re: Pamela Smart

Dear Governor Hassan:

I am writing in support of Pamela Smart. Ms. Smart has been imprisoned for twenty four years. This is longer than
she has been free. She continues to maintain her innocence and I believe she would be an asset to society if
released.

While she has been incarcerated she has suffered considerably. She was the victim of an unprovoked assault by
other inmates. She suffered a blowout orbital fracture and nasal fracture resulting in permanent loss of feeling on
the left side of her face as well as other injuries requiring surgery and daily medication. She was also assaulted by
a correction official.

Despite all of the above, she continues to maintain a positive influence on the many lives of women at Bedford
Hills Correctional Facility. For eighteen years she has worked in the education department, using her two master's
degrees obtained while incarcerated, to help others further their education. She now works in the HIV
Aids/Hepatitis department educating the women in this area.

No good purpose is served keeping her in prison. She is not, and never has been, a threat to anyone. Rather, she
is an asset to all those she meets, striving to enrich their lives through her work in church ministry, rehabilitation
through the arts, and many other programs in which she volunteers her time and talent to serve others.

Unlike the people who murdered her husband, Pamela Smart will never go before a parole board. Her sentence,
as it stands, is a death sentence. I implore you as Governor, to commute her sentence, thereby saving her life and
returning her to society wherein she will continue to thrive.
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Pamela Smart is personally known to me. She and her family have been friends with my family and me nearly my
entire life. I believe that she is guilty only of unethical behavior. I do not believe that she is guilty of any criminal
behavior under the eyes of the law.

Pamela’s trial was also full of legal errors that in many cases would have allowed her to be free. I believe that
Pamela was found guilty in a court of law when really she was only found guilty in the court of “public opinion.”

Please right this wrong that was done on Pamela Smart. Enough time has passed. She has been punished
enough.

Sincerely,

Benjamin Joannou Jr / J&B / Co-CEO
305-238-1866 Ext 230 / benjr@jbi.bike
www.jbi.bike / Our locations / Connect with us
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STATE OF NEW YORK

DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS

AND COMMUNITY SUPERVISION

BEDFORD HILLS CORRECTIONAL FACILITY

247 Harris Road

BRIAN FISCHER Bedford Hills NY 10507 2499
SABINA KAPLAN

COMMiSSiONER SUPERiNTENDENT

MEMORANDUM

TO Pamela Smart 93g0356 114D

FROM Kaplan Superintendent /-c--
RE Make-A-Difference Day

DATE November 22 2011

On behalf of the Administration and Staff of Bedford Hills Correctional Facility the members of

Semper Fi Parents of the Hudson Valley and the men and women of the United States Military

deployed around the world please accept my deep appreciation for your generous donation

during the Make-A-Difference Day project

The items you donated from your Commissary Account will be sent to our troops in Iraq

Afghanistan and our Combat Hospitals around the world Despite your limited financial

resources you have chosen to make generous donation to an extremely worthy cause You

have looked beyond your personal circumstance and followed the path of concerned and

patriotic citizen You are to be congratulated for making that decision and for contributing to the

overwhelming success of Make-A-Difference Day 2011

5K LZIu
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September 6, 2014 
I hope this email will find its way to you.  
 
It became painfully apparant to me that they simply wanted to make an "Example" those many 
years back as a woman committing a crime and the growing media frenzy was absurd.  I wish 
that one jury did create a hung jury. 
 
The details, her involvement or uninvolvement to me is irrellavant at this time to me; the fact 
that she has NO PAROLE is an outrage and this is NOT our U.S. justice system working at all - 
and I want to help, or to even write pam as a friend, not a foe. 
 
Charles Manson has had 12 parole hearings, where her Sharon Tate's Sister, now 61 has to 
attend every time.  This makes no sense.  Can you please send me all information, letters I can 
write anything I can as a simple US citizen - I have no professional experience to make any 
difference but perhaps my voice - and I can create a new blog, anything, but I do want to help.   
 
respectfullly, 
 
Michelle Lauzon  Age 50 
406-502-1176 
Helena, MT 
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Sept.11 2010

Dear Governor Lynch

Pamela Smart is one of my pen pals She is brilliant writer and look

forward to her letters She is extremely intelligent sensitive and

spiritual She wants to be part of the solution not part of the problem

feel that she only wants to make the world better place

In 1990 she was given the endless sentence of life in prison when she

was only 21 years old People in many other countries think that the

harsh sentences we Americans give our young people show no

compassion for them Scientists have recently declared that the human

brain does not even reach maturity until age 26

myself feel that Pamela Smart did not even commit crime Therefore

feel that after 20 years time-served would be the very least you could

do for her

think that guilty people have no problem taking plea bargains But

dont feel that innocent people are comfortable taking plea bargains

Innocent people are not comfortable lying in order to make their personal

situation more bearable think that Pamela Smart could not accept

plea bargain because it would have entailed lying and saying that she did

something she didnt do

God arms with compassion those He would not lose

Please have mercy on this lovely woman and allow her to begin life of

freedom now

respectfully

Sharron Montague Loree

3890 Avenida Tortuga

Joshua Tree California 92252

760 366 3652
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February 20, 2015

RE: Sentence commutation for Pamela Smart 93G0356

To Whom It May Concern:

I was the Principal in the Academic School at Bedford Hills Correctional Facility from March of 2006 to
August of 2012. During that time, I had the good fortune to know and work with Pamela Smart. She was
working for one of my teachers as a Teacher Aide in a Pre-GED class. Ms. Smart was always courteous,
professional and serious about her role in helping all struggling students. She was always ready to help
her fellow inmates in any way possible. As a result, she was well respected by them, and by my faculty.

It is apparent to me that her situation is totally unjust. Life without the possibility of parole is cruel and
unusual punishment and therefore; a violation of her rights guaranteed by the Eighth Amendment to the
Constitution of the United States of America. I say this because; other individuals have committed crimes
equal to or more heinous than her crime. Yet, these individuals received sentences of 25 years to life.
How is that just? Especially, when she did not actually physically commit the crime for which she was
convicted. The individual who carried out the crime and went to prison, is now out of prison and living
his life. That is not justice and it is wrong on every level. I am not going to argue her guilt or innocence.
However, based on her conviction and the outcomes of similar cases, her sentence should be reduced to
a more appropriate and just “time served.”

Like all crimes, they never change. So, it is imperative to look at the inmate; because that is the only
variable that can change during incarceration. If you continue to look at the crime only, then no one
would ever get a chance for parole. You must look at how the inmate has changed, improved, matured
and served others while incarcerated. People do change; some more than others. Clearly, Ms. Smart
is not the same person now; as compared to when she was first incarcerated. Additionally, she has held
important jobs while in prison and pursued her education as well. Though I did not know her at the time
of the crime, I am confident in saying that Ms. Smart is in no way a danger to society and deserves much
consideration for her sentence to be reduced. That would be right and just.

Sincerely,

Raymond A. Lomupo, Principal
St. Nicholas of Tolentine Elementary School
2336 Andrews Ave.
Bronx, NY 10468
718-364-5110
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February 28, 2015
Governor Maggie Hassan
State of New Hampshire
State House
Concord, NH 03301

Re: Pamela Smart

Dear Governor Hassan

This was a love story between Pamela and Greg Smart. It ended tragically when Greg
Smart was murdered in their first apartment by teenage boys with criminal records
when Pamela was at a school board meeting. The sensational trial would never meet
today's requirements for properly conducting a trial by a media-seeking Judge Grey
who was later found to be corrupt along with other NH judges. Pamela was tried and
convicted with a sentence of life without parole 24 years ago and yet the men who
were convicted are either out of prison or are in work release programs and may be
released. As a retired professor, I have watched this case for 24 years and have seen
so many fractures in the corrections system that I feel compelled to write for your
consideration to commute her sentence.

Pamela Smart has devoted her life to helping others who are incarcerated. These are
just a few of the good deeds she has done while an inmate:

Tutored countless women with their education to receive GEDs.
Counseled with troubled inmates with mental issues.
Saved two lives from suicide.
Fostered relationships with inmates the guards refused to help.
Helped to elevate the esteem of inmates through dance and writing.
Educated herself to learn about the justice system to help with inmates' issues.
Educates women with HIV Aids and Hepatitis and their health issues regarding

this.
Writes to people outside the prison to offer support which only she can do so

well.

I will not speak of the injustices, lies, and publicity from tabloids that have surrounded
Pamela over the years because they were either incorrect, or the full truths were not
spelled out in the media. Through it all I have seen a dedicated person who has done
marvelous things in the prison that just do not get the attention they deserve. Look at
her track record of the adults who trained her to work in education and see the
glowing remarks they say about Pamela. She is not the evil princess that society has
labeled her. She has every reason to be a bitter person, but she is positive with those
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she helps. Here is a person who has much to give to society in such a peaceful way.
She has no criminal record, and she is guilty only of a moral issue with one of the

men who thought he was in love with her.

Please be the female Governor who will have the courage to look at this for what it is.

Sincerely

Professor Jane Mangrum
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Anthony Massahos, President
21st century Development Corporation
19 Farrwood Rd
Windham, NH 03087
603-966-7264

Maggie Hassan, Governor
State of New Hampshire
State House
Concord, NH 03301

February 20, 2015

Dear Governor Hassan;

Belated congratulations on your re-election in November. Although I am a registered Republican, I was
satisfied with your first term and voted for you. I believe in working together for a common goal and
was happy with your bi-partisan leadership. The reason I am writing today is to ask for your help for the
Wojas family and long imprisoned Pamela Smart.

I am turning 60 on March 18th and have known the Wojas family for over 35 years. My daughter Marie
took dance lessons with Pamela when she was a little girl. I can remember the news of Gregg Smart’s
assassination style murder and never believed that Pamela could ever think of hiring anyone to murder
her husband. I listened, as thousands of others did, to the first publically broadcasted trial in the State.
Pamela never had a chance and deals were made for testimony from everyone involved. Pamela will be
the only person left to never go before a parole board and finally be freed from prison for a crime that
she still maintains today she is innocent of.

Convicted murderers sentenced to death are guaranteed the right to appeal their convictions. Amidst all
of the controversy about concealed evidence and the fact that Pamela was later diagnosed as bi-polar,
her petitions for a new trial have been continually denied. Additionally, every time her name comes up
in the State of New Hampshire, the old boy’s network squashes all requests. Even after the departure of
the infamous Judge Gray does this network continue to subdue any efforts made to free her.

Governors and politicians before you have heard similar requests, all for not. Afraid of not being re-
elected or being chastised by their peers, they have failed to act. Recently, a movie was made about
Pamela and her miserable journey through a sub-contracted prison system in New York. While
incarcerated in one of the toughest prisons in the country, cherry picked by lawmakers in the State of
New Hampshire to further punish her, she has been assaulted and raped. She has suffered permanent
loss of feeling in her face in addition to surgeries to correct other sustained injuries.

Pamela has worked hard to educate herself, earning two Master Degrees in education. She has worked
within the system to help many others further their education. She is an asset to all she meets especially
in the areas of church ministry, rehabilitation through arts and multiple other areas where she
volunteers her services. Her mother has worked for the last twenty four years to vindicate her daughter.
Imagine the mental suffering that she has endured trying to get another trial and finally revealing the
truth that many others are now coming to learn.
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I am asking you for your help to do the right thing and commute Pamela’s sentence. Before you say yes
or no I would also ask that you please at least have a one on one with her mother Lynn. Just you and her
and listen to what has been discovered over the last twenty four years that will help open your eyes.
Decisions like this are difficult to make. Others have failed because of the political pressure. When I met
you last September I sensed a person with a real soul. Prove my feelings right.

Respectfully submitted
Anthony Massahos
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Governor Maggie Hassan 
State House 
State of New Hampshire 
Concord, N.H. 03301 
March 3, 2015 
 
Dear Governor Hassan 
 
This letter concerns the appeal currently under way to grant the option of parole for 
Pamela Smart.  
 
I write to you as a New Hampshire native, a lifelong supporter of women’s rights, 
and of the rights of every individual to receive not only a fair trial .  More than that, I 
write to you as one who believes that to view our fellow human beings with 
compassion not only serves those who receive our kindness, but contributes to the 
humanity of our society as a whole.  
 
As you are no doubt aware, in 1990, at the age of 22, Pamela Smart was convicted of 
conspiring in the murder of her husband, Gregory Smart, and received the sentence 
of life without possibility of parole. She has now been incarcerated at Bedford 
Women’s Correctional facility for 25 years. .  
 
I do not write to revisit the verdict that found Pamela Smart guilty of murder.  It is 
not for me to do so.  I write as a citizen, and as a woman who has followed the story 
of Pamela Smart in the years since her arrest and conviction—aware that each of the 
young men involved in that crime have either been released from prison or are 
likely to be soon—and to make the plea that Pamela Smart, too, be granted the 
chance to live what remains of her life free from the walls of the prison where she 
has now spent more than half her life.  
 
It is not irrelevant here that Pamela Smart has made productive use of her time at 
Bedford—earning two advanced degrees, working  in constructive ways with 
inmates.  But no doubt, she could be a far more productive citizen outside of prison 
than within it.  
 
I will add here a single personal note.  Twenty five years ago, in my profession as a 
writer—living , at the time, in New Hampshire—the Smart case inspired me to write 
a novel titled To Die For, which was published in 1991, and adapted for a film 
starring Nicole Kidman in 1994.  
 
While I have never denied that it was the Smart case that initially suggested the 
story line of my novel, I have taken pains, whenever asked about this, to reiterate 
that To Die For is a work of fiction, and in no way meant to serve as an account, even 
a highly fictionalized one, of the Smart case.  I never researched the case in any way 
beyond reading a few newspaper articles early on, and in fact, my novel was 
virtually finished , and sold to a publisher, months before the trial got under way.   
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At the time the jury reached its verdict in the Smart case, my novel was a full year 
away from publication.  But if the existence of the film adaptation of the book has 
contributed in any way to a public perception of Pamela Smart as a ruthlessly 
ambitious killer, I will say :  this was not my intent.   
 
I do not know Pamela Smart.  The character I created on the pages of my novel came 
from my own imagination.   To whatever extent the existence of that film affected 
attitudes towards Pamela Smart over the years , I can only reiterate:  Nicole Kidman 
did not play Pamela Smart in To Die For.  That character was a creation of my 
imagination.  And to whatever extent Pamela Smart’s chances for a fair parole 
hearing may have been affected by my novel, I trust you will do what you can to 
rectify that situation by giving her the same second chance granted the others 
involved in that case.  
 
With respect 
 
 
 
Joyce Maynard 
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July 9, 2015 

 

Maggie Hassan, Governor 
State of New Hampshire 
State House 
Concord, NH 03301 
 
Re: Pamela Smart 
 
Dear Governor Hassan: 
I am writing in support of commuting the sentence for Pamela Smart.  Ms. Smart has been 
incarcerated for twenty-four years, a period during which she has made highly positive 
contributions within the Bedford Hills Correctional Facility, working in the education 
department, Church ministry, the Arts, and in the HIV Aids/Hepatitis Department to help 
educate other women.  She has also obtained two Masters degrees while incarcerated.  
I believe that her sentence is out of proportion to the sentences meted out to the men 
convicted with her, and that a review of her sentence, with eventual commutation, should be 
undertaken.   
 
Yours respectfully, 
K. W. McNey 
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September 1, 2014
Dear Ms. Pam,

I saw the HBO Doc. I do NOT believe that Pame received a fair trial. I am sure that the trial was tainted
because of jury manipulation via media attention.

I am a professional audio engineer and musician with a wealth of experience in reality, narrative,
commercial TV production.

It is my firm belief that their should have been a mistrial finding. If anything, Pame is a victim of her own
desire to investigate her own case, hence the issue with the tapes.
Calling Cecilia Pierce was a mistake, which needs to be explained by looking closer at the factual
relationship between them. a CLEAR listening to the audio tapes used at trial would shed light on this
issue.

Fact; their is now software which can remove the background noise from those tapes. There should be a
concerted effort to retrieve the ORIGINAL tapes and have them ingested into a DAW (digital audio
workstation) and present them via legal bonded, certified chain of custody to the Governor of New
Hampshire.

Side bar:
I lived in New England back in the late 80's and saw all of the coverage. Some of the facts seem strange
to me. Actually I think I may have even met Pame back BEFORE she was married to Gregg, at a club my
band "Peer Pressure" used to play called The Yard, and thats where I think we may have met.
Let me state for the record, that there was never a relationship between Pame and me, but I'm pretty sure
that we met a long time ago.

I hope this is helpful in some way. Please know that I will write Pame directly, and let her know my
thoughts, and just to give her moral support.

Regards,
Gussie Miller
http://www.gussiemiller.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/gussiemiller
818-481-7477
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November 18 2004

Hon Governor Benson

State Capitol

Concord NH 03301

Dcar Sir

am writing this letter in support of Pamela Smart who is seeking the commutation of life sentence

implore you to take into consideration all that Pamela has done to help others to change their lives at

Bedford Hills Correctional Facility During her time here at Bedford Pamela sought to identifSr

altruistically with those of us who came from impoverished urban areas of New York State

Pamela has encountered many women from various economic and social backgrounds seeking to change

their lives through education therapy and spirituality She has mentored and tutored those who sought

her help was one of those women When entered Bedford Hills was afraid and angry believed

that the life of an addict and thief was the only life that was capable of leading After extensive

therapy gained enough confidence to join the college program in 1997 However there is no doubt

that faced great challenge While was strong in many subject areas possessed fifth grade math

level and found that could not receive degree without mastering mathematics It was during this time

that became affiliated with Pamela

Tirelessly Pamela tutored me in mathematics She became my friend my mentor and my confidant

She never gave up on me and would not allow me to give up on myself Through her encouragement

and efforts became convinced that could pass algebra and logic However never dreamed that

few
years

later would graduate magna cum laude After Pamelas pedagogical expertise and her

undying faith in my abilities graduated at the top of my undergraduate class as the 2002 valedictorian

could never have achieved this without her help

She has been an incredible source of inspiration in my life have watched her mentor women will little

or no self-esteem and assist them through tremendous self-actualization
processes Women seeking

GED instruction women seeking calculus and statistics instruction and women seeking writing and

history instruction have all sought out Pamela Smart Cultural and class differences have not been

influential enough to impede the bonds of sisterhood developed overtime

Pamelas struggle with the tremendous amount of time she has been given has also not been enough to

encumber her love of education and zest for life She is staunch advocate of education and female

empowerment She has done so very
much to help the women in this prison and would be far more

valuable in society than she could ever be here

Again implore you to take her selfless contributions to the woman at Bedford Hills and her own

transformations and spiritual growth into consideration Keeping Pamela Smart in prison would be an

injustice to her and to society ask that that you please give her another chance to begin her life anew

Thank you

Carolyn Nurse 96G-0365
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Eleanor Pam Ph.d

106 Hemlock Road

Manhasset New York 11030

November 16 2004

Governor Craig Benson

State House

Main Street

Concord NH 03301

Dear Governor Benson

write in support of Pamela Smart and ask for commutation or reduction of her sentence

have bcen Professor at the City University of New York for ovcr 34 years and now hold the

title Professor Emerita In addition have worked with the FBI on issues of violence and also

served as Director at the John Jay College of Criminal Justice Domestic Violence Center

On regular and frequent basis visit Bedford Hills Correctional Facility and have become well

acquainted with staff many inmates and their work and the programs at the institution More

directly for the past ten years during the period in which Pamela Smart earned two Masters

Degrees have been pleased to act as Ms Smarts Academic Mentor As consequence of our

special relationship have grown to know and respect her as an extraordinary human
being with

prodigious gifts of intellect and character From personal observation as well as consensus

formed by staff and fellow inmates Pamela Smart has been and continues to be consistently

positive force at Bedford Hills Correctional Facility Keen intelligence natural leadership

qualities creativity and her humane spirit have inured to the good of the organization and

enhanced the lives of those who are in its care and custody

Through the many hard years of incarceration especially as high profile prisoner isolated

from family and friends Pamela Smart has made impressive individual programmatic and

institutional contributions In addition multiple selfless acts on behalf of inmates especially

those who lack the ability to voice and access their own needs are illustrative of Pamela Smarts

authentic goodness and decency Her achievements make compelling and persuasive arguments

for anyone considering this inmates viability and suitability for release It is impossible to

contemplate the waste of incarcerating such productive and valuable person until the end of her

natural life

Governor Benson in my view Ms Smart represents the soul of Bedford Hills hope you will

return her to society and restore the freedom which she has worked so hard to earn and deserve

Spirely

Eleanor Pam Ph.d
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24 February 2015 
 
 
Maggie Hassan, Governor 
State of New Hampshire 
State House 
Concord, NH 03301 
 
Re: Pamela Smart 
 
Dear Governor Hassan: 
 
I am writing in support of the above-named Pamela Smart. Ms. Smart has been 
imprisoned for twenty four years. 
She continues to maintain her innocence 
 
For eighteen years she has worked in the education department, at Bedford Hills 
Correctional Facility and attained two master's degrees, obtained while incarcerated 
With this she now helps others further their education, striving to enrich their lives, 
through her work in church ministry, rehabilitation through the arts, and many other 
programs in which she volunteers her time and talent. 
 
Unlike the people who murdered her husband, Pamela Smart will never go before a 
parole board. Her sentence, as it stands, is a death sentence. 
But the individual who pulled the trigger is now in line to be freed and return to society. 
 
I implore you as Governor, to commute her sentence, 
thereby saving her life and returning her to society. 
. 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
R.A .Patrick 
700 Coolidge Ave. 
Manchester ,NH. 03102 
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March 3, 2015
43 Plain Road
Wayland, MA. 01778

Governor Maggie Hassan
State House
107 North Main Street
Concord, NH 03301

Dear Governor Hassan:

I am writing you to ask you to consider commuting Pamela Smart’s sentence. The reality of her spending
the rest of her life without parole is just unbelievable. Essentially, Pamela has spent twenty-four years in prison for a
crime she never committed. Please be the compassionate person I imagine you to be and give Pamela her freedom.

I met Pamela seven years ago when I accompanied her aunt on the trip from my home in Wayland,
Massachusetts to Bedford Hills Correctional Facility. I have visited Pamela five times now, and at each visit, she
was open to any questions that I asked about the details of the trial and her life in prison. We talked about the
incident of the guard who wanted photos to sell and attacked her in her cell. Pamela spent seven weeks in solitary
confinement in a small box over the ordeal as prison officials believed the guard who would later commit suicide.

Every time I walk through the four small enclosed cages each with its locks and barbed wire at the prison, I
try to imagine being Pamela and living there until death. I am amazed at Pamela’s record at the prison. She is,
indeed, a model prisoner as she not only has received two Master’s Degrees, but more importantly, has helped so
many prisoners with their cases. Each time I leave Bedford Hills Correctional Facility, I wonder how she is able to
manage knowing that she is innocent. I remember my first visit when Pamela said, “They killed my husband and I
am in jail for the rest of my life for a crime I had nothing to do with.” She did not kill her husband, was not present
at the murder, and had nothing to do with the murder of her husband.

After my first visit with Pamela, I contacted her parents who gave me copies of all of the trial transcripts.
As a reporter, editor, and teacher with a life- partner who is a trial attorney, I wanted to read as much as I could
about the case. So many details seemed to be ignored during the trial and appeals. Why were all the young men
allowed to talk to each other in jail before the trial? They were able to come up with a bogus story that would surely
send Pamela to jail for life with no parole.

When accusations started circulating, Pamela retained legal counsel, a well- known fact to the police.
Nevertheless, the police essentially sent in an agent Cecelia Pierce with a promise from the police of immunity from
prosecution with a concealed wire to talk to Pamela. The taped conversation was quite distorted to boot. If this
happened in a court in Massachusetts, the tapes would not be admitted in evidence. (Pierce admitted she knew about
Bill Flynn’s plan to kill Gregg yet she was never arrested.) Pamela’s two attorneys were inexperienced and admit
openly that Pamela deserved better representation. In the subsequent appeal, the NH Supreme Court ignored the
details and claimed that her attorneys should have done things differently.

Pamela Smart has paid a terrible price. It is time for justice to be served. Please do the humane thing and
commute her sentence.

Sincerely,

Margaret T. Patton
43 Plain Road
Wayland, Massachusetts 01778
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July 31, 2015 
 
Maggie Hassan, Governor 
State of New Hampshire 
State House 
Concord, NH 03301 
 
Re: Pamela Smart 
 
Dear Governor Hassan: 
 
I am writing in support of the above-named Pamela Smart. Ms. Smart has been imprisoned for 
twenty four years. This is longer than she has been free. She continues to maintain her 
innocence and I believe she would be an asset to society if released. 
 
While she has been incarcerated she has suffered considerably. She was the victim of an 
unprovoked assault by other inmates. She suffered a blowout orbital fracture and nasal fracture 
resulting in permanent loss of feeling on the left side of her face as well as other injuries 
requiring surgery and daily medication. She was also assaulted by a correction official. 
 
Despite all of the above, she continues to maintain a positive influence on the many lives of 
women at Bedford Hills Correctional Facility. For eighteen years she has worked in the 
education department, using her two master's degrees obtained while incarcerated, to help 
others further their education. She now works in the HIV Aids/Hepatitis department educating 
the women in this area. 
 
No good purpose is served keeping her in prison. I have a 35 year old son and I can tell you that 
even at 16, if someone told him to go and murder someone else, he would’ve known better.  
Those boys (men now), knew exactly what they were doing.  Bill Flynn was in lust.  I think it’s 
despicable that they are out, especially the one who pulled the trigger, and she is in prison.  
Don’t you think at 22 years of age, she was not mature either?  Don’t you think 22 year olds can 
make bad decisions?  And, don’t you think that 24 years later, she is a completely different 
person? 
 
My best friend (Debra Rowell Pliskaner) was murdered by her husband in Laconia NH by 
Richard Pliskaner who is an inmate at the NH State Prison in Concord.  He has been up for 
parole and denied and even though he shot and killed her in broad daylight and even though 
his punishment is life with no parole, he has been up for it.  He will be released in 2017, 
“because he’s maxed out”. What??? This man pulled the trigger in broad daylight in the middle 
of Laconia NH. Unlike the people who murdered her husband, Pamela Smart will never go 
before a parole board. Her sentence, as it stands, is a death sentence. I implore you as 
Governor, to commute her sentence, thereby saving her life and returning her to society 
wherein she will continue to thrive.   
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I don’t understand in the least, how one who pulled the trigger is already free, another who 
pulled the trigger in another murder will “max out” in 2017 even though he got life, and a 
woman who made a very bad decision at 22 years of age, is in prison until 9/99/9999.  Does this 
make sense to you?  If so, please explain it to me, as apparently my brain does not work the 
way yours does. 
 
 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

Noelle Hallstrom Pelillo 
1 Great Falls Drive 
Concord NH 03303 
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Vanessa Santiago
03-G-1239

Bedford Hills Correctional Facility
247 Harris Road

Bedford Hills New York 10507-2499

To Governor John Lynch
State House

107 North Main St
Concord N.H 03301

Re Free Pamela Smart September 13 2010

Dear Governor Lynch

an writing to you in regards to granting coa1utation of sentence for

Pamela Smart During my incarceration for eight years have had the

pleasure in socializing and bonding with Pain through sports academics and

volunteer services find her to be one of the rost inspiring and

motivational human beings have ever met Not only is she extremely

intelligent she has heart of gold She shines her light with everyone

and never denies her services to anyone Part of rehabilitation is to be

service for others and that is what Pam is/does with every in of

herself

Recently Pam has marked 20 years incarcerated for her case and it will

never be enough to compensate the life of another However she has proven

year after year that she is not the person she was when she first entered

this environment Pam has worked on herself through these years and

strongly believe it is time to release her She will never be free of the

tragedy that occurred therefore releasing her is an act of true justice

because she is rehabilitated in every sense of the word

ask that when making your decision that you think about what is the

right thing to do It is right to allow her to be released so that she

can take what she has learned to apply and share it with society It is

just to not deny Pam life of liberty because she is wiser and is
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wonderful help for nany

Governor Lynch please find it in your heart to release Pamela Smart

Thank you for your tine

Vanessa Santiago
03G-1239
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2653 East 63 Street

Brooklyn New York 11234

John Lynch Governor

State of New Hampshire

State House

107 North Main Street

Concord NH 03301

October 16 2010

Dear Governor Lynch

The fact that you are reading this correspondence gives me hope You have opened this

c1emency application and perusing the many letters of support from people of all walks

of life who know Pamela Smart the woman nothing like the legend

To spend time with Pamela Smart is privilege and humbling experience

am Marlene Seovronick retired Executive Director of the Worker Education Program at

Medgar Evers College CUNY have become acquainted with Pame through friend

and during my professional visits have tried hard not to be influenced by others while

forming my own impressions see across the visitors table mature 4Oish woman far

removed from the 21 year old who had an affair with 16
year old resulting in horrific

crime She is smart fl.umy and compassionate human being whose life altering

experience has made her sensitive to the struggles and challenges facing her fellow

inmates She shows no bitterness and lays no blame but tries to make the most of

everyday for herself and others

do not know Pams involvement in the tragic murder of Gregg Smart which has already

been adjudicated The tragedy continues for her sentence of Life without the possibility

of parole is inhuman and unjustifiable The confessed murderers and accessories to the

crime have either served their sentences are out or are soon to be released while Pam has

living death sentence How can any fair-minded person let that stand

Please seriously consider her petition

Sincerely

Marlene Scovronick
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2908 EMMONS AVENUE, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK 11235 
233 BROADWAY, SUITE 810, NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10279 

972 BROAD STREET, SUITE 802, NEWARK, NEW JERSEY 07102 

THE LAW FIRM OF DMITRIY SHAKHNEVICH 
ADMITTED IN NY & NJ 

BROOKLYN: (347) 670-3006 
MANHATTAN: (212) 913-9703 

NEW JERSEY: (973) 241-5333 
FAX: (866) 676-2622 

DS@DSHAKLAW.COM 
WWW.DSHAKLAW.COM 

 

 

 

 

       April 30, 2015 

 

 

 

Maggie Hassan, Governor 

State of New Hampshire 

State House 

Concord NH 03301 

 

 

       Re: Pamela Smart 

 

 

Dear Governor Hassan: 

 

 Please allow this to serve as a letter of support for Pamela Smart. 

 

 I am an attorney, operating a criminal defense and civil litigation practice in New York 

and New Jersey. Over the past several months, I have been affiliated with Ms. Smart as I have 

worked with her in efforts to improve her prison conditions at Bedford Hills Correctional 

Facility. I can state, without hesitation, that Ms. Smart is an incredibly capable person. She is 

bright, articulate, educated and ambitious. It is my position that disallowing Ms. Smart from 

seeking further measures towards a release from incarceration would be a huge miscarriage of 

justice. 

 

 The cases on which I have worked with Ms. Smart have primarily been lawsuits 

commenced by Ms. Smart in the New York State Supreme Court. Intellectually, Ms. Smart 

operates on a level that would put most legal professionals to shame. 

 

 Ms. Smart has been incarcerated for nearly three decades. Her incarceration is the result 

of a murder trial that took place in 1991. At the time, it is my understanding that this trial was the 

first televised trial in the history of our country. The media attention surrounding the case was 

overbearing and degrading. Ms. Smart was portrayed in an unfavorable light. To imply that these 

conditions had nothing to do with the verdict would be uninformed. To that end, doubts were 

cast and certainly remain as it relates to the circumstances surrounding Ms. Smart’s conviction. 

To date, Ms. Smart maintains her innocence. 
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2908 EMMONS AVENUE, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK 11235 
233 BROADWAY, SUITE 810, NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10279 

972 BROAD STREET, SUITE 802, NEWARK, NEW JERSEY 07102 

 Ms. Smart has suffered tremendously while incarcerated. She has been assaulted by 

prison officials and fellow inmates. In spite of that, Ms. Smart has used her education in a 

profound way within the prison. She educates fellow inmates and assists them with their legal 

work. 

 

 Importantly, all of the co-conspirators in Ms. Smart’s case, those whom had taken an 

active, direct role in her late husband’s death, have been released. All Ms. Smart asks for is a 

chance at a release as well. I can unequivocally state that Ms. Smart deserves that chance. 

 

 Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions or concerns. 

 

 

 

 

 

       Very Truly Yours, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       Dmitriy Shakhnevich, Esq. 
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March 5, 2015

Maggie Hassan, Governor

State of New Hampshire

State House

Concord, NH 03301

RE: Pamela Smart

Dear Governor Hassan,

I write to you in support of Pamela Smart, and her request to commute her sentence. Pamela Smart is

not just an individual. She is part of a wonderful, loving, salt of the earth family. I believe she is

innocent.

My friendship with Pame’s family began in the late 1940’s, long before Pame was born. I knew her great

grandmother, grandparents, parent and several aunts and uncles. I remember that the standards were

high and the family members were kind and had a strong ethic. Pame is part of that fabric.

Pame’s parents and my husband and I have been close friends for over 50 years. I have watched Pame

grow. Always goal oriented, Pame had high course grades and received awards through high school and

college. She completed college in 3 years so she and Gregg could marry and she could begin her career.

Consequently, Pame was young when she graduated from college. While working at School

Administrative 21, she was not much older than the students.

Pame has paid a great debt to society, already 24 years in prison. I know as fully as anyone the entire

story of Pame’s imprisonment and the horrible actions against her. She has endured. She has earned

advanced degrees, she has continued to help the other inmates within the confines of prison.

I have not lost faith in her. I believe she could function very well in society.

Please commute her sentence.

Thank you,

Sincerely,

Carol St. Germain
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Nenah Sylver

5163W Kerry Lane

Glendale Arizona 8530

December 23 2012

Pamela Smart 93G0356

Unit 114 D-15

Bedford Hills Correctional Facility

P.O Box 1000

Bedford Hills NY 10507-2499

Dear Pamela

First is it all right address you as Pa ucla raffle than Ms Smart9 hope so dor

want to assume level of familiarity that isnt comfortable for you but after seeing you in

What Want My Words To Do To You feel as though do know you even if its just

little bit

Ever since viewed that documentary many months ago havent been able to get you out

of my mind was especially touched by your obvious struggle to reconcile your innocence

with the fact that the system nonetheless saw fit to incarcerate you for life So wanted to

write you before more time had elapsed thought it might be particularly important now

since during these winter holidays people sometimes feel depressed rather than uplifted

Out of all the women in the documentary felt the uiost resonance with you Like you am

white and college educatedI have PhD in hol stio health psychology and gender

studies although Im older than you at 61 years sti try ng to muster the courage to be

what wanted to be when was growing up which is singer think of you and your

circumstances and think That could be me in there lf Id had the same rotten luck/karma

the same errors in judgment and been similarly subjected to the injustice of system

geared toward punishing women aid erring men off the hookthat could be me in there

wont insult you by offering platitudes or bromides of how God/Source works in

mysterious ways how he/she/it has oreat plans ou bow yo shoud earn uve ar

enjoy being where you arebecause frankly dont know if Id be able to do that were in

your shoes and anyway cant presume to know about Gods plan or the fairness of it

But there is one thing do know Ynu enrich the lives of everyone you touch Despite

your circumstances and through everything that has happened to you can sense your

spirit your wisdom and intelligence your grace and yes your integrity feel that those

who know and interact with you are indeed blessed

If you want to write back will respond dont want to intrude on your life or assume

anything so Ill leave it up to you to decide where you want to take this correspondence

But did want you to know that think about you and care about what happens to you

the best

Nenah Sylver
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Dear Governor Hassan:  

 

I am writing to you with hopes you will consider commuting the Life Without Parole sentence 

for Pamela Smart.  

When I think about punishment I wonder, how much is enough? And what should be 

considered?  

 Is twenty five years a lifetime?  

 Should the young men who actually killed Greg Smart now be free?  

 If that is now happening shouldn't Pamela be considered for freedom?  

 Hasn't Pamela always maintained her innocence?  

 Wasn't her trial a media event that could not possibly allow a fair trial?  

 With all the media attention shouldn't the jury have been sequestered?  

 When is enough, enough 

I am a friend of Pame's Mother and Father. Her incarceration and all the pain and suffering 

involved in this situation is impossible to convey. Pame's injuries, her solitary confinements, 

their twenty five years of loneliness, pain and misery are all too vast for us to comprehend. 

You are a Mother, Governor Hassan. Try and imagine the pain you would experience if 

something happened to one of your children.  

 I know you will think what about Greg’s Parents and their suffering. But to that I say, Mr. and 

Mrs. Wojas also lost Greg. He was their son too and they loved him. And they, above all, are 

confident that Pame had no part in his death. 

It has been established there was ”bad blood” between one of the young men and Greg’s family, 

and that the young men were using drugs on that night.  Many other proofs of  Pame’s innocence 

have been established over the long years, too many to mention in this letter, but given the 

opportunity, Mrs. Wojas could offer enough proof to convince you too. 

If you haven’t seen the documentary “Captivated” I ask that you do so. It is on demand on HBO 

and may well give you pause as you consider my request. 

Today we better understand the harshness of some of the sentences given to defendants. In fact 

some states are ruling out life without parole for young defendants. Pame was very young when 

this happened. And one of the jury members has even said she didn’t understand “Life Without 

Parole”  

Considering all the abnormalities surrounding this case and all the pain it has caused,  won’t you 

please consider my request? 

Respectfully, 

 

 

Ellen F Tansey 
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74 West Fairview Lane

Springfield Illinois 62711

November 18 2004

Governor Craig Benson

State of New Hampshire

107 North Main Street

Room 208

Concord New Hampshire 03301

Honorable Governor Benson

am writing this letter on behalf of very good friend who is currently

incarcerated for crime she did not commit would imagine you receive many

letters that begin with that sentence however in this case my statement is

absolutely correct and truthful

My friend Pamela Smart has been sentenced to life in prison without the

possibility of parole By having the privilege of knowing her sharing her thoughts

and desires can assure you she is the true victim of this crime After losing her

husband at the hands of several young foolish boys Pamela was convicted of

being the mastermind of this terrible heinous crime To know Pamela would be

to know that she is not capable of this behavior

With the true verdict in Pamela is guilty of using bad judgment she is guilty of

having an affair with an underage boy and guilty of giving this young man carnal

knowledge For the crimes she is guilty Pamela has spent 13 years of her life in

prison

During her incarceration Pamela has worked with other inmates by tutoring them

on variety of educational projects Pamela has worked on prison committees to

foster better communication among the inmates and staff Pamela is giving

person who shares with others Pamela was featured on PBS special program

that interviewed several inmates on prison life including their plans and goals

During the time of my friendship with Pamela have also had the opportunity to

know her mother Linda Wojas During the years since Pamelas conviction

Linda has worked tirelessly for her daughter in her pursuit of justice
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am not only asking you but am pleading with you to use your power as

governor to commute Pamelas sentence to time served and allow this fine

person to re-enter society ask this of you not in blindness or ignorance but

am requesting that you research the facts of the case and the circumstances that

lead to her prosecution If you look at the evidence presented you will most

certainly agree with me and arrive at the same conclusion arrived at Pamela

was convicted on faulty evidence and staged testimony Pamela is innocent of

the crime of murder

would like to take this opportunity to thank you for your time and consideration

of this matter

As speak to you today you are the person who has the power to free an

innocent person and rectify the grave injustice that occurred in the life of Pamela

Wojas Smart

Respectfully submitted

.Temperelli
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10/2/14

Hello Pame

hope this letter finds you well and that you are

in good health

dont know if you remember me but have

written you in the past on and off but wanted to write

you and tell you that just watch the documentary

Captivated

considered myselfpretty well versed in your

case but there were some things that didnt know

didnt know that Flynn Randall and Lattime were held

in the same cell block and what was really explosive to

me was that they had audio recordings from juror in

the case

What really troubles me with that juror is

when it comes down to it she and the other two really

didnt do their job their job was to determine guilt or

innocence not the sentence and if they found there was

reasonable doubt they should have voted not guilty and

the outcome in the second trial would have been

different The fact that she doubted the stories of the

three and found you believeable really concerns me

about our jury system

Have always felt that the key to your freedom

is Raymond Fowler feel he wants to come forward but

something is holding him back The fact that his story

was not consistant with the other three and that they

never called him to testify really puts into question the

states motives
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When you hear prosecutors tell you that even they

could not understand what was being said on the tapes

and they were of so poor quality begs to question why

they were even allowed to be considered When you

see gap after gap on those recordings how could that be

part of the court record

have been married for over 10 years Pame and

when told my wife that wanted to watch this

documentary she said to me Pame Smart is she related

to Elizabeth Smart she never heard of you until now

wanted to ask you Pame question that

never heard asked before do you feel that you and

Gregg got married too young my parents got married at

the age you and Gregg did and think for them they

were too young to get married and got married to get

out of the house was just wondering if you look back

and ever feel you got married too young

One thing that admire about you Pame is that

you have hope of getting out cannot imagine what it

has been like all this time to have the sentence you have

You are such bright and intelligent woman and know

your talents could be of such good use on the outside

know in interviews that have seen you do

you say you are godmother became godfather yrs

ago and its something take seriously My godfather

tragically passed away in 2010 and he taught me so

many lessons in the 39 yrs was so blessed to have him

in my life he was also my uncle

What can the public do to help you and is

there anybody we can reach out to write letters etc
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really wish people would come forward and tell the

truth

Well will sign off now thank you for taking the

time to read my letter If you would like to write

would love to hear from you but know you probably

get lot of letters in support

In Friendship
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March 30, 2015

Governor Maggie Hassan
Statehouse
Concord, NH 03301

Re: Pamela Smart

Dear Governor Hassan,

As founder and executive
building program operating at five New York State correctional facilities
worked with Pamela Smart for the past 7
commutation or sentence reduction.

Pame’s considerable communication skills, her intelligence, leadership and organizational
abilities have made her an outstanding participant in our program from its inception
2008. In fact, without Ms. Smart’s patience, persistence, organizational and leadership
skills, I doubt our program would have tripled in size over these past many years.

Incarcerated people are given a unique opportunity to learn about themselves and their li
In my opinion Pame has used this time to examine her thinking, attitudes and behavior.
During her 7 year participation in RTA, Pame has committed fully to the program through
almost perfect weekly attendance and active participation in the classroom,
theatrical productions. She has
sharp mind and natural leadership skills, she is an important and stabilizing force in the
group. Pame has strong intra

In working bi-weekly with Ms. Smart, I am always impressed with the respect she pays to
all. Her humor, honesty and the sincere hard work she puts in during every session makes
her a role model to other inmates in the program.
for sentence commutation or reduction.

Sincerely,

Katherine Vockins

Katherine Vockins
Founder & Executive Director

Rehabilitation Through The Arts (RTA) began in Sing Sing Correctional Facility in 1996 and now
operates in five New York State correctional facilities. RTA uses
improve communication, goal
and outside the walls. Two evidence
Department of Corrections and Community Supervision have concluded RTA changes lives.

RTA is a program of Prison Communities

Governor Maggie Hassan

03301

Re: Pamela Smart – Bedford Hills Correctional Facility

Governor Hassan,

As founder and executive director for Rehabilitation Through The Arts (RTA)*
building program operating at five New York State correctional facilities
worked with Pamela Smart for the past 7 years. I strongly recommend she be considered for

ation or sentence reduction.

Pame’s considerable communication skills, her intelligence, leadership and organizational
abilities have made her an outstanding participant in our program from its inception

In fact, without Ms. Smart’s patience, persistence, organizational and leadership
skills, I doubt our program would have tripled in size over these past many years.

Incarcerated people are given a unique opportunity to learn about themselves and their li
my opinion Pame has used this time to examine her thinking, attitudes and behavior.

During her 7 year participation in RTA, Pame has committed fully to the program through
almost perfect weekly attendance and active participation in the classroom,
theatrical productions. She has completed all assignments in a timely manner, and with her
sharp mind and natural leadership skills, she is an important and stabilizing force in the

has strong intra-personal skills and presents herself well.

weekly with Ms. Smart, I am always impressed with the respect she pays to
all. Her humor, honesty and the sincere hard work she puts in during every session makes
her a role model to other inmates in the program. I truly believe Pame should be considered
for sentence commutation or reduction.

Katherine Vockins

Katherine Vockins
Founder & Executive Director

Rehabilitation Through The Arts (RTA) began in Sing Sing Correctional Facility in 1996 and now
in five New York State correctional facilities. RTA uses the creative arts to
communication, goal-setting, problem-solving and other life skills critical to success inside

and outside the walls. Two evidence-based research studies conducted in collaboration with NYS
Department of Corrections and Community Supervision have concluded RTA changes lives.

a program of Prison Communities International Inc.

director for Rehabilitation Through The Arts (RTA)* - a life skill-
building program operating at five New York State correctional facilities - I know and have

years. I strongly recommend she be considered for

Pame’s considerable communication skills, her intelligence, leadership and organizational
abilities have made her an outstanding participant in our program from its inception in

In fact, without Ms. Smart’s patience, persistence, organizational and leadership
skills, I doubt our program would have tripled in size over these past many years.

Incarcerated people are given a unique opportunity to learn about themselves and their life.
my opinion Pame has used this time to examine her thinking, attitudes and behavior.

During her 7 year participation in RTA, Pame has committed fully to the program through
almost perfect weekly attendance and active participation in the classroom, workshops and

completed all assignments in a timely manner, and with her
sharp mind and natural leadership skills, she is an important and stabilizing force in the

s herself well.

weekly with Ms. Smart, I am always impressed with the respect she pays to
all. Her humor, honesty and the sincere hard work she puts in during every session makes

elieve Pame should be considered

Rehabilitation Through The Arts (RTA) began in Sing Sing Correctional Facility in 1996 and now
the creative arts to develop and

and other life skills critical to success inside
ucted in collaboration with NYS

Department of Corrections and Community Supervision have concluded RTA changes lives.
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STA OF NEW YORK DEPARTMLNT OF CORRECTIONAL SERVICES

BEDFORD HiLLS CORRECTIONAL FACILITY

HONOR FLOOR REFERENCE FORM

Honor Floor applicants are exuected to have positive behavior and attitude evidence of willingness to work

welI with staff and inmates in cooperative manner and maintenance of good personal hygiene with regards to both

nnes person and ones surroundings

All auplicants must exhibit definitive aesire to improve take the necessary steps towards rehabilitation and

portray an outstanding degree of program participation In addition all applicants are to behave and act at ievei wel

aoove the norm

Nameo appIicant4/4 DIN 93 3ff
Unit _________

Please pfig the following information

Name of referenceJJ Title jic

Namv uf pogram

Do you think the applicant is suitable for the Honor Floor Circle one No

Reason \/e1i/ jJldDccs NJ cfrlAt/ri

cnm te nppiVant atribut or achievemenr which she has dispUed accomplichd

ktv
41t rc ctueYc1ichefp _____

Lv er-1 jc /Ah tC v//nc/7h

er
ff4 ct_ tu fv

i1c A/
XLI1 L4L

Would you

ttehAc

consider the applicant

kSC 5j Lv
OiJtrv

an approachable

fi
individual

ILro-

How would you rate the applicants general attitude/behavior during her participation in your

program Pick one of the following

JPoor

Additional comments

tvv

JAverage JGood /feee

ffC
-C Th4

\f

Signature of referenceJ4tW Date
_____________

PLEASE RETURN THIS REFERENCE DIRECTLY TO HONOR FLOOR COMMITTEE C/O GUIDANCE COUNSELING

1014/09 Roferenre form
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BEDFORD HILLS CORRECTOWAL FACILITY

247 Harris Road

Bedford HHIs New York 10507

September 24 1010

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

FROM Mr Lynn Wildman Outreach Coordinator

REF Pamela Smart

am writing on behalf of Pamela Smart an inmate at the Bedford Hills

Correctional FacilityBHCF in New York She has requested that write

recommendation for her since she wishes to have her life without parole sentence

re-eva luated by the authorities in New Hampshire

am in charge of Volunteer Tutoring Program in BHCF for women who

request tutoring help during their free time400-5OOPM in addition to their regular

class time during the day They are tutored by inmate tutorsi.e teacher aides who

have completed some college creditssome with year degrees or more Pamela

Smart has been one of my teacher aides for approximately fifteen years have

come to know her quite well and have some very positive impressions of her In the

nineteen years that have coordinated this program she is one of the very best

teacher aides have ever had During this period approximately 55 teacher aides

have worked for me

In her capacity as teacher aide Pame Smart has been extremely

committed cooperative and capable She brings great energy enthusiasm and

effectiveness to her work assignment as one-on-one tutor Her students like her

and respond welt to her high expectations of them. Many of her students have

earned their high school equivalency diplomas and most have enrolled in our

college program Her positive attitude and belief in education fosters self-esteem in

her students and motivates them to do their best have never had student make

complaint about her

am also very much impressed with Pame Smarts personal qualities She

is warm caring thoughtful self-confident very intelligent young woman who

relates very well to others giver who is generous with her time in helping

others An illustration of this is her past tutoring of three women in the long term

care unit of our residential medical center had been approached in 2004 by the

Academic Supervisor and the Deputy of Health Services to identify an inmate who

would on her own do cell study with women in the long term care unit without my

direct supervision As part time employee my schedule did not permit me to

provide daily tutoring help to these three women had no hesitancy in

recommending Pame Smart to do the tutoring She did an outstanding job and
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brought great enthusiasm and effectiveness in tutoring these women She has

sought opportunities and programs to be helpful to others and to improve herself

She had earned two Masters degrees while in prison one by correspondence She

is deeply religious person who has been of great help to the Protestant chaplain

Pame Smarts outstanding personal qualities educational background and

ability are convincing evidence to me that she would make significant

contribution to society if released from prison In my judgment her present

sentence of life without parole is no longer appropriate
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February 24, 2015
Maggie Hassan, Governor
State of New Hampshire
State House
Concord, NH 03301

Re: Letter of Support on behalf of Pamela Smart

Dear Governor Hassan:

I am writing in support of my sister, Pamela Smart. Pame has been imprisoned the past twenty four years. First she was
arrested in August 1990 and jailed in New Hampshire, where she was never allowed to be free or released to even
prepare her defense prior to her trial in March of 1991, then sent to prison in Goffstown, NY and then transferred to New
York–Bedford Hills Correctional Facility (BHCF).

I lived in New Hampshire back in 1989 and throughout her trial and watched in horror how the media portrayed her and
sensationalized her trial and proclaimed her guilty prior and during her trial. I was shocked that Judge Gray denied her
request for change of venue. There were many legal issues that seemed unfair to me and Pame has appealed her case
through the proper legal channels, but to no avail.

Ever since her initial arrest in August 1991, Pame continues to maintain her innocence and I know deep in my heart that
she would be an asset to society upon her release and would continue to help others, especially other women who are
incarcerated.

While she has been incarcerated in both New Hampshire and New York she has suffered considerably. She was sexually
assaulted by a male correction official who was employed at BHCF and whom later committed suicide when subpoenaed
to testify. Pame was also the victim of an unprovoked assault by other inmates in BHCF. Pame suffered a blowout orbital
fracture and nasal fracture resulting in permanent loss of feeling on the left side of her face and requiring surgery to put a
metal plate under her eye to keep eye in place as well as other injuries requiring surgery and daily medication.

In spite of all these injustices, Pame continues to maintain a positive influence on the many lives of women at Bedford
Hills Correctional Facility. For eighteen years she has worked in the education department using her two master's degrees
obtained while incarcerated, to help others further their education. This is something she really enjoys doing and is very
happy to help educate others and help them lead a more productive life upon re-entry into society. She now works in the
HIV Aids/Hepatitis department educating the women in this area. She does all this in spite of the fact that as her sentence
stands today, she will stay imprisoned until her death.

I feel deeply that there is no good purpose served by keeping her in prison. She is not, and never has been, a threat to
anyone. Rather, she is an asset to all those she meets, striving to enrich their lives through her work in church ministry,
rehabilitation through the arts, and many other programs in which she volunteers her time and talent to serve others.

Unlike the people who murdered her husband (Bill Flynn, Pete Randall, and Vance Lattime), my sister Pame will never
have a chance to go before a parole board. Her current sentence is clearly a draconian death sentence. I beg you as a
mother and as the Governor of New Hampshire, to commute her sentence, thereby saving her life and returning her home
to our loving family and back to society where she can and will continue to use her skills to help others.

I thank you in advance for any assistance you can provide for Pame.

Respectfully submitted,

Elizabeth Ann Wojas
540 Brickell Key Drive # 316
Miami, Florida 33131

bethwojas@yahoo.com

305-338-2671
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Certifications and Achievements for Pamela Smart 
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Academic Degrees 

1. Master of Arts – English, Summa Cum Laude (Mercy College, 2003) ............................................B5 

2. Master of Science of Law, Summa Cum Laude (Southern California University for                   

Professional Services, 2001) .............................................................................................................B6 
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Academic Achievements 

3. Completion of Unit 1 – Clinical Pastoral Education (St. John’s Episcopal Services, NY, 2007).....B8 
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Academic Degrees 

Master of Fine Arts, English Literature (GPA 4.0), Summa Cum Laude, Class Valedictorian, 

Mercy College, May 2003. 

Master of Science in Law, (GPA 4.0), Summa Cum Laude, Southern California 

University for Professional Studies, May 2001. 

Bachelor of Science in Communications, Magna Cum Laude, Florida State University,1988.  

Additional Academic Achievements 

 Completion of Unit 1 – Clinical Pastoral Education (St. John’s Episcopal Services, 

NY), April 2007. 

 Graduate Level Research Course (Columbia University), April 2000. 

 Graduated Summa Cum Laude, University of Alabama Criminal Justice Program, April 

1997. 

 Teaching Apprenticeship through N.Y. State Department of Labor, April 1997. 

 Awarded University of Alabama’s Sam Howard Memorial Endowed Scholarship 

for Criminal Justice Studies, 1996. 

 Certified, GED Teacher's Aide, New York State Department of Labor, 2005-2014; 1993-

2003. 

 Completed Civil Rights Movement Course (CUNY), December 1995. 

 Graduated (Highest in Class), Legal Research Course, January 1995. 

 Certified Peer Facilitator, AIDS Institute and New York Department of Health.  

Additional Volunteer Work 

 Administrative assistant, Physical Education Department June 2017-Present 

 Peer Facilitator, AIDS, Counseling and Education Program 2014 – June 2017 

o Create curricula for groups on HIV/AIDS Hepetitis C, Sexually Transmitted Diseases 

and other women's Health Issues; 

o Facilitates HIV-positive support group, women's health groups and, and HIV/AIDS 

information groups for new inmates; 

o Certified as a Peer Facilitator through the AIDS Institute and the New York 

Department of Health; 

o Trained to conduct Center for Disease Control "Respect" groups, which are evidence-

based, individual-level intervention, client-focused HIV prevention intervention 

groups; 

o Responsible for implementing SHE (Strong HIV-Positive Empowered groups); 

o Conducts Peer Facilitator Training Curriculum from the AIDS Institute and 

Department of Health to train and certify new peers; 
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o Trained in "Seeking Safety," an evidence-based counseling program from the New 

York City Department of Health and Mental Health Bureau of HIV/AIDS Prevention 

and Control that studies the multidirectional relationship between trauma substance 

abuse and HIV/AIDS. 

 Certificate of Appreciation for Years of Dedication to Volunteer Tutoring Program, June 

2013. 

 Tutor: adult basic education, pre-GED, GED and college classes, 2012. Selected by 

school principal as his Academic Assistant 

 2012 certified as an HIV/AIDS counselor through the New York State Department of 

Health. This training program involved instruction on disease transmission and 

prevention, medical treatment, risk reduction and much more. 

 Elected by staff as Honor Floor corridor representative, 2012 

 Guest Speaker at Family Violence Group regarding the therapeutic experience of making 

“What I Want My Words to Do to You”, January 2011 

 Certified in Church Leadership Presider Training August 2010 

 Editor/Writer of Weekly Church Bulletin, January 2010-present 

 Editor for “Sons and Daughters Ministry” 2004-present 

 Unit maintenance and paint crew, 2003-present 

 Volunteer Tutor in Long Term Care Hospital Unit, 2003-present 

 Researcher and Emcee for Motown Extravaganza Event, 2003 

 Performer at Latin Explosion Educational Event, 2002 

 Network/Step Up" Inmate Program Aide 

 Organized and oversaw “Childhood Games” night in RMU3 – Mental Health Unit, 2000-

2002. 

 Cleaned and painted for Accreditation, 1994, 2000 

 Academic Outreach Tutor, 1993-2008 

 Taught pre-college math workshops involving the creation and design of pre-tests (all but 

one student passed their college entrance exams), 2000 

 Assisted Dr. Michelle Fine (Columbia University), Participatory Action Research, 

published by the American Psychological Association 

 Researcher for Harlem Renaissance Event, 2001 

 Volunteer tutor for Pre-GED 1 & 2, GED, Pre-college, college, and Master’s students, 

1993-present. 

 Research Project re: impact of college on women in prison. Involved extensive research, 

conducting focus groups, designing the project, writing, editing, data analysis, and 

constructing several reports 

 Red Cross Certificate in Recognition of Haiti Relief Fund  
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Published Works 

 “What I Want My Words To Do To You”. Ed. Judith Katz. PBS “Point of View” 

Documentary, 2003. This documentary won the coveted “Freedom of Expression” award 

at the 2002 Sundance Film Festival, and the “PASS Award” from the National Council 

on Crime and Delinquency 

 “Changing Minds”: The Impact of College in a Maximum Security Prison. Collaborative 

research by the Graduate Center of the City University of New York and Women in 

Prison at the Bedford Hills Correctional Facility. September 2001 

 “A Space for Co-Constructing Counter Stories Under Surveillance”. Critical Psychology. 

The International Journal of Critical Psychology. Eds. Michelle Fine and Anita Harris. 

London: Lawrence and Wishart. 2001. 

Group Participation 

 Actor, singer, dancer in "The Wiz," shown at the United Nations Symposium on Poverty 

and Criminal Justice, 2017. 

 Writer, actor, singer and dancer in original RTA musical production, “Amazing .Grace” – 

July 18, 2013. 

 Leadership Sacred Table – under Pastor Doris Tongo, October 2009 – Present. 

 Rites of Passage – Seven Week Spiritual Courses – October 2009 – January 2010. 

 World AIDS Day, December 2009 – Spiritual Dancer. 

 Appointed Director of Praise Dance Ministry by Rev. Maria Lopez, 2006 – present. 

 Gospel Reader, Church Services, 2005–present. 

 Member of Church Praise Dancers, 2005–present. 

 Elected Long-termer’s Committee Delegate, 2005–present. 

 Member of Playwright Eve Ensler’s creative writing group, 2000-present 

 State Volleyball Team, 1996. 

 Weightlifting Competition, 1996. 

 Organized Intramural Softball League, 1995-present. 

 State Softball Team 1994-present. 

 Member of N.O.W., May 1994-present. 

 Member of Long termer’s Committee, 1994-present. 

 Inmate Liaison Committee President, 1994. 

 Nominated by population for Inmate Grievance Representation, 1993-present. 

 Participated in ACE Walk-a-thon, 1993 through 2004.  
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Programs Attended 

 Completed 13 week, daily Family Violence Program, July 2013. 

 2012 Pastoral Training Program. Pame is still working as a Church Leader. She is the 

Director and Choreographer of the Praise Dancers and also dances with the group at 

services. 

 Completed Rehabilitation Through the Arts course, “Creating a Safe Haven” through 

music, writing and performance, January 2011. 

 Completed Rehabilitation Through the Arts, “Women & Mythology” August 2010. 

 Completed Rehabilitation Through the Arts, “Interpreting Shakespeare through Writing 

and Performing Original Scenes, June 2010. 

 Completed Rehabilitation Through the Arts, “Art & The Individual”; Interpreting Great 

Art through Character Development Course, September 2009-December 2009. 

 Completed Rehabilitation Through the Arts, “Creative Discovery Workshop, July 2009. 

 Rehabilitation Through the Arts, “Interpreting Great Writings” September 2008. 

 Service Award for Exemplary Tutoring, 2006-present. 

 Network One Year Certificate 2004. 

 Inmate Program Aide in Network/Step Up Program, 2003-October 2005. 

 Alternatives to Violence II, November 2000. 

 Down on Violence, May 2000. 

 Anger and You, April 2000. 

 Alternatives to Violence, March 2000. 

 Six Week HIV/AIDS Workshop, February 1997. 

 Academic I.P.A. Training, March 1995. 

 Academic Outreach Tutor, 1994-present. 

 Teacher’s Aide in Pre-GED 1, 1994-2003. 

 Money Addiction, November 1994. 
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Commuted 

Prisoner 

Year State Governor Age Summary Exhibit 

Debra 

Jenner-Tyler 

2003 SD Janklow 30 Sentenced to a term of life imprisonment after brutally murdering her 3-year old 

daughter in 1987. The commutation of her sentence from life in prison to 100 years 

provided the ability to go before the parole board. Governor Janklow granted the 

commutation in January 2003, after believing Jenner-Tyler was sorry for her daughter’s 

death. 

 
Debra Jenner-Tyler's Parole Request Is Denied, KELOLAND MEDIA GROUP, Oct. 17, 2003, 

http://www.keloland.com/news/article/other/debra-jenner-tylers-parole-request-is-denied. 

A 

Walter 

Arvinger 

2004 MD Ehrlich 55 Sentenced to a term of life imprisonment, after a one day trial in 1968, for beating to 

death James R. Brown.  Govenor Ehrlich’s commutation of Mr. Arvinger’s life sentence 

results in his release from prison after 36 years behind bars.  
 

Matthew Mosk, Ehrlich Prolific in Granting Clemency, The Washington Post, August 25, 2006, THE 

WASHINGTON POST, available at http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-

dyn/content/article/2006/08/24/AR2006082401851.html 

B 

Shirley Lute 2004 MO Holden 73 Sentenced to a term of life-without-parole for at least 50 years, for aiding her son in 

killing her husband. After spending almost 25 years in prison, she was released from 

prison at the age of 76 in 2007, after the state Supreme Court overturned the parole 

board’s denial of her release. The commutation made her eligible for parole was granted 

by Governor Holden in 2004. 

 
Woman paroled 25 years after killing husband, ASSOCIATED PRESS, May 4, 2007, 

http://www.nbcnews.com/id/18492723/ns/us_news-crime_and_courts/t/woman-paroled-years-after-killing-

husband/?_sm_au_=iVVvW0VNfvv1Rtns#.WTBp42eGND8. 

C 

Doreen 

Washington 

2008 MI Granholm 67 Sentenced on August 23, 1988 to a term of life imprisonment for the crime of first degree 

murder.  The commutation was granted on May 16, 2008 and was based on the 

affirmative recommendation of the Michigan Parole Board. She was released after 

serving 20 years. 

 
Alison Costello, Advocacy group pushes clemency for imprisoned women, MLIVE MICHIGAN, Oct. 10, 2008, 

http://blog.mlive.com/cns/2008/10/advocacy_group_pushes_clemency.html. 

 

Releases, The Michigan Women’s Justice and Clemency Project, 

http://umich.edu/~clemency/women_sm/releases.html. 
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Kylleen 

Hargrave-

Thomas 

2008 MI Granholm 56 Sentenced on November 30, 1993 to a term of life imprisonment for the crime of first 

degree murder for stabbing her fiancé and torching his bed, after he called off their 

wedding.  The commutation was granted on July 24, 2008 and was based on the 

affirmative recommendation of the Michigan Parole Board. Governor Granholm ordered 

for Hargrave-Thomas to be released in September 2008. 

 
Associated Press, Granholm frees woman who fatally stabbed ex-fiance, MLIVE MICHIGAN, Aug. 6, 2008, 

http://blog.mlive.com/grpress/2008/08/granholm_frees_woman_who_fatal.html. 

E 

John Ulmer 2008 MI Granholm 58 Sentenced on October 26, 1973 to a term of life imprisonment for the crime of first 

degree murder.  The commutation was granted on July 31, 2008 and was based on the 

affirmative recommendation of the Michigan Parole Board. 

 
J. of S., 95-14., Reg. Sess., at 221 (Mich. 2009). 

 

Joseph Page 2008 MI Granholm 72 Sentenced on January 7, 1963 to a term of life imprisonment for the crime of first degree 

murder.  The commutation was granted on August 5, 2008 and was based on the 

affirmative recommendation of the Michigan Parole Board. 

 
J. of S., 95-14., Reg. Sess., at 221 (Mich. 2009). 

 

Minnie 

Boose 

2008 MI Granholm 63 Sentenced on January 9, 1980 to two terms of life imprisonment for the crimes of first 

degree murder and conspiracy to commit first degree murder.  The commutation was 

granted on October 2, 2008 and was based on the affirmative recommendation of the 

Michigan Parole Board.  

 
J. of S., 95-14., Reg. Sess., at 221 (Mich. 2009). 

 

Paula 

Campbell 

2008 MI Granholm 52 Sentenced on May 7, 1976 to a term of life imprisonment for the crime of first degree 

murder.  The commutation was granted on October 2, 2008 and was based on the 

affirmative recommendation of the Michigan Parole Board. 

 
J. of S., 95-14., Reg. Sess., at 221 (Mich. 2009). 

 

Joseph 

Kozlow 

2008 MI Granholm 67 Sentenced on December 1, 1969 to a term of life imprisonment for the crime of first 

degree murder.  The commutation was granted on October 7, 2008 and was based on the 

affirmative recommendation of the Michigan Parole Board. 

 
J. of S., 95-14., Reg. Sess., at 221 (Mich. 2009). 
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Dante 

Ferrazza 

2008 MI Granholm 65 Sentenced on June 16, 1967 to a term of life imprisonment for the crime of first degree 

murder.  The commutation was granted on October 14, 2008 and was based on the 

affirmative recommendation of the Michigan Parole Board.   

 
J. of S., 95-14., Reg. Sess., at 221 (Mich. 2009). 

 

Jameson Cook, Judge affirms Granholm, parole board decisions, MACOMB DAILY, Jan. 7, 2009, 

http://www.macombdaily.com/20090107/judge-affirms-granholm-parole-board-decisions. 

F 

Debra 

Gindorf 

2009 IL Quinn 44 Sentenced in 1986 to a term of life imprisonment without the possibility of parole after 

killing her two young children before attempting to commit suicide. Expert testimony 

revealed that Gindorf was suffering from severe post-partum psychosis when this took 

place. The commutation reduced her sentence to time served in May 2009. 

 
Eric Zorn, Quinn brave where Blago was cowardly -- announces he will release Debra Gindorf, CHICAGO 

TRIBUNE, May 1, 2009, http://blogs.chicagotribune.com/news_columnists_ezorn/2009/05/quinn-to-release-

debra-gindorf.html?_sm_au_=iVVvW0VNfvv1Rtns. 

G 

Roosevelt 

Moore 

2009 MI Granholm 62 Sentenced on July 8, 1971 to a term of life imprisonment for the crime of first degree 

murder.  The commutation was granted on October 29, 2009 and was based on the 

affirmative recommendation of the Michigan Parole and Commutation Board. 

 
John Hausman & Teresa Williams, Gov. Granholm commutes sentence of man convicted in 1970 slaying, 

MLIVE MICHIGAN, Nov. 22, 2009, 

http://www.mlive.com/news/muskegon/index.ssf/2009/11/gov_granholm_commutes_sentence.html. 

H 

Betty Jean 

Dennis 

2009 MI Granholm 77 Sentenced on February 21, 1995 to terms of life imprisonment for the crime of 

conspiracy to commit first degree murder, 20 to 50 years imprisonment for the crime of 

assault with intent to commit murder, and 20 to 50 years imprisonment for the crime of 

soliciting first degree murder.  The commutation was granted on March 6, 2009 and was 

based on the affirmative recommendation of the Michigan Parole and Commutation 

Board. 

 
J. of S., 95-01., Reg. Sess., at 01 (Mich. 2010). 

 

Brian Hurst 2009 MI Granholm 51 Sentenced on May 20, 1980 to a term of life imprisonment for the crime of first degree 

murder.  The commutation was granted on April 2, 2009 and was based on the 

affirmative recommendation of the Michigan Parole and Commutation Board. 

 
J. of S., 95-01., Reg. Sess., at 01 (Mich. 2010). 
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Hollis 

Jackson 

2009 MI Granholm 61 Sentenced on June 5, 1970 to a term of life imprisonment for the crime of first degree 

murder.  The commutation was granted on May 29, 2009 and was based on the 

affirmative recommendation of the Michigan Parole and Commutation Board. 

 
J. of S., 95-01., Reg. Sess., at 01 (Mich. 2010). 

 

Linda 

Hamilton 

2009 MI Granholm 61 Sentenced on June 28, 1979 and March 27, 1998 to terms of life imprisonment for the 

crime of first degree murder, and nine months to two years imprisonment for the crime of 

attempted larceny.  The commutation was granted on June 17, 2009 and was based on 

the affirmative recommendation of the Michigan Parole and Commutation Board. 

 
J. of S., 95-01., Reg. Sess., at 01 (Mich. 2010). 

 

LANSING CITY PULSE, City Pulse – Cover Story, 

http://lansingcitypulse.com/archives/040225/040225cover.html 

I 

Robert 

Peterson 

2009 MI Granholm 57 Sentenced on May 20, 1980 to a term of life imprisonment for the crime of first degree 

murder.  The commutation was granted on September 8, 2009 and was based on the 

affirmative recommendation of the Michigan Parole and Commutation Board. 

 
J. of S., 95-01., Reg. Sess., at 01 (Mich. 2010). 

 

Robert 

Bransford 

2009 MI Granholm 73 Sentenced on February 1, 1973 to two terms of life imprisonment for the crimes of first 

degree murder and armed robbery.  The commutation was granted on October 14, 2009 

and was based on the affirmative recommendation of the Michigan Parole and 

Commutation Board. 

 
J. of S., 95-01., Reg. Sess., at 01 (Mich. 2010). 

 

Zef Lulgjura 2009 MI Granholm 68 Sentenced on June 22, 1977 to four terms of life imprisonment for the crimes of three 

counts of first degree murder, and assault with intent to commit murder.  The 

commutation was granted on October 26, 2009 and was based on the affirmative 

recommendation of the Michigan Parole and Commutation Board. 

 
J. of S., 95-01., Reg. Sess., at 01 (Mich. 2010). 

 

Anne 

Brown 

2009 MI Granholm 48 Sentenced on January 31, 1986 to a term of life imprisonment for the crime of first 

degree murder.  The commutation was granted on October 29, 2009 and was based on 

the affirmative recommendation of the Michigan Parole and Commutation Board. 

 
J. of S., 95-01., Reg. Sess., at 01 (Mich. 2010). 
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Levonne 

Roberts 

2009 MI Granholm 58 Sentenced on March 13, 1985 to a term of life imprisonment for the crime of first degree 

murder.  The commutation was granted on December 4, 2009 and was based on the 

affirmative recommendation of the Michigan Parole and Commutation Board.  

 
J. of S., 95-01., Reg. Sess., at 01 (Mich. 2010). 

 

John 

Coulter 

2009 MI Granholm 72 Sentenced on July 16, 1962 to a term of life imprisonment for the crime of first degree 

murder.  The commutation was granted on December 4, 2009 and was based on the 

affirmative recommendation of the Michigan Parole and Commutation Board. 

 
J. of S., 95-01., Reg. Sess., at 01 (Mich. 2010). 

 

Joanne 

Schmid 

2009 MI Granholm 72 Sentenced on January 5, 1984 to a term of life imprisonment for the crime of first degree 

murder.  The commutation was granted on December 9, 2009 and was based on the 

affirmative recommendation of the Michigan Parole and Commutation Board. 

 
J. of S., 95-01., Reg. Sess., at 01 (Mich. 2010). 

 

LaNia Coleman, Parole board to consider releasing Skidway Lake woman convicted of murder, arson in ’82, 

THE BAY CITY TIMES, Aug. 4, 2009, http://www.mlive.com/news/bay-

city/index.ssf/2009/08/parole_board_to_consider_relea.html 

J 

William 

Bennett Jr. 

2010 MI Granholm 63 Sentenced on June 24, 1976 to a term of life imprisonment for the crime of first degree 

murder.  The commutation was granted on May 26, 2010 and was based on the 

affirmative recommendation of the Michigan Parole and Commutation Board. 

 
J. of S., 95-99., Reg. Sess., at 2203 (Mich. 2010). 

 

James 

Armstrong 

2010 MI Granholm 76 Sentenced on January 28, 1963 and April 20, 1983 to a term of life imprisonment for the 

crime of first degree murder and a term of six months to five years imprisonment for the 

crime of escaping prison.  The commutation was granted on June 7, 2010 and was based 

on the affirmative recommendation of the Michigan Parole and Commutation Board. 

 
J. of S., 95-99., Reg. Sess., at 2203 (Mich. 2010). 
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Thomas 

Cress 

2010 MI Granholm 54 Sentenced on June 5, 1985 to a term of life imprisonment for the crime of first degree 

murder. The commutation was granted on December 28, 2010 and was based on the 

affirmative recommendation of the Michigan Parole and Commutation Board. 

 
J. of S., 95-99., Reg. Sess., at 2203 (Mich. 2010). 

 

Ed White, Man convicted in teen’s slaying will be released, DESERET NEWS, Dec. 28, 2010, 

https://www.deseretnews.com/article/700095613/Man-convicted-in-teens-slaying-will-be-released.html 

K 

Al-Kareem 

Shadeed 

2011 WA Gregoire 42 Sentenced in 1994 to a term of life in prison without parole under the state’s mandatory 

three-strikes law, after attempting to steal someone’s wallet. Shadeed was released after 

the commutation was granted by Governor Gregoire in 2011. 

 
Sara Green, Clemency recommended for 3-strikes offenders, THE SEATTLE TIMES, June 11, 2009, 

http://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/clemency-recommended-for-3-strikes-offenders/. 

 

Joe Utter, Moses Lake man was granted clemency for life sentence, now suspected of theft at school, 

IFIBERONE, Aug. 5, 2015, http://www.ifiberone.com/news/moses-lake-man-was-granted-clemency-for-life-

sentence-now/article_59e7522e-3bcb-11e5-b153-bb57571f7036.html. 

L 

Keith O. 

Smith 

2010 PA Rendell 55 Sentenced in 1975 to a term of life imprisonment after serving as a lookout during a 

flower shop robbery in which the store owner was killed. Smith was 19 years old at the 

time with no criminal record at the time and received the same sentence as his co-

defendants. The commutation was granted on December 30, 2010 by Governor Rendell, 

who noted that Smith was not the killer and served an ancillary role in the crime. 

 
Governor Rendell Announces Commutations, PRNEWSWIRE, Dec. 30, 2010, 

http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/governor-rendell-announces-commutations-112679939.html. 

M 

Tyrone 

Werts 

2010 PA Rendell 59 Sentenced in 1976 for his role in a robbery and fatal shooting at a gambling house when 

he was 23 years old. He remained outside in a vehicle serving as the getaway driver in 

robbery-turned-murder. The commutation was granted on December 30, 2010 by 

Governor Rendell, who noted that Werts was not the shooter and served an ancillary role 

in the crime. Those with a more significant role received the same or lighter sentences, or 

ended up serving a shorter term than Werts. 

 
Governor Rendell Announces Commutations, PRNEWSWIRE, Dec. 30, 2010, 

http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/governor-rendell-announces-commutations-112679939.html. 
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William 

Fultz 

2010 PA Rendell 58 Sentenced in 1976 to a term of life in prison for his role in a killing, in which his only 

role was disposing the murder weapon. The two men that committed the murder received 

the same sentence as Fultz, who was 22 years old at the time, with no prior adult criminal 

record. The commutation was granted on December 30, 2010 by Governor Rendell, who 

noted that Fultz was not the killer and served an ancillary role in the crime. 

 
Governor Rendell Announces Commutations, PRNEWSWIRE, Dec. 30, 2010, 

http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/governor-rendell-announces-commutations-112679939.html. 

O 

Betty 

Smithey 

2012 AZ Brewer 69 Convicted in 1963 for the murder of a 15-month year old girl that she had strangled to 

death while babysitting. Smithey was 20 years old when she was sentenced to a term of 

life imprisonment without parole. Smithey was a problematic prisoner at first, managing 

to escape four times from three different prisons between 1974 and 1981. Her sentence 

was commuted to 48 years to life, resulting in her release in August 2012, after 49 years 

in prison. 

 
Alyssa Newcomb, Betty Smithey, Longest Serving Female Inmate, May Get Parole For 1963 Murder, 

ABCNEWS, July 14, 2012, http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2188166/Betty-Smithey-Americas-

longest-serving-female-inmate-freed-49-years.html. 

 

America's longest-serving female inmate, 69, walks free 49 years after strangling 15-month-old baby to 

death, DAILY MAIL REPORTER, Aug. 14, 2012, http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2188166/Betty-

Smithey-Americas-longest-serving-female-inmate-freed-49-years.html. 

P 

Tamara 

Settles 

2012 MD O’Malley 53 Convicted for a 1984 robbery-turned-murder where Settles lured the victim to her 

boyfriend, who eventually shot and killed the victim while demanding his wallet. Settles 

was sentenced to a term of life imprisonment, while her boyfriend took a plea deal and 

was released nine years prior to Settles’ sentence commutation. The commutation was 

granted in March 2012, noting that Settles was not the killer and served an ancillary role 

in the crime. 

 
Aaron Davis, O’Malley commutes sentences of two convicted for murder, THE WASHINGTON POST, Mar. 29, 

2012, https://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/maryland-politics/post/omalley-commutes-sentences-of-two-

convicted-for-murder/2012/03/29/gIQAXuUAkS_blog.html?utm_term=.6d08fa5508d9. 
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Travion 

Blout 

2014 VA McDonnel

l 

23 Sentenced to six life terms plus 118 years, with no chance for parole under Virginia law, 

for a 2006 robbery. Blout committed a robbery at age 15 along with two 18-year old 

accomplices who received 10- and 13- year sentences. The commutation of a sentence 

reduction was granted in January 2014.  

 
Gary Harki, Travion Blount gets a chance at freedom after 6 life sentences for Norfolk robbery when he was 

15, THE VIRGINIAN PILOT, May 26, 2017, http://pilotonline.com/news/local/crime/travion-blount-gets-a-

chance-at -freedom-after-life-sentences/article_e1de5c34-1c0d-5200-830e-e40c407c982c.html. 

U 

Orlando 

Ames 

2014 WA Inslee 46 Convicted in 1994 at the age of 27 to life without parole for second degree assault under 

the state’s three-strikes law. Ames held the victim while a juvenile accomplice stole 

items from the victim’s pockets. Prior to the three-strikes law, Ames would have faced 

approximately two years in prison. After serving almost 20 years, Governor Inslee 

granted commutation on November 14, 2014, after recommendation by the state Pardon 

Board. 

 
Austin Jenkins, Another Washington Three-Strikes Offender Wins Clemency Recommendation, NW NEWS 

NETWORK, June 13, 2014, http://nwnewsnetwork.org/post/another-washington-three-strikes-offender-wins-

clemency-recommendation. 

 

Chart, Governor Inslee Clemency & Pardons Board Actions since 2012, 

http://www.governor.wa.gov/sites/default/files/documents/BoardRecommendations-20150902.pdf. 

V 

Thurmond 

Berry 

2015 PA Wolf 68 Convicted in 1976 at age 29 to life without parole for being an accomplice in a robbery 

during which someone else killed a bystander. The commutation was granted on 

December 3, 2015 after recommendation in by the Pennsylvania Board of Pardons, 

making him eligible for parole. Berry spent almost 40 years in prison before his eventual 

release. 

 
Laura Benshoff, With commutation, the window to freedom opens a crack for lifers in Pa., NEWSWORKS, 

May 31, 2016, http://www.newsworks.org/index.php/local/philadelphia/94183-with-commutation-the-

window-to-freedom-opens-a-crack-for-lifers-in-pa?_sm_au_=iVVsKLZvDPL1qM6P. 

 

Statistics, Pa. Bd. of Pardons, Lifer Cases Granted a Public Hearing Since the 1997 Constitutional 

Amendment (as of Dec. 13, 2016).  
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Barry Beach 2015 MT Bullock 53 Sentenced to a term of 100-years-without-parole at age 17 for a 1979 murder. Beach has 

long-maintained his innocence on the basis of coerced confession. After spending more 

than 30 years in prison, the commutation was granted on November 20, 2015, resulting 

in his release. 

 
Matt Volz & Matthew Brown, Gov. Bullock frees Barry Beach after 3 decades in prison for murder, THE 

MISSOULIAN, Nov. 20, 2015, http://missoulian.com/news/local/gov-bullock-frees-barry-beach-after-decades-

in-prison-for/article_6f0c5477-7726-5419-9ce5-bca4b01246ae.html?_sm_au_=iVVFQHpZt7j6pVbN. 

 

Text of the Montana executive order granting Barry Beach clemency, INDEP. REC., Nov. 20, 2015, 

http://helenair.com/news/crime-and-courts/text-of-the-montana-executive-order-granting-barry-beach-

clemency/article_7e3f9cbf-4488-56e0-bd01-34e125d97974.html? _sm_au_=iVVFQHpZt7j6pVbN. 

X 

David 

Conyers 

2015 WA Inslee 40 Sentenced in 1995 to a term of life without parole under the state’s three strikes law after 

participating in three robberies with his older brother. He was the youngest person to be 

convicted under the law, at the age of 20. 

 
Clemency and a call for reform for three-strikes law, SEATTLE TIMES, Sep. 16, 2015, 

http://www.seattletimes.com/opinion/editorials/clemency-and-a-call-for-reform-for-three-strikes-law/. 

Y 

Louis 

Calderon 

2016 CA Brown 36 Sentenced on April 5, 2000 to a total prison term of 32 years to life for attempted murder 

plus a firearm enhancement. At the age 19, Calderon was present in a car at the time that 

his friend shot the victim. The commutation was granted on December 23, 2016, 

reducing Calderon’s sentence to a total of 22 years to life. 

 
Melanie Mason & Liam Dillon, LA TIMES, Gov. Jerry Brown pardons 112, commutes one sentence in pre-

Christmas tradition, Dec. 23, 2016, http://www.latimes.com/politics/essential/la-pol-ca-essential-politics-

updates-gov-jerry-brown-pardons-112-commutes-1482520745-htmlstory.html 

Z 

Matthew 

Hattley 

2016 NY Cuomo 49 Sentenced in 1992 to a term of 25 years-to-life for second degree murder. The 

commutation was granted by Governor Cuomo on December 30, 2016. 

 
Chris Rowley, Freedom In A Brand New Year? Governor Cites Gunk Journal Writings In Hattley Decision, 

SHAWANGUNK JOURNAL, Jan. 5, 2017, http://www.gunkjournal.com/2017/01/05/news/1701050.html 
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Donnie 

Daniels 

2016 OK Fallin 54 Convicted of drug trafficking in 1997 and sentenced to life without parole under the 

state’s mandatory three strikes law. The commutation providing the opportunity for 

parole was granted in January 2016, following recommendation by the Oklahoma Pardon 

and Parole Board. 

 
Jennifer Palmer, Oklahoma governor commutes sentences for two drug-crime inmates, NEWSOK, Jan. 17, 

2016, http://newsok.com/article/5473071. 

 
Jennifer Palmer, Three commutation requests headed to Oklahoma Gov. Mary Fallin, NEWSOK, Sep. 28, 

2015, http://newsok.com/article/5449659. 

BB 

Valerie 

Seeley 

2016 NY Cuomo 61 Sentenced in 2001 to 19 years-to-life for second degree murder for killing her live-in, 

abusive boyfriend. The commutation was granted by Governor Cuomo on December 30, 

2016. 

 
Press Release, Office of Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo, Governor Cuomo Grants First-Ever Conditional Pardons 

to More than 100 New Yorkers Convicted of Crimes at Ages 16 and 17 (Dec. 30, 2016), 

https://www.governor.ny.gov/news/governor-cuomo-grants-first-ever-conditional-pardons-more-100-new-

yorkers-convicted-crimes-ages. 

CC 

Daniel 

Peters 

2016 PA Wolf 51 Sentenced at age 17 to life without parole after accompanying his older brother to rob a 

home where the homeowner later died after a beating that ensued by Peters’ brother. The 

commutation was granted on May 24, 2016 following the January 2016 recommendation 

by the Pennsylvania Board of Pardons. 

 
Samantha Melamed, After decades behind bars, juvenile lifers are released - but to what?, PHILLY.COM, July 

11, 2016, http://www.philly.com/philly/news/20160711 

_After_decades_behind_bars__juvenile_lifers_are_released_-_but_to_what_.html. 

 
Statistics, Pa. Bd. of Pardons, Lifer Cases Granted a Public Hearing Since the 1997 Constitutional 

Amendment (as of Dec. 13, 2016).  
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Judith Clark 2016 NY Cuomo 67 Sentenced on October 6, 1983, to a minimum term of 75 years for driving the getaway 

car in a 1981 robbery that left a guard and two police officers dead. Clark received one of 

the longest sentences of her six co-defendants. The commutation was granted on 

December 30, 2016 by Governor Andrew Cuomo making Clark eligible for parole.  

Governor Cuomo specifically cited Clark’s long sentence and exceptional self-

development.  

 
JUDITH CLARK, http://judithclark.org/ (last visited May 30, 2017). 

 

Eli Rosenberg, Cuomo Commutes Sentence of Judith Clark, Driver in Deadly Bring’s Robbery, NEW YORK 

TIMES, Dec. 30, 2016, https://www.nytimes.com/2016/12/30/nyregion/cuomo-commutes-sentence-of-judith-

clark-driver-in-deadly-brinks-robbery.html 

EE 

Daniel 

Wiltse 

2017 CA Brown 54 Sentenced in January 1981 to life without parole at the age of 18 for the crimes of 

murder and conspiracy to commit murder, in arrangement with an acquaintance, who 

was the person to actually carry out the killer. The commutation was granted on April 15, 

2017 making Wiltse’s eligible for a parole hearing. Wiltse earned his GED and a variety 

of certifications while incarcerated and also assisted the prison in designing a 

computerized tracking system. 

 
Michael Watanabe, Gov. Brown commutes sentence for man convicted of stepfather’s 1979 murder in 

Riverside County, THE PRESS ENTERPRISE, Apr. 15, 2017, http://www.pe.com/2017/04/15/gov-brown-

commutes-murder-sentece-pardons-6-in-riverside-san-bernardino-counties/. 

FF 

Kenneth 

Hartman 

2017 CA Brown 56 Sentenced on July 22, 1980 to life-without-parole for robbery and murder at the age of 

19, following an altercation between Hartman, his friend and the victim. The 

commutation was granted on April 15, 2017, making Hartman eligible for parole. 

 
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNIA, COMMUTATION OF SENTENCE FOR KENNETH HARTMAN (April 15, 

2017), https://www.gov.ca.gov/docs/4.15.17_Attested_Pardons_and_Commutations.pdf 
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Susan Russo 2017 CA Brown 62 Sentenced on August 16, 1996 to life-without-parole after she plotted with her boyfriend 

to kill her husband. Russo let two men into her home to kill her husband. The 

commutation was granted by Governor Jerry Brown on April 15, 2017, making Russo 

eligible for parole. 

 
Chueyee Yang, After years of life sentence without parole, Riverdale woman given chance at reprieve, THE 

FRESNO BEE, Apr. 15, 2017, 

http://www.fresnobee.com/news/local/article144870924.html?_sm_au_=iVVsKLZvDPL1qM6P. 

 
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNIA, COMMUTATION OF SENTENCE FOR SUSAN RUSSO (2017). 

HH 
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Appendix C: Governors’ Recent Life-Without-Parole Commutations 

EXHIBIT A 

Debra Jenner-Tyler 

South Dakota 
Governor Janklow 

2003
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Appendix C: Governors’ Recent Life-Without-Parole Commutations 

EXHIBIT B 

Walter Arvinger 

Maryland 
Governor Ehrlich 

2004
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Appendix C: Governors’ Recent Life-Without-Parole Commutations 

EXHIBIT C 

Shirley Lute 

Missouri 
Governor Holden 

2004
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EXHIBIT D 

Doreen Washington 

Michigan 
Governor Granholm 

2009
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EXHIBIT E 

Kyleen Hargrave-Thomas 

Michigan 
Governor Granholm 

2008
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Appendix C: Governors’ Recent Life-Without-Parole Commutations 

EXHIBIT F 

Dante Ferrazza 

Michigan 
Governor Granholm 

2008
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EXHIBIT G

Debra Gindorf 

Illinois 
Governor Quinn 

2009
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Appendix C: Governors’ Recent Life-Without-Parole Commutations 

EXHIBIT H 

Roosevelt Moore 

Michigan 
Governor Granholm 

2009 
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EXHIBIT I 

Linda Hamilton 

Michigan 
Governor Granholm 

2009
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EXHIBIT J 

Joanne Schmid 

Michigan 
Governor Granholm 

2009
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EXHIBIT K 

Thomas Cress 

Michigan 
Governor Granholm 

2010
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EXHIBIT L 

Al-Kareem Shadeed 

Washington 
Governor Gregoire 

2011
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EXHIBIT M 

Keith O. Smith

Pennsylvania 
Governor Rendell 

2010
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EXHIBIT N 

Tyrone Werts 

Pennsylvania 
Governor Rendell 

2010
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EXHIBIT O 

William Fultz 

Pennsylvania 
Governor Rendell 

2010
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EXHIBIT P 

Betty Smithey  

Arizona 
Governor Brewer 

2012
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EXHIBIT Q 

Tamara Settles 

Maryland 
Governor O’Malley 

2012
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EXHIBIT R 

Rasberry Williams 

Iowa 
Governor Branstad 

2013
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EXHIBIT S 

Larry Lee Fisher 

Washington 
Governor Gregoire 

2013
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EXHIBIT T 

Shelby Arabie 

Louisiana 
Governor Jindal 

2013
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EXHIBIT U 

Travion Blout 

Virginia 
Governor McDonnell 

2014
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EXHIBIT V 

Orlando Ames 

Washington 
Governor Inslee 

2014
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EXHIBIT W 

Thurmond Berry 

Pennsylvania 
Governor Wolf 

2015
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EXHIBIT X 

Barry Beach 

Montana 
Governor Bullock 

2015
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EXHIBIT Y 

David Conyers 

Washington 
Governor Inslee 

2015
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EXHIBIT Z 

Louis Calderon 

California 
Governor Brown 

2016
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EXHIBIT AA 

Matthew Hattley 

New York 
Governor Cuomo 

2016
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EXHIBIT BB 

Donnie Daniels 

Oklahoma 
Governor Fallin 

2016
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EXHIBIT CC 

Valerie Seeley 

New York 
Governor Cuomo 

2016
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EXHIBIT DD 

Daniel Peters 

Pennsylvania 
Governor Wolf 

2016
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EXHIBIT EE 

Judith Clark 

New York 
Governor Cuomo 

2016
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EXHIBIT FF 

Daniel Wiltse 

California 
Governor Brown 

2017
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EXHIBIT GG 

Kenneth Hartman 

California 
Governor Brown 

2017
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EXHIBIT HH 

Susan Russo 

California 
Governor Brown 

2017 
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